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Preface

The purpose of this study was to assess the challenges Tactical

Air Forces (TAF) aircraft maintenance personnel face as a result of

organizational changes based on fiscal restrictions and dramatic changes

in the Soviet Union and Eastern bloc nations.

When the study was originally conceived, it was not designed to

cover the concepts of two-level aircraft maintenance and TAP Composite

and Objective Wings and their impact on the maintenance organization.

However, the TAP's rapid development of these two areas necessitated

their consideration.

My success in completing this effort must be shared with several

individuals. I offer my heartfelt appreciation to my thesis advisor,

Major Dave Diener. His ability to pull seemingly unrelated ideas

together was a continuing source of inspiration. I am eternally

grateful to my reader, Mr. Jerry Peppers. He tactfully prevented me

from m.-king historical blunders, gently guided me to fill in the blanks,

and kept me laughing when I really needed to.

For their assistance in providing me with critical historical

information I would like to thank Mg. Bea Arthur from the TAC History

Office; Mr. Paul Ferguson from the AFLC History Office; and Mr. Dave

Msnard from the Air Force Museum Archives. Each of these fine people

provided me with the most prompt and courteous service anyone could ever

hope for.

I would also like to thank several of my friends for helping me

get through the hard times. Captain Stev,? (Ike) Eichenbrenner, his wife

(and my friend) Angela, and their two children, Paula and Chester were
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my "family" away from home. They were always there for me and showed me

just how important family is to success. I must also thank Captain Rui

Jorge G. Gomes, of the Portuguese Air Force, for putting up with a lot

more than he got in return.

My mother, Carole Myers, also deserves a lot of the credit for my

success. She always reminds me I can do anything I set my mind to and

always she is right. Thanks Mom.

Finally, I owe the greatest debt to my husband Captain Richard A.

Harris, Jr., for his love, tolerance, patience, support, and understand-

ing. As an active duty officer, Rich was unable to accompany me to this

school. Instead he had to put up with the long periods of separation,

endless phone calls, and all the trials of running a home without my

h•lp. He showed me how important we are to each other.

Barbara L. Harris
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Abs tract

The purpose of t~his study was to assess the challenges Tactical

Air Forces (TAP) aircraft maintenance personnel face as a result of the

TAF reorganization. The overall goal was to provide aircraft mainte-

nance managers with a basis for evaluating and meeting those challenges.

To accompl~sh this goal, emphasis was placed on documenting the con-

cepts, events, and conditions which led to changes in military aircraft

maintenance from the birth of aviation to the present. Current issues

such as the proposed move to two-level m~aintenance and the formation of

the TAP Composite and Objective Wings were also addressed. Research was

conducted primarily through the review of availa~ble historical docu-

ments, complemented by current literature and personal interviews.' The

TAP reorganization results in a more centralized maintenance organiza-

tion with a generalized workforce. History shows that when faced with

comparable conditions--reduced threat and loss of defense dollars, the

Air Force took similar action. The on-equipment aircraft maintenance

technician will experience the least negative impact from the reoý7gani-

zation. Those most likely to experience the greatest changes in the

structure of their career fields are the off-equipment aircraft avionics

maintenance technicians. Furthermore, the TAP reorganization also

eliminates many of the overhead supervisory positions held by interniedi-

ate-level officer and enlisted aircraft maintenance ri'magers. Although

it will take some time for the chaos to subside, if everyone focuses on

doing their part to ensure the success of the mission the TAP Objective

Wing will become another positive example in history.
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MAU MGS TO UNITED STATES V-CTICAL AIR FORCE
AIRCMAFT MAINAMNCE PIESCEML:

PAST, PRESENT, AND FTYURE

I. Introduction

It is fiscal year (FY) 1995, do you know where your force levels

are? If you guessed close to the Air Force of 1950 you are correct!

The 1990 Defense Authorization Bill proposes Air Force strength re-

ductions of 100,000 airmen over the five year period, FY 91-FY 95--fran

510,000 by the end of FY 1291 to 415,000 by the end of FY 1995. This

level nearly matches Air Force strength levels just three short years

after its birth in 1947 (1:36-37). Although this is not the first time

the Air Force has taken major cuts, today there is a difference. In the

past, manpower reductions have always followed a period of buildup in

the force. Reducing the force simply equated to the immediate release

of those individuals who had enlisted to avoid the draft, and who did

not want to make a career out. of the military in the first place.. Today

the circumstances are very different. (See Appendix A for a ccrrplete

list of rrmnning nurber..)

The latest round of cutbacks canes on the heels of a manpower

reduction plan that began around 1986. The Air Force has lost 76,000

airmen over the past five years, and even before Congress called for

deeper cuts this year the Air Force was cutting new accessions and

accelerating retirements. The problem is there is no assurance the cuts

1



will end at the levels now planned. What will really happen hinges on

future appropriations (1:37). If appropriation levels drop further,

they could speed up the current drawdown rate, or even force final

levels below the planned totals. Of course, the converse is true, but

at this point it is highly unlikely the trend to slim down the military

ccailex will reverse. The rapid changes in the Soviet Union and Eastern

Europe have stretched to the United States. The reaction to these

changes has been a call by Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney to "slash

$180 billion from the defense budget by fiscal (year) 1994" (3:8). This

large reduction in defense dollars equates to srmller United States

military forces in the future.

Experience has taught the Air Force to be very careful how it

carries out these reductions. When it sought to reduce the force

following the Vietnam conflict, the Air Force did so at the cost of new

accessions. Although this plan worked in the near term to rapidly

reduce manning levels, in the long term it was a failure. Large gaps

were created in the number of career-eligible airmen who had the neces-

sary skills to maintain a combat ready force (1:37). It has been n-ore

than 15 years since the Air Force made that mdstake, and the next five

years may tell how well the Air Force learned the lesson.

The status of manning reductions has been explored, but what, if

any, effect will the budget reductions have on planned readiness? As

reported in the April 1991 issue of Air Fouce Magazine, "Air Force offi-

cials say they will try to hold it (readiness) at today's high levels"

(6:74). As the number of aircraft is reduced, a fifteen percent reduc-

tion in the overall flying hour progran is expected. Yet, the Air Force

does not want to reduce its readiness level. It wants tactical fighter

2



pilots and strategic pilots to continue flying twenty hours per mnnth.

Though the Air Force's direct flying-hour budget for airlift crews has

been cut, it will be supplenented by DcD-funded flying time (6:74).

What this means is that the tasking level basically remins the same.

In short, fewer people and fewer aircraft but the same expectations for

a combat ready force. Is another chapter in the continuation of the

ages old '"ore with less" concept of military operations being written?

The reduction in force to pre-Korean War levels will provide some

interesting challenges to Air Force leaders and managers. It is the

purpose of this research to identify those challenges Tactical Air Force

(TAF) aircraft maintenance personnel face. (The term Tactical Air Force

encorrpasses the Tactical Air CaTrand, Pacific Air Forces, and United

States Air Forces in Europe.) The study of aircraft maintenance issues

is done in two phases. The first phase is a historical review of the

development of aircraft maintenance, with the emphasis placed on the

issues faced by aircraft maintenance during each period of development.

Though this research focuses on T75 aircraft maintenance issues, the

inclusion of additional material is necessary for several reasons.

First, the review of early aircraft maintenance history provides a

better understanding of its evolution. Maintenance manager.! will have

an opportunity to view how these challenges were met in th. past, and

may be able to draw a parallel to today's issues. Second, TAC (and

subsequently the TAF) did not exist in the early years of aircraft

maintenance developrrnt; MC waz officially recognized in 1946.

Finally, the first TAF maintenance manual--TAC Manual 66-1--was not pub-

lished until 1957. The second pha:e of the study f-ocuses on the most
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recent changes faced by the TAF rraintenance organization. The last

chapter comprares and contrasts the development of aircraft maintenance,

with a focus on the constraints aircraft maintenance managers must face.

Why Today Is Different Fron Yesterday: The End of "Cold War"

Historically, the United States military has reduced its forces

after every major war beginning with World War I and continuing to the

present. Now, the longest running war has come to an end. It was not

as concrete as past wars where there was a definable beginning and end

to the hostilities. This war was a "cold war" with the Soviet Union

which began just after World War II. The beginning of this war was

marked by the Soviet support of post-war coamiunist regimes which eventu-

ally took power in many Eastern European nations. Finally, in response

to the Czechoslovakia coup of 1948, and the Berlin blockade from April

1948-Septerber 1949, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) was

formed (7:512).

Although the cold war was a different war, it still represented a

long period of ideological conflict where the known threat was the Sovi-

et Union. In 1968, Soviet President Mik•hail Gorbachev nade a choice to

end the cold war. He selected that year as the time to call for perest-

roika--the restructuring of the Soviet society, economy, and military.

He made a choice *o replace the "nyet" approach to foreign affairs with

one of glanost, or opeiness. The impact of his choice for the future

of the Soviet Union has been felt worldwide and, in particular, by the

United States.
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Without the ever-present threat from the Soviet Union, the United

States has been forced to rethink its military strategy. This has re-

sulted in a shift in the foundation of United States national security

policy and strategy. Maj Gen Charles G. "Chuck" Boyd, then Director of

Plans for the Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans and Operations

(XO), was one Air Force strategist not convinced the world is safe. In

Janmes W. Canan's article, "Global Power from American Shores," he said:

Whether the Soviet threat diminishes or resurges, it seems obvious
to Air Force strategists that even greater threats to US inter-
ests--and to US national security--will rise up elsewhere, espe-
cially in the increasingly well-armed Third World. (2:40)

What Now?

A perceived change in the posture of our min threat gave Congress

all the impetus it needed to call for reductions in the defense budget.

Lt Gen 7h1c1.'as j. Hickey, Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, said "When

all the dust settled (on the 1990 budget), the Air Force leadership

faced a $600 million reduction in personnel dollars to nmnage our pro-

gram's" (3:8).

This reduction in personnel dollars is leading to a broad spectrum

reduction in force (RIF). In March 1991, assigred overseas manning lev-

els were set to 100 percent for short tours, but they have been reduced

from 100 percent to 90 percent of authorized le4els for long tours. At

the sare time, statride mranning went from 95 percent to 85 percent (5).

Air Force leaders and managers, accustarred to working with more person-

nel, are searching for ways to cope with these reductions while retain-

ing capability.
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Specific Problem

Manning reductions combined with little change in demands for

sortie production causes a whole new set of challengez to emerge. The

problem is, there is no clear statement of the effect these challenges

have bad, or will have, on the TAF aircraft naintenance organization.

The first concern of this research is to determine if challenges exist.

If they do, the next step will be to caTpare these challenges to those

faced in the past. The overall goal is to provide raintenance nanagers

a bazis for evaluating and meeting those challenges.

To accomplish this goal, emphasis is placed on docunenting the

concepts, events, and conditions which led to changes in military

aircraft maintenance frcm the birth of aviation to the present. This

research includes a look at the circunstances surrounding the buildup

and drawdown of the Army Air Service, the Army Air Corps, the Army Air

Forces, and the United States Air Force over the same period.

Investigat ive Quest i os

The following qaesticns are used to guide the research. The term

"air force" is used to suggest the Army Air Service, Army Air Corps,

Army Air Forces, arnd the United States Air Force. (See Appendix B for

the chronology of Air Forc developrm•nt.)

1. What led to the perýLods of buildup of the air force frcm the

birth of aviation to the present?

2. What was the overall str-acture of the air force prior to each

buildup period? Hir was the aircraft maintenance organization struc-

tured?

S.. . i '" -• ," ,...... Y •-" -- ""- -i...... .. '• -- i ..... '•"} - • . .. i •- ...... " i • • 1 ' t 1 " -• • " • I-6



3. What challenges did the aircraft maintenance organization face

associated with each buildup period?

4. What was the overall structure of the air force after each

buildup period? How was the aircraft nmaintenance crganizaticn stru-

ctured?

5. How were the dra-downs of the air force accarplished?

6. What challenge3 did the aircraft maintenance organization face

at the end of each drawdown period?

7. Do similar challenges exist today?

Scope and Limitaticns

This thesis is limited to ex:.ining the challenges facing TAF base-level

aircraft maintenance career fields. Primary consideration is given the

current 45MC< AFSCs'. They are: (4:29)

AFSC TITLE

458X0 Machinists/Welders

458X2 Corrosion Control

452X1 F-15 Flightline Avionics

452;U F-16 Flightline Avionics

452X3 F-111 Flightline Avionics

451X4 F-13 In Shop Avicnics

451X6 F-16 In Shcp Aviz=nics

452X4X Crew Chief/Hydraulics/Engines

* A listing of current TIV- AFSCs is located at Appendix C.
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Methodol ogy

Two time-oriented areas form the perspective of this research--histori-

cal and current. The historical inquiry involved a corprehensive search

of available historical documents. In addition, primary source data

were gathered through interviews with Jercma G. Peppers, Jr., Professor

Emeritus, School of Logistics, Air Force Institute of Technology,

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. The investigation of the con-

terorary maintenance challenges was done through the review of current

literature and applicable Air Force directives. Supplenentary material

was gathered by interview with Headquarters, Tactical Air Command

personnel.

Preview; of the Rermaining Chapters

T his study spans nearly a century of aircraft maintenance developmental

history. It is organized by chapters, with each chapter representing a

specific period of time. Chapters I! through VIII L.egin with a section

entitled "The United States in Perspective," and end with an "Aircraft

Maintenance Issues In Surrmary" section. For ease of reference, a

bibliography is located at the end of each chapter. A ccompilation of

these chapter bibliographies is located at the end of the study.

Chapter Biblioqra hv

1. Callender, Bruce D. "Going: A Fifth of the Force," Air Force
Maagazipn, 74: 36-39 (February 1991).

2. Canan, James W. "Global Power fron American Shores," Air Force
Maqazine, 72: 38-44 (October 1989).



3. Ginovsky, John. "One Certainty For 1990: A Smaller Air Force,"
Air Force Tinmes, 50: 8 (January 1, 1990)

4. Headquarters Tactical Air Ccra.nd Rivet Workforce PanThlet. HQ
TAC/lG, 15 Jun 90.

5. Headquarters United States Air Force/LEYM. "Rivet Workforce
MAJCCX Update," Letter, 20 July 1990.

6. HQ AFMPC/DPMR. "FY 92 Assigrnrent Policy." Electronic Message.
061300Z March 1991.

7. "The No Frills Air Force," Air Force Magazine, 74, 72-75 (April
1991).

8. The World Almanac and Book of Facts 1991. New York: Pharos Books,
1991.
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fl. BPginnin~g,,,,,1900-1920

The United States In Perspective

The term connected with the late 19th and early 20th centuries is

"scientific specialization." Scientific specialization refers to the

advances in technological aptitude brought about by the geometric in-

crease in the number of practitioners (13:510). It was an era of

exploration, discovery, and growth that served to move science beyond

popular grasp. These yearn were also a time of social growth in

America. To lend some perspective, it is interesting to note some cf

the historical developments taking place in the United States at this

time.

In 1910, the Boy Scouts of America were founded followed by the

kAierican Girl Guides (later the Girl Scouts) in 1912. In 1913, the

Federal Reserve System was authorized which signaled a major reform of

United States bpnking and finance. The first telephone talk from New

York to San Francisco was made by Alexander Graham Bell and Thon'as A.

Watson, in 1915. The first United States Congresswoman, Jeanette Rankin

(R-Montana), was elected in 1916. Finally, the 18th Anendment to the

Constitution (Prohibition) was proposed by Congress in December 1917,

and fully ratified by January 1919 (13:462).

In the years between 1885 and 1913 total American industrial pro-

duction was increasing at an annual rate of 5.2 percent. This compared

to increases in Germany of 4.5 percent, Groat Britain of 2.11 percent,

and Russii--on a lower base--of 5.72 percent. The American share in

world manufactures jumnped from less than 20 percent in 1880 to more than
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35 percent in 1913. In 1370 American production was about 10 percent

greater than Germau production; in 1900 it w-s over 100 percent greater,

and in 1913 it was 150 percent greater (4:273).

During this time of industrial growth, the United States also con-

ducted successful military campaigns to include; Cuba in 1898, Puerto

Rico also in 1898,.the Philippines during the Philippine Insurrection of

1899, China during the Boxer Rebellion of 1900, and Mexico during a pe-

riod that spanned 1911-1917. It was within this framework that manned,

powered, aad controlled flight developed.

Air Power at the Turn of the Century--No War In Sight

The Unitel States military had only limited experience with avia-

tion prior to the turn of the century. Union fo-ces had used observa-

tion balloons as early as 1861 in actions near Forý. Monroe, Virginia

(4:195). While these vehicles may have fueled the imagination, they

could not measure up to the excitement generated by the Wright Brother's

invention.

Though the Wrights made the first controlled, powered flight they

were not alone in their quest. Many others, Octave Chanute, Glenn

Curtiss, Samuel P. Langley, and Senhor Don Alberto Santos-Dumont to name

but a few, were also making aviation history*(4:9,53,11,41). These vis-

ionary pioneers--like the Wrights--were involved in a life-long pursuit

of manned, powered, and controlled flight.

However, on a cold morning, 17 December 1903, che Wrights literal-

ly flew into history. In their own words they captured that moment:

The first flight lastpd only twelve seconds, a flight very modest
when compared to that of birds, but it was, nevertheless, the
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first in the history of the world in which a machine carrying a
man had raised itself by its own power into the air in free
flight, had sailed forward on a level course without reduction
of speed, and had finally landed without being wrecked. (3:82)

The Military Takes Notice. Nearly four years after the Wrights'

historic flight, 1 August 1907, the Aeronautical Division of the United

States Army Signal Corps was formed. With a total strength of three

men, the Division was created as the Government's tool for keeping in

touch with aeronautical advances. Shortly after activation, the

Division began advertising for a "practical means of dirigible aerial

navigation" and subsequently set up a balloon facility at Fort Omaha,

Nebraska (11:1).

By December 1907, the first bids for a heavier-than-air flying

machine began arriving at the Signal Corps. The specifications for this

aircraft were stringent.

The airplane had to be capable'of carrying two persons with a
combined weight of 350 pounds, carry enough fuel for a 125 mile
flight, remain in the air for one hour, and be able to return to
the starting point without damage to the machine. The prospective
airplane was to fly 40 miles per hour, plus or minus four miles
per hour, and the design simple enough to permit the machine to be
quickly and easily assembled and disassembled. (1:8)

This last specification was to be tested after the successful bidder was

selected. That bidder had to disassemble the aircraft, pack it on Army

wagons and transport it to the flight test site. Once it arrived, the

aircraft was to be reassembled on-site and put into operating condition

within an hour (1:8-9).

In all, forty-one bids were submitted with only three qualifying

for competition. The Wrights offered to produce a plane for $25,000

within 200 days, A.M. Herring bid $20,000 and asked for 180 days, and

A.F. Scott offered the lowest bid of $1,000 and asked for 185 days.
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Contracts were sent to all three bidders, but only the Wrights were able

to meet their proposed delivery date. Scott never signed his contract.

He knew the construction of an aircraft would far exceed his $1,000 bid,

but he only had $100 for the ten-percent deposit required. He was

unable to raise more funds and eventually withdrew from the bidding.

Herring did sign his contract; however, when he arrived in Fort Meyer it

was without an aircraft. He had crashed his entry on Long Island and

was unable to repair it in time. Although he was given an extension it

'oon became clear he could not meet the demand. He asked the War

Department to cancel his contract on 1 August 1909. This left only the

Wright Brother's bid of $25,000 and the Army accepted their aircraft on

2 August 1909 (11:22). The rest, as is often said, is history.

In July 1909, the Wright Brothers arrived at Fort Meyer, Virginia

to complete flight tests cut short by Orville's August 1908 accident.

In that accident, Orville was seriously injured and the most qualified

Army officer, Lieutenant Thomas Selfridge, was killed (11:1). These

final test flights were not initially successful. Orville's unfamiliar-

ity with the newly modified aircraft slcwed his efforts at demonstrating

its capabilities. "Orville soon succeeded in mastering the new plane.

On 20 July he stayed in the air for one hour, twenty minutes, and forty-

five seconds (unofficial timing), showing perfect control and making

sharp turns at heights then considered great" (3:212). The final'Army

standard was met several days later.
Oii

tetOn 30 July 1909, Orville Wright made the final official flight

test for the government contract. With Lieutenant Benjamin D. Foulois

as his passenger, he beat the final specification of flying 40 miles per

hour with a speed of 42.25 miles per hour. As a reward for exceeding
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the standard, the Wright Brothers received an additional $5000. Thus

the military purchased its first successful airplne for a total cost of

$30,000 (3:214).

The First Mechanic. The Wrights made their mark on history not

only as fliers but also as mechanics. It was the mechanic and not the

pilot who was first on the scene at the birth of aviation. The Wrights

were mechanics first, inventors second, and pilots third. Thus it was

normal practice for the pilot-owner to perform the necessary maintenance

on his own aircraft. This practice continued until around 1911. As the

aircraft became more complex and required more work the aircraft

mechanic became more commonplace.

The first dedicated maintenance technician arrived aboard a train

with the Wright Flyer at Ft Meyer, Virginia, in August 1908. When

Orville Wright brooght his aircraft there for flight testing, the first

non-flying mechanic came with him (14:17.25). Charley Taylor's presence

marked the beginning of the aircraft maintenance cirecr field.

The Start of an Air Force

In 1911, Congress ended the Wright Flyer era with an appropriation

of $125,000 for Army aviation. Five of the newest "tractor" aircraft

were ordered which had the propeller in front of the crew rather than

behind it as the Wright Flyer and early Curtiss "pusher" aircraft had.

A permanent flying school was set up at North Island, San Diego,

California where experiments with the aircraft continued. A low-recoil

machine gun developed by Colonel Isaac Lewis was successfully fired from

an aircraft by Captain Chandler, Chief of the Aeronautical Section.
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Aerial photography, radiotelegraphy, and bomb sight trials were also

carried out (11:2).

The First Aircraft Maintenance Technical Order. Prior to 1911, no

forms or technical data (at least as they exist today) were used. In

fact, there was no formal aircraft maintenance organization below the

division level. Aircraft mechanics received on-the-job training, or OJT

as it is called today. If the pilot experienced a problem with his

aircraft he would simply debrief, or explain the problem, when he

returned. The various mechanics then got together to decide on the most

likely cause. Once they felt they had fixed the problem, the pilot

would fly the aircraft again to check out the repair (10:6-7). This

- marked the time when the test flight and test pilots became an essential

part of aircraft maintenance.

In April 1911, then Lieutenant Benjamin D. Foulois was assigned

the task of creating a formal document to cover the care and maintenance

of aircraft, and the training of pilots and mechanics. In July 1911, he

completed the document called "Provisional Airplane Regulations for the

Signal Corps, United States Army, 1911."

It included information on the care, repair, and maintenance of an
airplane, on the ground; inspection duties and responsibilities of
pilots, crew chiefs, and mechanics; and the initial provisional
organization of an Aero Company and its sections, including com-
missioned, enlisted, and civilian personnel initially required to
repair, maintain, and operate assigned aircraft. (10:8)

Another important 1911 development was the deployment of two young

Army officers--Lieutenants DeWitt Milling and Henry H. Arnold--to

Dayton, Ohio, home of the Wright Brothers, for training on the Wright

Flyer. They received flight training and were schooled in aircraft

construction and maintenance as well. The goal was to make them capable
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of instructing the aircraft mechanics when they went to their next duty

assignments. To prepare themselves as instructors, the two tuok large

photographs of the aircraft and labeled the individual parts. This is

believed to be the first system of nomenclature for aircraft parts

(10:8-9).

In May 1913, with the publishing of the US At-my Aviation Section

Technical Order OO-2A one of the first "official" versions of the crew

chief system of maintenance was born. The crew chief system was

described as

a non-commissioned officer provided with several assistants. These
assistants were responsible for such tasks as examining all con-
trol wires, connections, fittings, turnbuckles, pins, belts,
engines, etc. Minor repairs were accomplished by the NCOIC of the
airplane under the supervision of the officer (pilot) in charge.
Major repairs were made by the chief mechanic. (14:17.25)

Organized Aircraft Maintenance Takes Root. On 18 July 1914,

Congress authorized the creation of the Aviation Sectlorr of the Army

Signal Corps with 60 officers and 260 enlisted men. The aircraft were

given to the Signal Corps because "it had been customary to assign

anything that was new and experimental to the Signal Corps, the army's

scientific branch, for development" (2:315). Just after the start of

World War I in Euro,-. Augusz. 1914, the First Aero Squadron was formed

under Captain Foulois (11:2). As the squadron commander, he "was

responsible for the upkeep and repair of the airplanes, engines, and

equipment under his command." The squadron consisted of 20 pilots

(officers) and 12 aircraft, divided into three companies of four

aircraft each. Each company, headed by a captain, was further divided

into f'ur sections., each headed by a lieutenant (10:10).
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The actual maintenance work was carried out by the sections.

These sections consisted of a first lieutenant pilot, a crew chief, a

sergeant, three first class privates, and one private. The officer was

responsible for supervising all repairs done to the aircraft (10:10).

Aircraft maintenance men came from the enlisted ranks and could be of

any grade as long as they passed the Aviation Mechanician examination.

This stringent, two-part test was developed by the Signal Corps Aviation

School in 1915.

The first part of the examination required the student to make
fittings, ribs, spars, struts, skids and wires; assemble, dis-
assemble and align an airplane; prepare the plane for shipping;
stretch cloth on the wing frames and dope it; remove, repair and
replace tires. The second part required the candidate to clean
the engine, grind the valves, adjust the clearances, time valves
and spark; clean magnetos; locate and repair firing systems; ad-
just the carburetor and locate and adjust ordinary troubles. In
addition, the student had to p..ss a physical examination. (5:27)

In those early days of flying', there remained a close relationship

between pilots and maintainers. Pilots were still capable of repairing

both their engines and the basic airframe and they acted as their own

test pilots as well.

The early days of flight, in fact through the 1920s, were days of
hazard. The aircraft, particularly the engine, was generally
unreliable and frequent un-planned landings were made in meadows,
or farm fields, and sometimes in trees. If the aircraft was still
in flyable condition, the pilot made repairs and, often with local
help, managed again to leave the ground and resume his flight.
The pilot had to be maintenance capable or he would be unable to
obtain charters or passengers--his income source. Nevertheless,
the mechanic became more and more important as the pilot's duties
(and paper work) became more demanding of his time. When World
War I was fought the "mech" had become a positive and essential
element of aviation. (9)
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Trial By Fire--Unrest On the Mexican Border

In truth, the Army did not use its aircraft in a war until World

War I. This is truth only in that the Punitive Expedition of 1916 was

not a declared war. To most observers it was simply another border

skirmish of the type that had been going on between Mexico and the

United States since before the Civil War. For many years the northern

part of Mexico and southern United States was haunted by outlaws, both

Mexican and American, and Indians. These bands often raided across the

border then fled back into their own country to seek refuge. Up until

1916 the Army's role in quelling these attacks was limited to small

campaigns normally fought by platoons, troops, companies, and the

occasional battalion or calvary squadron. These Army units were

strictly forbidden from crossing thL border into Mexico (2:xv).

With General Victoriano Huerta's fall from power in July 1914,

Mexico again faced civil war. Two factions, one led by General Venusti-

ano Carranza and the other by General Francisco (Pancho) Villa, split

the country in half. On 15 October 1915, the United States officially

recognized Carranza as the head of the Mexican government (2:186).

In support of the Carranzistas, President Wilson allowed them to

reinforce their position against %illa through the United States at Agua

Prieta, a small town located directly across the border from Douglas,

Arizona. In the next several months, Villa's army suffered a series of

shattering defeats at the hands of Carranza's army. Villa blamed his

troubles on the United States. Soon he and his army began a number of

savage attacks on United States citizens (2:186-211).
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Following a particularly brutal attack by Villa on Columbus, New

Mexico, 9 March 1916, President Wilson drew together his Cabinet. On

the evening of 10 March 1916 a telegram was released to the press. The

text was as follows:

President has directed that an armed force be sent into Mexico
with the sole object of capturing Villa and preventing further
raids by his band, with scrupulous regard to sovereignty of
Mexico. (2:214)

Although the enabling order which followed did not mention Villa by

name, it was generally assumed his capture was the purpose of the

expedition.

A Short Digressior. It is important to mention that while the

Punitive Expedition of 1916 saw the first use of American military

aircraft outside our borders, it was not the first time the United

States intended to use these aircraft. Earlier, in 1911, when the

Mexican Revolution threatened American sovereignty, President Taft

ordered some 30,000 troops to the border for large-scale maneuvers.

The Army had no provision for any tactical organization larger than a

regiment, so an improvised unit called the Maneuver Division, under the

commnand of Major General William Harding Carter, was formed (2:146-147).

General Carter had within his command "the new and highly experi-

mental airplanes--three or four airplanes, four or five pilots and a

handful of mechanics and technicians." Not only did he use these

aircraft for reconnaissance and as fast messengers, but he predicted

their importance would increase (2:148).

The Maneuver Division was dissolved in early August 1911 without a

shot being fired in battle. Yet, this short epieode in American
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military history set the initial standard for the use of aircraft in

military operations.

Deploying The 1st Aero Squadron--The Punitive Expedition. The 1st

Aero Squadron, urnder Captain Poulois' comnmand, was at San Antonio,

Texas, when the order was received to move at once to Columbus, New

Mexico for duty with the Punitive Expedition., At that time, squadron

personnel included eleven officers, eighty-four enlisted men, and one

civilian technician. Its equipment consisted of eight Jennies--JN-2

airplanes, ten trucks (one of which was a mobile machine shop), and one

passenger vehicle. As the squadron passed through El Paso two trucks

were added by the quartermaster who had hired them locally. The

squadron arrived by train in Columbus on 15 March 1916, and immediately

began reassembling the airplanes. One was completed and actually took a

short cest flight that day, and the first actual reconnaissance 'mission

was flown the next-day (2:316). As in today's Air Force, the aircraft

maintenance personnel were called upon to do more than just take care of

the aircraft.

Transportation at Columbus was sorely lacking so the squadron's

trucks and personnel were soon pressed into service. Captain Foulois

was placed, temporarily, in charge of all transportation. The first

shipment of motor trucks for the Expedition arrived several days later.

It was made up of seventeen Jeffery "Quands" (four-wheel drive), with

knocked-down wagons instead of truck bodies. The squadron, with its

portable machine shop and soldier-mechanics, mntde the necessary conver-

sions to the trucks. It is interesting to note that the members of the

squadron were The only qualified military truck drivers at Columbus.

The Army had not yet felt the need to teach this skill to any large
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numbers because motor vehicles were almost as new as the aircraft and

not yet readily accepted in military units (2:316).

In spite of these interruptions, the mechanics managed to assemble

all eight aircraft and have them ready for flight by 19 March 1916.

That day orders came from General John J. Pershing, Punitive Expedition

Commander, -to move the aircraft to Casas Grandes, Mexico for inmmediate

service. All eight aircraft departed that afternoon, but it was several

days before seven of the eight made it to the destination. One aircraft

crashed en-route and was destroyed (2:316).

From Casas Grandes Foulois' squadron flew various reconnaissance

and communications missions while the number of serviceable aircraft

dwindled. "After one month of operation, only two of the eight planes

taken to Columbus, N.M., were in commission and these were considered

unsafe for further field service" (6:78). Foulois had foreseen this

outcome and had submitted an urgent request for the immediate purchase

of ten more aircraft along with enough spare engines and parts to make

quick repairs.

Four Curtiss N8s arrived at Columbus in late April 1916. These

were little better than the aircraft already in the field. They were

eventually rejected and sent on to San Diego where they became trainers.

Finally, in May 1916, 12 Curtiss R2s were delivered to Columbus.

Although they required modification before they were sent into service,

they eventually became the aircraft of the Expedition (6:78).

Many thought the air operation conducted during the Punitive

Expedition was a failure; however, many important lessons were learned.

First, it became clear that it was "definitely necessary to have a

backlog or bunch of airplanes in reserve" to back up those being used in
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the field. It was viso critical to provide a channel for those actually

using the equipment to cormmunicate their needs (6:78). Foulois was

adamant about the need to have a base fully equipped for the reception,

assembly, test, repair, and alteration of the aircraft. He went on to

recommend that planes be tested under field conditions, at varying

.altitudes, temperatures, and humidities (6:79). Armed with these recom-

mendations, and more, the United States Army Signal Corps began prepar-

ing for the future.

A Prelude To War

In Europe, during this same time frame, there was trouble brewing. Ger-

many, under Wilhelm II, sought a political and imperial role consistent

with its industrial strength. This expansion was both a challenge to

Britain's world supremacy and a threat to F-ance, which still resented

the earlier loss of Alsace-Lorraine to Germany. Austria was trying to

curb Serbia's expansion (after 1912) and the threat it posed to its Slav

lands. Russia feared both Austrian and German political and economic

aims in the Balkans and Turkey. All this turmoil resulted in an accel-

erated arms race throughout Europe. By 1914, Germany had a standing

Army of over 2 million men, Russia and France each had over I million

men, and Austria and Britain had nearly I million men apiece (13:509).

The European War Begins

On June 28, 1914, Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand was assassi-

nated by a Sarbian. The European War had started. United States

President Woodrow Wilson officially declared neutrality in the war on
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August 4, 1914. World War I was first called the European War because

it was based on European alliances. For example, when Germany invaded

Belgium to outflank France, Britain entered the war. After declaring

war, Britain blockaded Germany. In response to the blockade, Germany

began conducting unrestricted submarine warfare against the neutrals

(13:509).

After a warning to Britain by Germany, the British ship Lusitania

was sunk, 7 May 1915, by a German submarine. Included in the 1,198

passengers killed were 128 Americans. As a result of a campaign by the

United States, Germany issued an apology and a promise to make payments.

Yet Germany continued the campaign against neutral shipping. Seven

months to the day the Lusitania was sunk, President Wilson asked

Congress for an increase in military furds. On February 3, 1917, the

United States cut dip~nmatic ties with Germany and officially entered

the. War on April 6, 1917. The Conscription Law was passed May 18, 1917

and the first United States troops arrived in Europe on June 26, 1917

(13:508-50*9).

The Development of Pursuit Aviation

During the Punitive Expedition air power proponents proved that

the aircraft was a useful vehicle for both reconnaissance and communi-

cation. The same was true from the very outset of World War I. Used

for reconnaissance, the airplane permitted rapid and efficient detection

of enemy troop movements. As battles became stalemates, "each side

sought to learn the layout and depth of enemy trench fortifications and

the location of gun emplacements." The airplane essentially became the
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eyes of the armies. The key to success of reconnaissance missions was

freedom of movement (11:28).

AF reconnaissance took hold as a powerful tool, the battle to deny

the enemy use of the air accelerated. "There is no clear record of who

first tried to intercept an enemy reconnaissance aircraft, but it is

fairly certain that the attempt was by pistol fire." By the end of 1914

everything from pistols to grenades was employed in the effort to down

enemy aircraft. The next step was to provide interceptor escoct for

reconnaissance aircraft. Soon hostile packs of interceptors fought for

control of the skies. The "dogfight" became a standard feature of the

aerial landscape above the front lines (11:28-29).

Under the stimulus of these dogfighcs, pursuit aircraft and

tactics rapidly advanced. Initially there were two schools of thought

as.to what the proper tactics should be for these purzuit aircraft.

Observation and bomber aircraft commanders preferred the "convoy," or

close protection approach, where the fighters would accompany the

formation in close ranks. Ground commanders preferrei the "aerial

barrage" approach, where friendly fighters would stt up a :'barrage," or

overwhelming quantity of aircraft over friendly front lines. This, they

hoped, would deter enemy aircraft from approaching. The Air Service did

not agree with either of these approaches (11:29).

They saw these fighters cast not in a defensive role, but rather

as offensive weapons. The Air Service decided these pursuit aircraft

should "provide indirect protection by means of flexible offensive

action in which the pilots could take full advantage of the elements of

surprise, position, initiative, and aggressiveness." It was fflt that

these fighters could be far more successful in a broad offensive role
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than in a purely defensive one (11:29). This was the doctrine that

pursuit aviation followed throughout the remainder of the war. "In

their postwar appraisals of the air experience of World War I, airmen

agreed that the first and foremost principle emerging from the war was

that air supremacy is the primary aim of an air force" (11:29).

"The Air Service had little to do with the (early) development of

pursuit aviation and tactics in World War I. The first American combat

unit did not begin active operations until April 1918, a year after the

United States entered the war" (11:30). The Air Service adopted the

doctrine, training methods, and tactics the Allies had developed and

tested and then adapted them to their needs. Even though early doctrine

was created mostly by the Allies, it is important to understand the

basis of pursuit aviation in the Air Service. In time, this facet of

air operations would be joined togethec with another, tactical air

operations, to form what the United States Air Force now calls the

Tactical Air Force (TAP).

The Development of Tactical Air Operations

Tactical airplanes or units are those which carry out operations
against (or in the presence of) a hostile force, especially in
respect to engaging ground forces or attacking ground targets.
Tactical air operationa include close air support of ground
forces, interdiction or cutting off enemy supplies and reinforce-
mencs from the battlefield, and attacks on enemy air installations
and forces. (11:31)

Depending on the type of operation, tactical targets might include enemy

troops and their weapon systems, light fortifications, rail centers and

storage depots, and air strips and aircraft on the ground. To be
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considered tactical targets, they would be located in or near the

immediate zone of operations (11:31).

In the European War this type of operation gradually emerged as a

separate category of aerial warfare. The bombing of tactical targets

evolved as a normal part of warfare. Since the aircraft were rather

cumbersome, pilots found it safer to carry out this type of tactical

operation at night. By late 1915 both the Germars and the British were

carrying out night bombing raids on an everyday basis (11:31).

Tests at the Battles of St. Mihiel and Meuse-Argonne. The scale

of tactical air operations continued to grow as the war went on. Mass

bombings grew in size and intensity as the British took the offensive

and pushed the Germans westward. During this time, the greatest

concentration of tactical air power took place under the command of

General William (Billy) Mitchell (11:32).

At St. Mihiel, on the Meuse River in western Europe, General

Mitchell had command of 1,481 aircraft. These were corps and army

observation, army artillery, pursuit, day and night bombers, and

reconnaissance aircraft. His plan for using these aircraft was simple.

He assigned to the ground troops only what aircraft were necessary to

carry out their operations. All the rest were put into a "central mass"

which was then assigned to "independent" counter-air action until air

supremacy was gained. On the day of the attack, General Mitchell

positioned two mixed brigades of bombers and pursuit aircraft on either

side of the St. Mihiel salient. (A salient is an outward projection, or

bulge in the battle line.) These brigades took turns striking the

salient, driving off and destroying enemy planes, and attacking all
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possible surface targets. This "concentration of force" gave the Allies

virtual freedom from the possibility of German air attacks (11:32).

This same tactic, with a slight variation, was used by General

Mitchell at the battle of Meuse-Argonne. The only difference was that

now the Allies were attacking from the salient instead of against it.

General Mitchell took the same tact. He concentrated his air forces on

the main axis of the ground advance. By doing so he sought to clear the

way and at the same time protect the ground troops. The sheer numbers

of German aircraft allowed their air force to enjoy some success against

the Allied air force. However, when al! the dust had settled Mitchell's

use of air power had insured the defeat of the German forces (11:32-33).

Air Doctrine at the Close of the War. General Mitchell's experi-

ence and success in the use of air forces were the basis for his

generalizations about the best use. of tactical aviation. Although these

battles clearly illustrated the value of concentrated force, the use of

air power was still dependent on the ground mission. Many leaders in

the air power arena, including the chief of the Air Service, would jump

on General Mitchell's bandwagon. In the spring of 1919 the Tentative

Manual for the Employment of Air Service was published. It stated that

"in the future, as in the past, the final decision in war must be made

by men on the ground, willing to come hand to hand with the enemy. When

infantry loses the Army loses. It is therefore the role of the Air

Service, as well as that of the other arms, to aid the chief combatant,

the Infantry" (11:33) This was the doctrine the Air Service carried

with it into the next war.
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Aircraft Maintenance in the European War

The entry of the United States into war, in 1917, rapidly in-

creased the need for aircraft mechanics. Pilots were now more concerned

with learning aerial tactics and maneuvers than they were with maintain-

ing their aircraft. As the aircraft became even more complicated a new

type of mechanic emerged--the specialist.

Specialized Maintenance Takes Hold. In that first year of the War

the United States made some big strides in aircraft technology. The

basic pre-war aircraft now included several new systems. The armament

system consisted of machine guns synchronized to fire through the

propellers, "swing" guns on rails in the rear cockpit that could be

manually swung to shoot enemy aircraft, and an elementary bombing

system. Radiotelegraphs and cameras had also been added. A collection

of airplane mechanics from various disciplines, or specialists, was

needed to maintain these modern aircraft. These specialists included

blacksmiths, cabinetmakers, carpenters, coppersmiths, electricians,

fabric workers, sail makers, instrument repairmen, metal workers, motor

mechanics, machinists, propeller makers, vulcanizers, and welders

(1:12).

Training. In these early days of the Air Service all technicians,

regardless of whether they worked on aircraft or not were considered

airplane mechanics (1:12). Remember this concept of maintaining

airplanes was as new and perplexing as the aircraft themselves. In an

effort to "train" these airplane mechanics a plan entitled "Instruction

Course for Enlisted Men, Aviation Serv'.ce" was published in August 1917.

The course involved ten weeks of instruction in such areas as electrici-
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ty, airplanes, gasoline engines, magnetos, motorcycles, motor trucks,

office work, and telegraphy (10:11). Eventually, "the term 'airplane

mechanic' came to be applied only to those men who maintained airframes,

aircraft engines, and accessories which are an integral part of the

plane." The other areas such as armament systems, photography, and

radiotelegraphy repair were separated from the basic mechanic's career

field and were taught in separate courses (1:12).

The actual training turned out to be the least of the Air

Service's problems. The biggest problem by far was recruiting enough

mechanic candidates from the civilian sector. The average American

mechanic was unfamiliar with the detailed and delicate type of work

demanded of aviation mechanics. Many of those civilians possessing the

needed skills had been drained off by the draft, enlistments, and war

industries. To counter this, the Air Service launched an aggressive two

week recruiting drive early in December 1917. Approximately 50,000

recruits signed up, only one-half of the total that would be needed for

the War (10:11). The United States had hoped to recruit these mechanics

as relief forces for the Allies.

As early as July 1917 American students were filling openings at

French flying schools (where mechanics were trained), others had been

sent to Italy, and still others to Britain. On 1 June 1918, 16,732 men

were training in England. Hundreds of these trainees relieved English

mechanics who were then sent to the front for duty (7:202). Training

was also conducted by Army technical schools, aircraft factory operated

schools, civilian technical schools, colleges, and universities. Of

course, OJT was conducted at air bases both in the classroom and on the

flightline. The bulk of the Air Service training took place at either
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Camp Kelly, San Antonio, Texas or in a rented building in St. Paul,

Minnesota (1:13).

Aircraft Maintenance Organization. When the United States entered

the War, the Aviation Section consisted of "131 officers, 1087 enlisted

men, 5 balloons, and 2eweL than 250 aircraft" (8:3) of which only 55

were serviceable (4:325). By the end of 1918, the Air Service had grown

to 195,023 personnel (12:40) and American manufacturers had produced

some 11,700 aircraft (4:327). This rapid growth forced some changes in

the maintenance structure.

The Air Service chose to divide maintenance work into four

echelons. They were: (14:17.25-17.26)

First echelon - Maintenance was performed by the aircrew; e.g.,
servicing the aircraft, performing pre-flights and daily inspec-
tions, making minor adjustments and repairs.

Second echelon - Maintenance was usually performed by the ground
crew of operating units, air base squadrons, and aircraft detach-
ments; e.g., servicing aircraft and equipment, performing periodic
preventive maintenance inspections, making minor adjustments and
repairs.

Third echelon - Maintenance was performed by specialized mechanics
from base shops and -ub-depots; e.g., removal and replacement of
major unit assemblies and all minor repairs to aircraft structures
and equipment.

Fourth echelon - Maintenance was performed by highly specialized
mechanics in air depots; e.g., major repairs, modifications, and
overhauls. These depots were located at Dallas, Texas; Montgom-
ery, Alabama; and Indianapolis, Indiana (10:13).

Although each echelon was clearly defined on paper, in practice mainte-

nance sometimes went a little differently. "The amount and kind of work

accomplished by each echelon was limited primarily by the available

equipment and supplies, and the experience and initiative of the

personnel" (1:13). It was a view that Brigadier Ceneral Mason M.
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Patrick set out to change when he took over the Air Service in May 1918.

(10:14).

In August 1918, General Patrick issued Memorandum No. 37. It

established a plan for ttle supply, salvage, and repair of airplanes in

the overseas theater. It called for a network of Groups, Mobile Parks,

*Air Depots, Intermediate Depots, Depots, Acceptance Fields, and Produc-

tion Centers (10:14). The following paragraphs present a brief descrip-

tion of the different organizations with some exceptions. The Interme-

diate Depots, Depots, and Acceptance Fields had no repair or maintenance

responsibilities directly related to the operational units (10:16).

The lowest level wps the Group. It was made up of squadrons which

performed maintenance at the local level. Each squadron was designed to

operate as independently as possible. The scope of maintenance was

limited to minor aircraft repair and engine replacemeot. The emphasis

was on rapid aircraft repair with limited downtime. Maintenance

procedures in the squadron were informal. Recall there were no aircraft

forms, so the pilot verbally debriefed any malfunctions to the crew

chief. "There was no maximum operating time for engines; they were

replaced only after failure, if possible" (10:15).

The next echelon was the Mobile Park. These were located a

convenient distance from the group(s) they serviced. The Mobile Park

consisted of a supply, repair, and salvage unit. It used mobile

machine-shop trucks and the equipment needed for some heavy repair

(10:Is).

If the required work was beyond the capabilities of the Mobile

Park it was given to the Air Depot. These depots serviced three or more

Mobile Parks with a 30 day stock level. They also did the major
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airframe repairs and salvage, but only handled minor engine repairs.

The most important link to maintenance was the Production Center.

"These centers assembled the aircraft parts received from the United

States into complete aircraft, and were responsible for the overhaul and

repair of the aircraft engines." The Production Centers were also

capable of some aircraft repair and salvage, although the bulk of the

salvage work was done by the Air Depots (10:16).

"This maintenance -chelon system proved very effective throughout

the remainder of the war. This organizational structure was able to

provide the Air Service with a significant increase in combat ready

aircraft under the most adverse supply and parts conditions" (10:16).

War Comes To An End

President Woodrow Wilson proposed peace on 8 January 1918. The

Germans accepted the armistice on 11 November 1918. What came to be

called World War I had ended (13:434).

In less than a year the Air Service drew down to 25,603 personnel

and approximately 2000 aircraft. This was 21 times the size of the

force before the war but only 13 percent of its peak in 1918 (12:40).

It had been only 10 years from the time the Signal Corps had accepted

the first airplane from the Wright Brothers. Yet in this short time,

the airplane had proved its worth. The Air Service bad developed from

three men to a highly developed flying and maintenance organization.

The Air Service had wanted to maintain their status on par with their

Army counterparts--the infantry, calvary, and artillery divisions. This

was not to be. When the 1920 budget request of $55 million was trans-
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lated into an allocation of only $25 million, plans to maintain and

expand the Air Service came to a halt (10:17).

Aircraft Maintenance Issues In Summary

This chapter presented an overall look at the period from the

birth of aviation to the end of World War I. It is a combination of the

significant events that shaped aviation, tactical operations doctrine,

and most importantly aircraft maintenance. The following paragraphs

provide a brief summary of the basic aircraft maintenance issues.

Pre-World War I. This period must be considered not only the

birth of aviation, but the birth of maintenance as well. This list

captures the steps of the development of aircraft maintenance prior to

World War I.

"1. In the early years the pilot-owner performed his own aircraft

maintenance. With his arrival at Ft. Meyer, Virginia in 1908, Mr.

Charley Taylor became the first dedicated aircraft mechanic.

2. The recruiting of potential aircraf- mechanics was difficult.

The aircraft, not to mention mechanization in general, was still quite

new to the American scene. This resulted in a shortage of mechanics

skilled in maintaining these systems.

3. The learning curve for those first entering the aircraft

maintenance career field was steep. It was 1915 before aircraft

mechanics were tested for the skills needed to maintain an aircraft.

4. Minimal documentation was available to serve either for

reference or historical reporting. Aircraft discrepancies were reported

to the mechanics through oral debriefing with the pilot.
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5. Initially the task of training mechanics rested with the

pilot. It took some time to train enough of these mechanics so they

could teach the new recruits through on-the-job training.

6. The mechanic did all the work on the aircraft. There was no

specialist support to speak of.

7. Retaining these trained mechanics was difficult.. Once they

had been trained they became more valuable to the civilian market.

World War I. The war brought with it a host of new challenges to

the aircraft maintainer. The following lists some of the new, and not

so new, challenges World War I brought to maintenance.

1. As pilots faced the learning of new aircraft, maneuvers, and

tactics they lost their skills as mechanics. This placed much more

emphasis on the mechanic and his qualifications.

2. The complexity of the aircraft--adding radiotelegraphy,

armament, and photographic systems--created a new breed of mechanic, the

specialist. These specialists required training apart from the basic

crew chief, so new training courses had to be developed.

3. Recruiting again presented a problem. Most of the skilled

civilian mechanics had been drained off by the draft, or enlistments.

4. In the early years, the "airplane mechanic" was lumped into a

group that maintained just about any mechanical device the army owned.

Eventually, the airplane nechanic became identified separately from

other maintenance people.

5. The four level maintenance system brought several changes to

training, facilities, the supply pipeline, and even the type of work

designed for the mechanics. Hopver, what was on paper did not necessa-

rily reflect the actual maintenince being done.
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6. Maintenance forms were just beginning to take shape. This

meant the mechanics also had to begin doing paperwork as well as "real"

work.

Afterword

The preceding paragraphs sum up the challenges faced by early

aircraft maintainers. The following chapter will explore the period

after World War I. It begins with a look at conditions in America

following the war. The chapter then goes on to explore the changes in

the Air Service structure. It concludes with an examination of the

effect of peace on the aircraft maintenance career field.
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II. The Interwar Years 1920-1938

The United States In Perspective

The nearly two decades between the World Wars were exciting,

challenging, and sometimes frightening times in America. The changes

and events that shaped this period spanned the political, social,

economic, and scientific arenas; often crossing the boundaries of each.

It became increasingly more difficult to separate events into specific

categories. For example, what category does the first licensed radio

broadcast, 20 August 1920, fit into? Was it a scientific, economic, or

social event (8:444)? While this may be hard to classify, determining

where America stood on world politics was not. That same year the

United States refused to join the League of Nations. In doing so, it

signaled to the rest of the world America's intentions to stay out of

global affairs. The general feeling was that there was plenty going on

at home to keep the country interested.

The 1920s were filled with an amazing array of developments. On

26 August 1920, the 19th Amendment was ratified giving women the right

to vote. The Ku Klux Klan began a revival of violence against blacks in

the North, South, and Midwest in 1921. In 1923, the first sound-on-film

motion picture was shown in New York. The John T. Scopes trial conclud-

ed on 24 July 1925. He was found guilty of teaching evolution in a

Dayton, Tennessee high school and fined $100. Captain Charles A.

Lindbergh left Roosevelt Field, New York on 20 May 1927 alone in his

aircraft, the Spirit of Saint Louis. He made the first New York to

Paris nonstop flight of 3,610 miles in 33 1/2 hours. Amelia Earhart
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followed on 17 June 1928 becoming the first woman to fly solo across the

Atlantic. The Stock Market crash, 29 October 1929, closed the decade

with disaster. The end of post-war prosperity was marked by an estimat-

ed $50 billion loss in the stock market between 1929 and 1931 (8:445).

Following the "crash" America experienced the worst period of

depression in the nation's history. Yet even this could not stand in

the way of progress in the 1930s, On 1 May 1931, the Empire State

Building was officially opened in New York. President Roosevelt

appointed Frances Perkins as Secretary of Labor in 1933 as the first

woman cabinet member. In an effort to calm the nation, President

Roosevelt ordered all banks closed on 6 Mar 1933. Tn the next 100 days

Congress met in special session finally passing New Deal social and

economic measures on 16 June 1933. Although in 1933, the Uzuited States

had some troops stationod outside of its borders it foreswore armed

intervention in Western Hemispheric nations that same year. An engi-

neering marvel, the Hoover Dam, was completed in the United States in

1936. It remains one of the highest dams in the world. In July 1937, a

little over nine years after her historic flight, Amelia Earhart and co-

pilot Fred Noonan were reported lost near Howland Island in the Pacific.

To this day their disappearance remains an unsolved mystery. Eighteen

years after the first licensed radio broadcast Orson Wells created a

nationwide panic with his 30 October 1938 radio dramatization of War of

the Worlds (8:445-446).
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Status of the Force

The years between the wars was also a time of turmoil and triumph

for the Air Service. It faced low budget allocations, reduced manning,

and non-acceptance every step of the way. Only a sirall nucleus of

airmen and air leaders saw the great potential of the airplane in future

conflicts. The limited American experience in World War I did little to

support "their conviction that air power would be the dominant weapon of

the future" (5:40). That lack of backing was compounded by the over-

whelming American support of isolationism.

Aircraft and Manning. "We practiced isolationism--a separation

from the activities of the rest of the world" (2:39). The oceans

bordering the continent made the United States feel protected from inva-

sion by potential enemies in the East and West. Relations with Canada

and Mexico were stable, so no threat was expected from these. neighbors.

Thus, military forces were rmall and were charged primarily with
the defense of the continental United States. With small manpower
authorizations from Congress came small budgets and little or no
new equipment. (2:39)

"The total aircraft inventory was less than 2000 aircraft, and

they were not very complex machines" (4:19). Manning in the Air Service

reached an interwar low of 9,050 by the end of 1920 and an interwar high

of 21,089 in 1938 (6:40). Unfortunately, many of those men who left the

service following World War I were the mechanics who had been so care-

fully recruited and trained.

Reorganization. During the interwar years a sometimes vocal and

other times subtle battle was being waged for autonomy of the Air

Service. In small steps, the air arm began to see some changes. The

first was the Army Reorganization Act of 1920. In simple terms this Act
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made the Air Service a combatant arm of the Army. While it was not the

radical change many air officers sought, it did give the Air Service

more autonomy in many areas: research and development, procurement,

aircraft supply, support equipment, personnel policies, and training

functions. The Air Service also retained some previous concessions in

the form of flight pay and the requiremelt that tactical units be

commanded by rated aviators (5:48-49). The passage of this act led to a

continued quest for a separate air force.

On 2 July 1926, Congress passed the Air Corps Act. The name of

the Air Service was changed to the Air Corps. The new title carried

with it a suggestion that the Corps was "capable of independent as well

as auxiliary operations." This act again fell far short of the desires

for a separate air force, but it did provide the Air Corps with a" very

important commitment. That commitment was to a five-year expansion and

modernization plan for the Air Corps (5:49-50),

As a part of that plan a General Headquarters (GHQ) Air Force was

established in 1935. The original GHQ concept called for an air force

cotmmand organized apart from the support aviation normally assigned to

Army units. This concept was not exactly what the Air Corps got. The

GHQ, comprised of only tactical units, was formed under the command of

Lieutenant Colonel Frank M. Andrews. As the commander, he was to report

to the Army Chief of Staff in peacetime and the theater comaander in

time of war. The Chief of the Air Corps remained responsible for the

supply, procurement, and training funrctions of Army aviation. Although

the creation of the 0HQ fell short of the desired goal for independence

it did "recognize the idea that there was a category of military

aviation which need not necessarily support the infantry" (5:51-52).
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Pursuit and Attack Aviation Take A Back Seat

Until 1926, pursuit was the basic branch of the Air Corps but the

passage of the Air Corps Act changed that. Separating the tactical

units from the other units of the Air Corps gave the proponents of

bombardment more power in the Air Corps hierarchy.

In-World War I, pursuit aviation was the glamour mission for the
pilots. Attack aviation was appreciated also by the ground com-
manders for its contribution to the harassment of enemy forma-
tions. But during the interwar years, both of these missions
went into eclipse as doctrinal thinkers established the primacy of
bombardment as the chief mission of the Air Corps and the one
likely to be of most value in the next war. Although neglected,
pursuit and attack aviation were nonetheless represented at the
Air Corps Tactical School and had some strong proponents. (%:46)

These changes in the structure of the air arm led to changes in the

structure of maintenance throughout the 1920s and 1930s.

The Pendulum Swings Back--The Crew Chief System Revisited

It was a trend toward generalization that replaced specialization

in maintenance in the 1920s. The mechanic was again being :rained to

maintain his entire aircraft. The only exceptions remained the arma-

ment, radio, and photographic systems. This, of course, was not a new

concept. In fact, it smacked of the crew chief system first introduced

in 1913.

By the time a mechanic reached the top skill level he was capable

of doing most of the maintenance on his aircraft. When he reached this

point he was called a master mechanic. Under this concept, teams of

mechanics were formed to work on a specific aircraft. Each team was

headed by the master mechanic or crew chief."
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The crew chief was the center of the team. He was solely respon-

sible for the overall condition of his aircraft. "His team maintained

the airframe, engine, control systems and accessory systems." The few

remaining specialists accomplished any work beyond the crew chief's

capabilities (1:16). This system of crew chief maintenance stayed in

place until World War II when aircraft complexity, an extraordinary

increase in the number of aircraft possessed, and mechanics required to

maintain those aircraft forced another shift in the balance between

specialization and generalization.

Technical Training--A Casualty of War

Another reaction to the reduced number of mechanics was the

immediate closing of all technical schools. To stem the loss of

mechanics a. 1920 Air Service study recommended four schools, similar to

one located in Saint Paul, Minnesota during World War I, be set up in

various parts of the country. No action was taken on the recommenda-

tion. The only training available remained at Kelly Field, Texas in the

"Enlisted Mechanics Training Department." This was eventually moved to

Chanute Field, Illinois and was renamed the "Air Corps Technical

School."

It was a very informal organization, with a hit or miss schedule.

Classes started any time a large enough group of students arrived to

take them. The course 1-ngth was also flexible. The maximum course

length was six months, although students were allowed to move through

the program more rapidly. The students graduated as soon as they could

complete the course work (1:15). This was not as easy as it may sound.
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Graduates had to be proficient in aircraft welding, wood working, dope

and fabric, sheet metal, hydraulics, electric, pr)peller, engines,

flight controls, and accessory systems (4:18). Money was a real problem

for the technical school. The Air Service budget was small and little

effort was made at expanding the technical training. "As a result, the

training of aircraft mechanics suffered tremendously" (1:15).

By 1930 the Army was only sending veterans to technical schools.

A new recruit in the Army Air Corps was made a private in the Regular

Army and assigned to an Air Corps station. There he received his basic

training on being a soldier. After completing basic training he made

application to attend a technical school of his choice and was given

aptitude tests. If he was selected to attend a mechanics course his

name was placed on a waiting list until a vacarcy occurred. This

waiting period usually extended anywhere from one to three years. Often

the soldier's term of enlistment expired prior to rhe completion of his

training, since the term of enlistment was only three years. Once he

completed school he could either elect to reenlist, or separate and

return to the civilian sector (1:17).

The mid to late 1930s saw the dawning of a renewed prosperity, so

many soldiers opted not to remain in the service. The expanding

commercial aviation industry lured these men away with higher wages and

the promise of greater opportunities. From 1929 to 1937 the Air Corps

lost 15.6 percent of its enlisted corps through failures to re-enlist.

Three-quarters of those lost were the trained aircraft mechanics (1:17).

This period of peacetime induced other changes in the maintenance

structure and policy.
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Squadron Level Maintenance

The typical post-war air service squadron maintenance organization

was made up of "one engineering officer, who worked for the squadron

conmmander; an engineering section; a shop section consisting of aero

repair, engine repair, machine shop, final assembly, and parachute; and

an inspector" (4:18). These service squadrons were the fererunners of

today's off-equipment maintenance squadrons. They were usually located

at the flying fields and performed any maintenance beyond the capability

of the crew chief and his crew (4:18).

The air service squadrons initiated another practice still used

today--aircraft maintenance record keeping. Aircraft status was docu-

mented through several reports. These included "an airplane condition

record, the record of receipt of an airplane, the daily crew report, the

daily aircraft report, the engine running time, and others" (4:17).

Using these forms was quite a departure from World War I where oral

debriefing of malfunctions was the standard (4:6). Squadron maintenance

was not the only area which experienced change during these interwar

years.

Depot Maintenance

During the 1930s the Air Corps was also busy enacting changes in

the basic structure of depot maintenance. Recall that during World War

I the Air Service had established three depots. They were located at

Dallas, Texas; Montgomery, Alabama; and Indianapolis, Indiana (4:13).

In the interwar years these depots were reorganized at four new loca-

tions. They were San Antonio, Texas; Fairfield, Ohio; Rockwell, New
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York; and Middletown, Pennsylvania (1:18). These depots serviced

approximately 166 aircraft and 500 engines per year (4:19). Along with

this change of location went a change of policy.

In past years, aircraft were sent to the depot for overhaul

whenever the station engineering officers felt it necessary. In this

context overhaul meant that the aircraft went to the depot regardless of

condition. "In 1930 a definite overhaul period was set for each model of

airplanes and engines." This interval was first set at 12 months. Over

the next six years it gradually crept up to 24 months (1:19). Under

current policy, in 1936, this meant that every aircraft went to the

depot at 24 month intervals regardless of condition. This system, the

Air Corps decided, was not prudent.

So in 1936 the Air Corps reverted to the older method of overhaul-

ing the aircraft. This change was a result of the manufacture of all

metal, monocoque aircraft. These aircraft were ronsidered superior to

the all wood models (7:5). Technical Order 00-25-4, dated 12 December

1936, stated that an aircraft was grounded for reconditioning only when

visual inspection revealed the need for repair beyond the capability of

lower echelon maintenance. Thus, although time interval was not the

driving factor, the technical order did include a list of flying hours

and normal elapsed time in months between overhauls for each of the more

common aircraft (1:19).

Another change to inspection policy was made about this same time.

The inspection process in past years was isochronal, i.e., carried out

at specific intervals of days, weeks, or months. This change called for

a phased concept of maintenance, one where the inspections were based on

hours of operation. The basic schedule included a daily preflight
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inspection, 20-hour, 40-hour, 80-hour inspections plus a weekly mainte-

nance inspection (7:5). Preventive maintenance also received a great

deal of attention. The emphasis was placed on anticipating and prevent-

ing system failures and malfunctions. These actions combined to produce

a flexible maintenance inspection system which could be quickly adjusted

to meet changing demands (1:19).

Aircraft Development and Maintenance Policy

Aviation research and development, on a limited scale, continued

through these years. From 1919 through 1924 the center of this activity

was McCook Field, Dayton, Ohio. Between 1919 and 1922 Air Service

engineers designed and built 27 experimental aircraft. These activities

declined after 1923 for lack of funding and a desire to give private

enterprise encouragement in developing aircraft. Despite these cuts, a

small nucleus of officers and civilians continued their work at McCook

Field. Over the years they made significant progress in the development

of bombsights, aircraft cannon, all metal planes, and engines (5:55).

In 1924, the Engineering Division was combined with the Supply

Division and Industrial War Plans Division to form the new Material

Division. The new division moved just down the road from McCook Field

to a new area called Wright Field. Part of the Material Division's duty

was to establish maintenance criteria, policies, and procedures. In

addition, it was responsible for "exercising authority over all mainte-

nance performed at flying units throughout the Continental United

States" (4:19).
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The Material Division took a two-step approach to the formulation

of maintenance policy. First, maintenance information was gathered and

analyzed. "Maintenance information reached Wright Field in any of five

ways: (!) Airplane Flight Reports; (2) Maintenance Inspection Reports;

(3) Unsatisfactory Reports; (4) Annual Engineering and Supply Conferenc-

es; (5) Depot Cost Accounting Reports." Then, based on this analysis,

maintenance policy and procedure was established and published. Mainte-

nance policies "were published in Air Corps Circulars, Technical Orders,

Technical Letters, correspondence, memorandums, and as policy statements

in the cumulative Digest of Air Corps Policies" (4:19). This system,

created nearly 70 years ago, forms the basis of the maintenance policy

system the Air Force uses today.

Aircraft Maintenance Issues In Sufmary

This chapter presents a look at the time period immediately

following World War I until the buildup of forces for World War II.

It was a period of change for the air force and for aircraft mainte-

nance. The following list provides a brief suxmmary of the aircraft

maintenance progress and issues from 1920-1938.

1. Generalization again replaced specialization in mainterance in

the 1920s. The mechanic was trained to maintain his entire aircraft.

The only exceptions remained the armament, radio, and photographic

systems.

2. Technical training suffered. The new Air Corps Technical

School at Chanute Field, Illinois was a very informal organization, with

a hit or miss schedule. Although the maximum course length was six
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months, students had to be proficient in many complex tasks to graduate.

3. With the dawnin& of prosperity in the late 1930s many soldiers

opted not to remain in the service, The expauaing ccmmercial aviation

industry lured these men away with higher wages and the promise of

greater opportunities. From 1929 to 1937 the Air Corps lost 15.6

percent of its enlisted corps thi.ough failures to re-enlist. Three-

quarters of those lost were trained aircraft mechanics.

4. The service squadrons initiated the use of aircraft mainte-

nance record keeping. Aircraft status was documented through several

reports. The use of aircraft forms was quite a departure from World War

I when oral debriefing of malfunctions was the standard.

5. The introduction of the all metal, monocoque aircraft resulted

in a change in depot overhaul procedures. In 1936 the Air Corps issued

Technical Order 00-25-4. It stated that an aircraft was grounded for

reconditioning only when visual inspection revealed the need for repair

beyond the capability of lower echelon maintenance.

6. The interval for inspections was changed from an isochronal

concept to a phased concept of viaintenance, based on hours of operation.

7. Preventive maintenance albo received a great deal of atten-

tion. The emphasis was placed on anticipating and preventing system

failures and malfunctions.

These changes brought on by peacetime would soon be challenged by war.

In the next World War, mechanics would face many more challenges to

their abilities.
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Settinx the Stage For War

Events in Europe and East Asia once more threatened to disrupt

peace in the United States. In Germany, years of agitation by violent

extremists came to a head with the Depression. A credit crunch caused

international bankruptcies and unemployment of some 5.6 million persons

in Germany. Nazi leader Adolph Hitler was named Chancellor by German

President Paul von Hindenburg in January 1933. He was given dictatorial

power by the Reichstag, the lower house of the German parliament, in

March. Imnmediately following all opposition parties were disbanded,

strikes banned, and all aspects of economic, cultural, and religious

life were brought under the central government and Nazi party control.

Severe persecution of the Jews begaA in 1935. Many of these Jews, along

with political opponents and others, were sent to concentration camps

where thousands died or were killed. Hitler's expansionism began with

the re-incorporation of the Saar in 1935, occupation of the Rhineland in

1936, and annexation of Austria in March 1938 (8:511).

Italy was fast becoming identified with the fascist bloc.

"Despite propaganda for the ideal of the Corporate State" the government

sought few domestic reforms. An entente, or agreement, was made with

both Hungary and Austria in March 1934, followed by a pact with Germany

and Japan in November 1937. During the three-year civil war in Spain,

1936-1939, Italy sent between 50,000-75,000 troops in support of General

Francisco Franco's extreme right rebellion. Aided by Nazi Germany and

Fascist Italy, Franco succeeded in his grab for power. As a final

fascist gesture, Italy enacted anti-Semitic laws after March 1938

(8:511).
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Events in East Asia were similar to those in Europe. "After a

period of liberalism in Japan, nativist militarists dominated the

government with peasant support." Manchuria was seized, by February

1932, and a puppet government was established. Inner Mongolia (Jehol)

was occupied in 1933. Japan then invaded China proper in July 1937 and

was able to take large portions of the country by 1938. The invasion

was made easier by the on-going Kuomintang-Coununist civil war. The

Chinese suspended the civil war in the face of threatening Japan

(5:511).

American isolationist sentiment drove Congress to pass the

Neutrality Act of 1935. This law forbid the United States from provid-

ing financial aid to any country involved in war. It also stated that

no protection would be offered to American citizens who entered a war

zone. In 1937 this law was modified by the War Policy Act which gave the

President some discretionary power. However, this act also reaffirmed

American neutrality and forbade the sale of any war materials to any

hostile nation (3:10). Several more years would pass before the nation

would find itself caught up in the business of war.
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IV. From Isolationism To World Power 1939-1945

The United States In Perspective

Throughout most of the 1930s, the United States was busy with its

own internal problems. The country, still reeling from the effects of

the Depression, was indifferent to the affairs of other nations. In

affirmation of these feelings, President Roosevelt officially declared

neutrality in the European War on 5 September 1939 (14:446). This was

to be a short lived proclamation.

War was breaking out all over. In Europe, the Nazi-Soviet non-

aggression pact of August 1939 freed Germany to attack Poland in Septem-

ber. Britain and France then declared war on Germany. By July 1940,

Russia had seized East Poland, attacked Finland, and taken the Baltic

statet. From April-June 1940, mobile German forces staged ."blitzkrieg,"

or lightening war (9:144), attacks in which they conquered Denmark and

Norway, and defeated France. Italy joined Germany as the "Axis" in late

1937 and German-Italian campaigns took the Balkans from Russia by April

1941. Three million Axis troops then invaded Russia in June and kept

marching until they reached the outskirts of Moscow and occupied Lenin-

grad, but were defeated there by a combinatiou of winter, logistics,and

Soviet determination. A similar picture was taking shape in Asia.

When war broke out in Europe Japan announced it would not get

involved in the European struggle. However, the events in Europe gave

Japan a freer hand in the East. The West, occupied by its own problems,

paid little attention to Japan's growing denands. Japan took advantage

of this Western preoccupation to improve both its atrati-gic and economic
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position. In March 1939, the Japanese army began pressing Germany for a

full alliance. Germany was only too glad to oblige the Japanese,

knowing an alliance would strengthen its own position in Europe. Once

the Tripartite Pact was signed (to include Italy), in September 1940,

Japan was able to turn its attention to courting the Soviets. On 3

April 1941, the Soviet-Japanese Nonaggression Pact was signed eliminat-

ing the Soviet Union as a rival in China. The only threat to Japan's

plan to take over China was the United States (2:360-361).

"Meanwhile the United States was moving cautiously away from

neutrality" (2:361). The first year of the new decade, 1940, bore

witness to these changes. Congress repealed the 1937 War Policy Act,

clearing the way for weapons sales to Britain and France. Fifty over-

age destroyers, still useful for anti-submarine patrols and convoy duty,

were transferred to Britain in return for the rights to maintain

American military bases in certain Atlantic British territories. This

was quite a departure from America's declared neutrality stance.

Further evidence of United States preparation for war came with the Con-

gress' 1940*approval of the first peacetime draft in American history.

During President Roosevelt's third term, in 1940, "he called for

making the United States the 'arsenal of democracy'." The Congress I
agreed and passed the Lend-Lease Act on 11 March 1941 ý2:361). The

Lend-Lease Act gave the president the power to ... sell, transfer title

to, exchange, lease, lend, or otherwise dispose of any defense article

to any country whose defense the president deemed vital to the defense

of the United States" (6:21). At this same time, British and American

military leaders were discussing how the forces would be used "when the

United States might enter the war" (2:361).
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On 14 August 1941, President Roosevelt and British Prime Minister

Winston Churchill issued the Atlantic Charter, an 8-point proclamation

of the goals -if the free world (14:446). The United States and Britain

sought (7)

1. No new territories.
2. No territorial changes without the consent of the people

involved.
3. The right of self-determination.
4. Free trade.
5. Joint economic development.
6. Freedom from fear and want.
7. Freedom of the seas.
8. Abandonment of the use of force.

Japan began to believe that America's commitment to the Atlantic

war would further distract her from the East. Japan was mistaken. "The

United States policy of aid to Britain in Europe was accompanied by a

growing resolve to resist Japanese aims in the Pacific" (2:361). This

led to a period of increasingly stringent economic sanctions that

culminatet. in the freezing of all Japanese assets in the United States

following Japan's 1941 invasion of Indochina (2:361-365).

The United States and Japan continued to "negotiate" a resolution

to their differences throughout the strner and fall of 1941. On 26

November, Secretary of State Cordell Hull presented Japanese Ambassador

Nomura Kichisaboro with a comprehensivQ proposal for a peaceful settle-

ment. Japan gave her final answer to that proposal in the pre-daw'rn

hours of 7 December 1941 (2:363).

The attack on the United States Pacific Fleet in Pearl Harbor

claimed

3,963 casualties-896 wounded and 3,067 either killed, dead of
wounds, or missing and declared dead. The battleships Arizona,
California, Oklahoina, and West Virginia were sunk; and the Nevada
was bsached to avoid its sinking. The auxiliary vessels Utah and
Oglala were also sunk. Th- other battle:3hips in the harbor,
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Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Tennessee, the cruisers Helena,
Honolulu and Raleigh, the destroyers Shaw, Cassin and Downes, and
the auxiliaries Curtis and Vestal were seriously damaged. A total
of 249 airplanes (patrol, fighter, scout bombers, torpedo bombers,
battleship and cruiser planes, and utility and transport planes)
were destroyed. (8:74)

On 8 December 1941 America was at war with Japan. After Germany and

Italy declared war on the United States, President Roosevelt declared

war on both countries on 11 December 1941 (14:448). The nation departed

from the sanctuary of isolationism. America was on the course to

becoming a world power.

Building the Force

The United States had anticipated the possibility it may have to

join the war effort. The services had begun a slow expansion program

two years prior to the declaration of war against Japan, Germany, and

Italy. No one could have guessed how much manpower and material would

be put into service by war's end.

Aircraft Status. During the early interwar years pilots flew

surplus World War I aircraft since there was no money to buy new ones.

Between I July 1920 and 30 June 1921, 69 airmen were killed and 27

seriously injured in a total of 330 crashes. These old aircraft took a

heavy toll on the force of less than 900 pilots and observers (11:55).

Of the 16,300 aiecraft purchased during World War I, some 2000

aircraft were all that remained at the close of the War (11:55;4:19).

By 1 July 1924 only 754 of these aircraft were serviceable. "These

included 457 observation, 59 bomber, 78 pursuit, and 8 attack air-

planes." This pathetic state of the Air Service led to the five-year

expansion program included in the Air Corps Act of 1926. "This program
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called for a five-year buildup of the Air Corps to 1,800 aircraft, 1,650

officers, and 15,000 enlisted men" and had a target completion date of

30 June 1932 (11:55). Later, World War II pushed these numbers far

beyond those planned for in the five-year expansion program but those

days were yet to come.

Between 1939 and 1944 the Army Air Forces aircraft inventory went

from 2,422 aircraft to 78,757 with United States involvement in World

War II (13:8). Although this tremen'dous growth in aircraft did not

happen overnight it did take place very rapidly. This much growth in

equipment and the need to operate in 12 major war theaters outside of

the continental United States required a massive pattern of expansion in

Army Air Forces manpower .

Manpower. The recruiting of a force large enough to meet

wartime demands became an iimiediate concern following Hitler's 1939

invasion of Poland. The peacetime economy was in a state of growth as

industry began supplying the Allies. While the conditions surrounding

the Depression created a workforce eager to join the military in the

1930s, by 1940 the situation had reversed. In response to the reduction

in enlistment rates Congress passed America's first peacetime conscrip-

tion act, the Burke-Wadsworth Bill, on 16 September 1940 and President

Franklin D. Roosevelt signed it into law (5:39).

The law officially became titled "The Selectiv-e Training and

Service Act of 1940." It authorized the draft of male citizens, between

the ages of 21 to 35, for 12 months of military service. Less than a

year after the United States entered the war tho age range was lowered

to 18 and the length of service was extended to "for the duration."

Throughout the war more than 45 million men registered for the draft.
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Some 31 million were found eligible to serve, and about 15 million of

those served with the armed forces between late 1940 and the end of the

war in 1945 (5:39-40).

Pursuit and Attack Aviation

During the interwar years pursuit aviation suffered from the same

neglect as the rest of the force. Even after America's air leaders ob-

served actions in Europe they were unable to come to an agreement on the

role of pursuit aviation. The mission of pursuit aviation was largely

seen as one of air defense through interception of enemy bombers, yet it

also included the role of escort to bomber aircraft. These two roles

required different 'types of aircraft, the interceptor and the long-range

escort. Compromise was considered the answer and the decision was made

to produce one fighter to fulfill both roles. The resulting single-seat

aircraft, like the Curtiss P-40, did not satisfy either requirement and

development of two separate fighters continued. One success story was

the Lockheed P-38 Lightning (11:72). The P-38 was designed for high

altitude interception but it was later used for long-range escort duties

(7). "The unusually configured Lightning was built in smaller numbers

than any of the other major US Air Force fighters of the Second World

War-a total of 9,923 were produced between 1939 and 1945--but it had

the distinction of serving on most battlefronts and in most roles"

(3:89). The solution to the interceptor problem was simple compared to

that of the long-range escort requirement (11:72).

Interceptors were designed to be quick and maneuverable, with a

relatively short range. Aircraft such as the Bell P-39 Airacobra and
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Lockheed P-38 Lightning seemed the most promising as interceptors. The

problem was with the long-range escort and the Army's decision to pursue

a xmlti-seat escort aircraft. No such aircraft had been developed and

serious doubts were raised by experienced pilots as to the fitness of

such an aircraft. In a December 1939 conference these pilots expressed

their belief that such a fighter would be too slow and would be just as

vulnerable as the bombers they were to escort. As a result, when

America entered the war it had no long-range fighter to perform the

important escort function (11:72).

Attack aviation experienced similar problems. The air leaders had

always been opposed to developing aircraft specifically for ground

support. Yet, success on the Russian front in the Fall of 1941 spurred

efforts to develop a dive bomber to provide some ground support. This

aircraft was to be smaller, more mineuverable, and equipped with cannon,

machine guns, and small bombs for use against enemy armor. Eventually,

several standard pursuit models were used to support this mission

(11:72).

Developments in both pursuit and attack aviation continued

throughout the war. New aircraft, tactics, and organizations were tried

with much of tile developmant based on the particular theater of opera-

tions in which the airmen were operating. Aircraft maintenance in World

War II developed in much the same way: most alterations from the pre-war

and early war standard system came in the several theaters of operation

as needs seemed to dictate.
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Maintenance Manpower

Over two million of those 15 million who served the nation found

themselves serving in the Air Corps. In 1939 Air Corps manning stood at

23,455, but by the close of the war some 2,282,259 saw service as

members of the air arm (12:40). Many of those who served were trained

as aircraft mechanics.

Training. In September 1940, the Air Corps approved a plan to

train 25,348 mechanics by 1 January 1942. However, as the threat of war

grew, this plan was changed to allow for the training of 65,500 mechan-

ics per year. When America entered the war the training of mechanics

stepped up to a pace where, by January 1943, 185,000 mechanics per year

would be trained (1:20).

The requirements for skilled maintenance personnel far ontweighed

their availability. Before long the six month course taught at Chanute

Field, Illinois was changed to get mechanics to the field sooner. "The

course length was shortened and the 'crew chief' method of training was

replaced by more and more specialized training" (10:21).

In 1943, the Army Air Forces realized attrition among the mechan-

ics was very low. This meant fewer replacements were needed in the

field. As a result the emphasis in training shifted away from quantity

training to quality training. In addition, enlisted aircrew members

were again given a basic mechanics course to aid them in solving simple

mechanical problems (1:23).

The Specialist System of Maintenance. The crew chief system which

developed during the interwar years was soon replaced by a specialist
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system. This system was born of necessity--a need for more narrowly

skilled workers, trained in minimum time, to meet the huge wartime

demand for competent manpower. By 1942, technical schools were training

mechanics on a specific type of aircraft in classes which lasted as

little as 36 days (10:21). The mechanics graduated from these schools

were identified with a particular type of aircraft although they really

possessed little in-depth knowledge of it or their general specialty

(1:21). Nevertheless, they did become effective producers of mission

capable aircraft and systems (7).

The high demand for skilled mechanics in the overseas theaters

forced a return to the World War I concept of maintenance. New main-

tainers were taught narrow work requirements and sent to the field to

perform repetitive tasks. "Crews were established to perform such

specialized work as cylinder changes, engine changes, or propeller

changes" (1:21). Other ways of getting these skilled mechanics to the

field included "the imnediate assignment of draftees and enlistees, who

were qualified welders, painters, sheetmetal workers, etc, in civilian

life directly to the appropriate maintenance shop, with no formal

schooling" (10:22). With such a high degree of specialization, the

master mechanic eventually disappeared.

The loss of the master mechanic led to a modified crew chief.

concept of maintenance.

The service and repair personnel of a squadron were organized into
ground crews, each of which was responsible for the service and
maintenance of a particular plane. The ground crews consisted of
aircraft mechanics and specialists. Each crew was supervised by a
crew chief and the crew chiefs were supervised by a line chief who
was a master sergeant. (1:22)
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Although the job description for an aircraft mechanic remained very

broad it was a team and not an individual which maintained the aircraft

in working order. These changes in maintenance manpower were reflected

by similar changes in the aircraft maintenance organization.

Aircraft Maintenance Organization

On 20 June 1941, the United States Army Air Corps became official-

ly known as the United States Army Air Forces (AAF). The AAF used the

same four echelons of maintenance as those used in World War I. The

system was formalized in the United States Army Air Forces Regulation

65-1 published on 14 August 1942. The echelons were defined as fol-

lows:(6:119)

First Echelon - That maintenance performed by the air echelon of
the combat unit. This would normally consist of servicing air-
planes and airplane equipment; preflight and daily inspections;
minor repairs, adjustments, and replacements. All essential tools
and equipment must be air transportable.

Second Echelon - That maintenance performed by the ground echelon
of the combat unit, air base squadrons, and airways detachments.
This would normally include servicing airplanes and airplane
equipment; performance of periodic preventative inspections and
such adjustments, repairs, and replacements as may be accomplished
by the use of hand tools and mobile equipment authorized by the
Tables of Basic Allowance for issue to the combat unit. This
includes engine change when the organization concerned is at the
location where the change is required. Most of the tools and
equipment for 2rd echelon maintenance can be transported by air,
but at certain times such as transportation, radio, etc., necessi-
tate ground transportation.

Third Echelon - That maintenance performed by service groups and
subdepots. This maintenance embraces repairs and replacements
requiring mobile machinery and other equipment of such weight and
bulk that ground means of transportation is necessary. Units
charged with this echelon require specialized mechanics. This
echelon includes field repairs and salvage, removal and replace-
ment of major unit assemblies, fabrication of mincr parts, minor
repairs to aircraft structures and equipment. Normally, this
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echelon embraces repairs which can be completed within a limited
time period with the period determined by the situation.

Fourth Echelon - That maintenance performed by the air groups and
air depots. This includes all operations necessary to completely
restore worn or damaged aircraft to a condition of tactical
serviceability and the piriodic major overhaul of engines, unit
assemblies, accessories, and auxiliary equipment; the fabrication
of such parts as may be required in an emergency or as directed in
technical instructions; the accomplishment of technical compliance
changes as directed; repl.acement, repair, and service checking of
auxiliary equipment; and the recovery, reclamation, or repair and
return to service of aircraft incapable of flight.

The main difference between these descriptions of the maintenance

echelons and those used prior to World War II is the inclusion of the

requirement that equipment be air transportable. This was essential for

mobile repair teams or for squadron movements.

- The location of these maintenance facilities varied little between

the theaters. In the Pacific, most were located in tents while in

Europe they found shelter in tents, Quonset huts, or other buildings.

Certain shops were mounted in fully enclosed semi-trailers. Each had

its own power and compressed air source which made these shops self-

supporting. Some shops, like the instrument and bomb sight shops,

required air conditioning making them a popular place to visit on hot

days (6:120).

Squadron Level Maintenance In The Continental United States

(CONUS). The distinction between aircraft maintenance, as organized in

the CONUS, and that of other theaters is deliberate. Generally, in

World War II, the Headquarters Army Air Forces (and Air Service Conmand)

instructions were mandatory only in the CONUS. Overseas, theater

commanders could use, modify, or ignore these instructions--other than

Technical Orders. As a result, each theater maintenance operation was

somewhat unique: no two were exactly alike, and none were like those in
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the CONUS. For example, in 13th Air Force (AP), there was no prescribed

maintenance organizational structure other than what was given in the

Tables of Organization and Equipment (TO&E). Production Line Mainte-

nance, as described below, was not used in 13th AF, and the squadron

engineering officer oversaw the maintenance effort rather than being

controlled by the group engineering officer. The squadron accomplished

the maintenance pretty much as it saw fit considering resource avail-

ability, scheduling requirements for the aircraft, and the technical

skills of the personnel guided by the technical orders (7).

Within the CONUS, the maintenance structure was quite different.

The first and second echelon ground crews were normally grouped into

specialties to make maximum use of their training and to allow many

mechanics to work on the airplane simultaneously. For instance, one

"group could check spark plugs while another checked radios, while still

another group checked landing gears, etc." (1:22)

These echelons operated within the maintenance section of a CONUS

combat group. Each maintenance section was under the supervision of the

group engineering officer who was responsible to the group commander for

all maintenance actions. They were further divided into two branches--

Flying Line Maintenance and Production Line Maintenance--under the

supervision of an assistant engineering officer (10:24).

The Flying Line Maintenance Branch was made up of fnur units

including: maintenance, servicing, armament, and communications. The

branch was responsible for servicing; pre-flight, daily and 25-hour

inspections; proper accomplishment of aircraft forms; loading of

munitions; all contact with the air crew; replacement of aircraft

engines if downtime could be minimized; and accomplishment of technical
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order changes (10:24-25). In 1944, "the Air Service Comand calculated

the following numbers of personnel to be sufficient to properly perform

the duties of the Flying Line Mainitenance Branch" (1:23-24).

TYPE OF AIRCRAFT NO, PER AIRCRAFT

Heavy bombardment - B-17/B24 6

Medium Pombardment - B25/B26 4

Large Cargo - C54/C87/C47/C33 4

Twin Engine Fighter - P38 3

Single Engine Fighter - P39/P40/P47/P51 2

The Production Line Maintenance Branch

was responsible for washing and cleaning the aircraft, accomplish-
ment of the 50-hour, 100-hour and other periodic inspections not
accomplished by the Flying Line Maintenance Branch, engine chang-
es, technical order changes beyond the capability of the Flying
Line Maintenance Branch, changing major assemblies, metal repair,
maintenance and servicing of flight line and hangar equipment, and
preparation of engine and airnraft for return to supply. (10:25)

The following 14 units, or functions, were organized to carry out these

duties: cleaning, cockpit and cabin, flight controls and surface,

hydraulic and landing gear, engine, fuel and oil, electrical, instru-

ment, propeller, armament, communications, metal repair, ground equip-

ment repair, and parachute (10:25).

In 1945, the Army published a regulation which formalized mainte-

nance specialization. United States Army Strategic Air Force Regulation

65-I created specific organizational elements. These included "flight

line maintenance, scheduled maintenance, servicing, engine buildup, tire

buildup, and combat maintenance officer positions. A wing maintenance

control function was included to provide strong centralized control."

It was believed that this new organization was responsible for reducing

overall aircraft out-of-cornni%.sion rates for maintenance from 21.5
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percent in 1944 to 17.9 percent in 1945 (15:17.27). It is interesting

to see how statistics were already being used to capture the effects of

management changes on maintenance production. This method of justifica-

tion remains with the Air Force today.

Depot Level Maintenance. During World War II the depot system

expanded to 12 air depots and over 2000 sub-depots. Since wartime

expansion could not keep pace with demand some contract overhaul was

used during the war (15:17.27). Heavy maintenance was normally per-

formed by the sub-depots located on the a.'r base and under the control

of the Air Service Command (later the Air Ttchnical Service Command).

Mobile repair activities were created to allow for major repairs and

assistance on site where no sub-depot was located (10:22).

In late 1944 the Army Air Forces delivered the first floating

depot to the Philippines. This depot was built on a Liberty-type

vessel, supported by several smaller maintenance ships. By the time

this first depot arrived it was too late. The Philippine Islands had

become a stable base of operations. The manpower and equipment was

removed from the ship and put to work in a land-based depot facility.

Although the floating depot was not successful in World War II, the idea
k

was used later in the Vietnam War as a helicopter maintenance platform

.(6:121).

Aircraft Maintenance Issues In Summary

American maintenance personnel faced some pretty tough challenges

in World War II. They kept aircraft flying in regions of the world most

of them had never even heard of. They braved the elements, supply
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shortages, and a lack of training and experience, and came through with

flying colors. The success of the aircraft maintenance operation in

World War II, given the sheer number of aircraft and personnel placed

in diverse operating conditions, is a testament to the leadership and

dedication of the aircraft maintenance troops.

The following offer a brief recap of the maintenance situation in

World War II:

1. "The Selective Training and Service Act of 1940" authorized

the draft of male citizens, between the ages of 21 to 35, for 12 months

of military service. In less than a year after th-i United States

entered the war the draft age was lowered to 18 and the length of

service was extended to "the duration." The draft brought many un-

skilled aircraft mechanics into the maintenance units, forcing changes

.in organizational structure and training.

2. Although the four echelon maintenance system of World War I

remained, it was altered. The main difference was the inclusion of the

requirement that certain equipment be air transportable. Maintenance

units below depot level were expected to be highly mobile and capable of

working in unimproved conditions.

3. First and second echelon ground crews were grouped into their

specialties in some theaters of operation to maximize their use. This

meant many mechanics might work on the airplane simultaneously under the

general control of the crew chief. This was a direct departure from the

crew chief concept of maintenance practiced in World War I where the

crew chief performed The majority of maintenance on his aircraft.

4. Two branches were formed to perform squadron level maintenance

in some theaters and the COIUS Air Training Command. The Flying Line
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Maintenance Branch, the forerunner of today's Aircraft Maintenance Unit,

performed servicing, pre-flight, light inspections, and other daily

tasks. The Production Line Maintenance Branch, the forerunner of

today's off-equipment maintenance squadrons, performed the more time

consuming and technically complicated tasks not directly involved with

the day's flying. The process of formalizing this concept of mainte-

nance laid the foundation of the maintenance organization that still

exists today.

5. The requirements for skilled maintenance personnel far out-

weighed their availability. Training courses were shortened and the

crew chief method of training was replaced by one of more specialized

training--narrower tasks and quicker training.

6. The crew chief was assisted by specialists. The mechanics

were- identified to a particular type of aircraft although they really

possessed little in-depth knowledge of it.

The years following the war brought radical changes to aircraft

maintenance. These changes were founded mainly in the experiences of

World War II. Those who served had left behind a legacy that would

shape maintenance policy in the interwar years.

War Comes To An End

By the spring of 1945 United States, British, Free French, and

allied troops were on Germany's doorstep. Germany surrendered on 7 May

1945 bringing to a close the European War. The defeat of the Japanese

was quite a different matter. The dropping of two atomic bombs, the

first on Hiroshima and the second on Nagasaki, finally forced Japan to
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surrender on 14 August 1945 (14:512). World War II had made its way

into every aspect of American life. It changed the way the United

States would see the world and how the country would be seen by ev ry

other nation in the world.

Demobilization following the war is described in most literature

as "rapid." During the war some 750,000 United States Army Air Forces'

personnel were performing aircraft maintenance. Two years after the

close of the war the number of maintenance personnel had dropped to

56,000 (4:8-6). Most of the maintainers who left the service were in

the lower ranks. This led to a condition where there were "too many

chiefs and not enough indians" to maintain the aircraft fleet. Many

other problems, such as confusion over centralized maintenance concepts,

also developed as a result of demobilization. These problems will be

investigated in the next chapter.
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V. A Short Respite: Frc, World War IT to Korea, 1946-1950

The United States In Perspective

The few years between World War II and the Korean War were uneasy

years in America. United States participation in World War II had

thrust the nation into the spotlight as a world leader. It was a new

experience for a country once dedicated to letting the world solve its

own problems. In these years, changes took place in both the national

and international scenes which would affect America for decades. Chief

among thesn changes were the events leading up to, and culminating in,

the Cold War.

In contrast with the rapid demobilization of the United States

military forces, the drawdown of Soviet armed forces progressed much

more slowly. In fact, for practical purposes, the Soviet military did

not demobilize. Author, and military historian, James A. Huston

outlined Soviet forces in the aftermath of World War II.

Soviet Army strength dropped to about 2.5 million early in 1947,
and stabilized there, at least for the next six years. In addi-
tion to Regular Army troops, Russia maintained some 400,000 sec-
urity police. Also to be counted on the side of Soviet strength
were some sixty-eight divisions in the satellite coun tries of
Eastern Europe, and twenty-four regiments of East German "police"
forces. Not to be discounted were the Communist fifth columns to
be found in the countries of Western Europe, where they interfered
with logistical operations of ports and lines of comnunication,
and hampered industrial production. (2:601)

The United States government recognized the Soviet Union as a threat to

the nation and the world. In 1947, President Truman presented the

Trua•an Doctrine to Congrpss requesting aid to Greece and Turkey to

combat co•m-inist expansionisa. Congress approved his proposal, on 15

May 1947, thereb7 opening the door for other future aid programs. A
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couple of weeks later, Congress approved the Marshall Plan as well.

This plan called for financial aid to Western European countries in an

effort to restore economic stability and capability. On 4 June 1947,

Congress authorized some $12 billion in aid to be spread over a four

year period. The money went toward revitalizing and improving industry,

agriculture, and business concerns throughout Western Europe. (9:446;5).

The alliance of the United States, Canada, and 10 Western European

"nations was accelerated by the Soviet blockade of Berlin of 1948-1949.

If there was any doubt about Soviet intention, it was removed by this

action. On 24 August 1949, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization

(NATO) was formed. Initial NATO members included Belgium, Canada,

Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, Luxenmbourg, Netherlands, Not-way,

Portugal, United Kingdom, and the United States (9:781). "The United

States, together with those European States and Canada, committed itself

not only to come to the assistance of any member attacked in the North

Atlantic area, but to contribute to a program of mutual materiel

assistance" (2:602). NATO provided for the

consultation among the parties, but it did not envisage an active
military organization. Two events changed its character--the
announcement in September 1949 of an atomic explosion in the
Soviet Union and the Comrmunist attack in Korea on 25 June 1950.
The immediate fear of Europeans was that they might be next.
France inquired in August 1950 if the United States was prepared
to contribute ground forces for the defense of Western Europe and
whether forces of the Allies should be integrated under a supreme
commander. The reply of the United States was an unprecedented
affirmative on both counts. (2:602)

The fight against coamtunism had begun.

Evidence of this battle was found in the heart of America. In

late 1949 eleven leaders of the United States Co,'mmnist Party were

convicted after a nine-month trial in New York City. They had been
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charged with advocating the violent overthrow of the United States

government. Ten defendants were each sentenced to five years in prison

and the eleventh defendant to three years. The appeal traveled to the

Supreme Court and the convictions were upheld by the Court in 1951

(9:446). Although the fear of communism dominated the social fabric of

the United States in those years, & few other social developments merit

attention.

One example of social change in America came when baseball player

Jackie Robinson broke the color barrier in major league baseball when he

joined the Brooklyn Dodgers 11 April 1947. Labor unrest also permeated

these years. The miners organized a strike of some 400,000 mine workers

in April 1946, and other industries soon followed suit. In an attempt

to curb more strikes, the Taft-Hartley Labor Act was introduced. Presi-

dent Truman vetoed the bill on 20 June 1947, but Congress overrode the

veto. In 1950 President Truman found himself on the other side, fight-

ing to prevent a railroad workers strike. On 27 August 1950, President

Truman ordered the Army to seize all railroads to prevent the general

strike and the railroads were nit returned to the owners until 1952

(9:446). Despite the labor unrest in some quarters, economic conditions

in the United States remained stable.

Status of the Force

At the end of World War II, 1945, Army Air Force manning stood at

2,282,259. In only one year that number had dropped to 455,515 and by

1947 it had dropped even further to 305,827. Between 1948 and 1950 Air

Force manning nt.Lnbers fluctuated. The Air Force had 387,730 men in
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1948, then the number rose slightly to 419,347 in 1949, but by 1950 it

had fallen to 411,277. During tho interwar period, 1945-1950, average

manning was 395,939 (8:40). Aircraft maintenance manning reflected the

overall reductions in Air Force manpower numbers.

In the peak years of the war the Army Air Forces had some 750,000

airmen performing maintenance. When the United States Air Force was

created by the National Security Act of 1947, those numbers had been

reduced to only 56,000 airmen (3:8-6). These small numbers placed the

maintenance organization in dire straits. At some bases officers were

prersed into duty as aircraft and engine mechanics where they performed

periodic inspections. "Very often it was necessary to route an aircraft

completed by these officers through a work station manned by NCOs (non- -

commissioned officers) to assure the work had been properly and safely

accomplished" (4:151). This, and other slowdowns.in maintenance, in-

cluding a return to a "peace-time" military, resulted in unrealistic

flight schedules and an overall loss of combat capability (4:151). It

did not take the Air Force long to recognize the seriousness of the

situation and take some steps to remedy it.

Development Of Maintenance Policy

With demobilization came a decline in the interest of maintaining
strong, centrally controlled maintenance organizational concepts
and procedures. Each major con-nand had its own concept of how a
maintenance organi•2tion should be organized and controlled.
Each corrand had its own regulations, rninuals, and directives.
Most of them had a tendency to return to a modified type of the
crew chief system which included considerable specialization in
certain aircraft subsysteas. (1:25)

This diversity in maintenance concepts caused many problems. In an

attempt to standardize the maintenance organizations the Air Force
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issued ar order in July 1947 for all commands to implement the "Hobson

Plan."

This plan made the wing headquarters the highest echelon on a
base. Subordinate to the wing headquarters were four groups: the
combat group, the maintenance and supply group, the airdrome
group, and the medical group. Combat squadrons within the combat
group had the responsibility for the first and second echelon
maintenance on assigned aircraft. This included engine changes.
The maintenance squadron within the maintenance and supply group
was responsible for third echelon maintenance and all mainte-
nance on base flight and transient aircraft. (1:26)

The adoption of the Hobson Plan was only one step the Air Force took

toward stabilizing the maintenance complex.

In 1948, Headquarters United States Air Force (USAF) sent out a

survey to each Air Force command in the United States and overseas.

The goal of the survey was to gather representative opinions-about USAF

maintenance practices. Headquarters planned to discuss, in conference,

the problems identified in the survey results, and develop "an orderly

plan of research, study, and corrective action" to deal with the prob-

lems. Out of the mass of information gathered by the survey, the Main-

tenance Division of Headquarters, USAF produced a small volume which

examined maintenance practices and suggested some changes. The Mainte-

nance Division hoped these changes "would increase the effectiveness of

the peacetime maintenance organization; would reduce maintenance costs;

and finally, would provide a sound basic organization for mobilization

expansion" (10:141). This was, and is, a very important concept for

maintenance. These goals for the maintenance organization have been the

mainstay of maintenance improvement efforts throughout the years. The

following paragraphs outline the survey results and some of the strategy

used to tackle the identified problems.
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Maintenance Problems

Manpower Shortages. The post-war economy offered a lot more to

the average worker than in previous years. Industry, it seemed, had

learned some lessons. Job security, retirement benefits, and higher

pay-especially for skilled workers--were available in the factories as

well as in Civil Service. The workers found big industries competing

for their skills and so they were unwilling to work in lower-paid gov-

ernment jobs. "Likewise, the young fellows just released from military

service did not show any great longing to re-enlist." The Air Force

expanded its training facilities to offer technical training in exchange

for time served, but the response by Civil Service and military person-

nel was not overwhelming (10:142).

Conseqre.,tly, in the years following World War II, there were not

enough people available to do the maintenance work. This lack of per-

sonnel was complicated by the increasing complexity of Air Force equip-

ment. "Air Force maintenance men were confronted with an interesting

array of tricky, delicate gadgets which had no counterparts in industry.

And in case of an emergency, there would be no industrial sources of

manpower to draw from" (10:142).

Mechanical Problems. The Cold War further complicated this issue

by stimulating the Air Force to produce even more sophisticated equip-

"ie-nt. This was done rapidly and the service testing and engineering

phases were often bypassed. Thur, this accelerated production often

resulted in aircraft which were not easily maintainable.

Designers and buyers of military airplanes never have shown much
consideration for the maintenance man. During the late 1940s and
early 1950s, while the West was looking anxiously eastward and
wondering what was cooking b.ehind the iron curtain, airplane
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people seemed even less concerned with maintenance than before.
Designers were urged to make their dream birds fly higher, faster,
and longer. Performance was what was wanted; what happened be-
tween flights was of less concern. Consequently, the Air Force
gave maintenance features such a low priority in determining the
military character:.stics of new aircraft that airplanes were ac-
cepted which almost defied the maintenance mechanic. (10:142-143).

The concept of reliability and maintainability (R&M) had not yet taken

root.

An example of this disregard for R&M was the P-84 Thunderjet. It

was nicknamed "the mechanic's nightmare" because it spent 66 hours in

maintenance for every hour flown during its first year in the Air Force

inventory. Modifications improved the F-84, but not without consider-

able costs in time, money, effort, and bitterness (10:143).

The Specialist Solution. The days when a talented crew chief and

his team were assigned to an aircraft evaporated in World War II. "The

Air Force and the aircraft industry had learned that even the most com-

plex systems, when broken down into their basic components, could be

overhauled satisfactorily on a production-line basis by unskilled work-

ers within a short period of time" (10:144). Strategic Air Couand

(SAC) took the lead in establishing a new maintenance organization under

the specialized concept.

In 1949, SAC Regulation 66-12 was published. The stated purpose

of the regulation was to " establish a functional aircraft maintenance

organization within the wing-base organization which would insure full

utilization of personnel and facilities to produce maxi=um availability

of aircraft" (6:28). Base level maintenance was divided into four

agencies. These were wing maintenance control, organizational mainte-

nance, field maintenanco, and base flight and transient maintenance

(6:28). "Shortly, the electronics functions of field "intenance were
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used to create the armament-electronics maintenance unit, which much

later came to be known as the avionics maintenance squadron" (5).

The center pole of this structure was wing maintenance control.

It was responsible for the centralized direction and control of wing

maintenance. Organizational maintenance handled flightline maintenance,

periodic inspections, and technical order compliance. Field maintenance

dealt with aero repair, communications and electronics, armament, fabri-

cation, and power plant problems. It was also responsible for supplying

specialists to organizational maintenance as required. Base flight and

transient maintenance controlled all maintenance on base assigned and

transient aircraft (6:29) "and received specialist support from field

maintenance" (5). SAC created this organization to provide for the most

efficient use of available manpower.

The aim was to provide a sufficient amount of work to keep the.
work force cont-inuously occupied. To do this under conditions
where the workload was sporadic a backlog of work was maintained
for slack periods. Since specialists' work in the tactical
squadron fluctuated considerably, specialists were moved to the
intermediate squadrons of field maintenance and avionics mainte-
nance where the backlog of low priority work on reparables could
be processed when work was not being performed directly on the
aircraft. (1:27)

Specialized maintenance did not always work as well as planned in

the early years. This was due "to a lack of teamwork stemming from mis-

understandings, interpretations, poorly defined responsibilities, and

inadequate facilities for this type of operation" (1:27). Perhaps part

of the confusion stemmed from the change in the terms that described the

levels of maintenance.

When the Air Force was formed, in 1947, the echelons of mainte-

nance were redefined. "What had previously been first and second

echelon maintenance became organizational; third echelon becamea field;
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and fourth echelon was named depot" (6:29). The old and new designa-

tions were often mixed and this may have created some confusion among

the "older" maintenance troops. Other problems, of a different type,

were also plaguing the fledgling Air Force.

Qrganizational Problems

In-Conrmission Rate. "It is a fact that aircraft in-commission

rfte is a measure of Air Force effectivenesc" (10:144). As defined by

A~r Fcrce Regulation 65-110, 7 November 1950, an aircraft was in-cormmis-

Aion "when it is safe and capable of normsal flight operation without

4dditional repair or maintenance." Common sense says that "the number

of aircraft ready to perform their jobs at a given time is the number to

count, regardless of how many airplanes might be around in the docks and

hangars."- Yet experiences in both World Wars showed that few Air Force

people considered in-commission rate important. It was frequently the

lack of a single spare part kept many of the aircraft grounded (10:145).

This lack of spare parts was measured by the "Aircraft Out of Commission

for Parts" (AOCP) rate.

During World War I, then Lieutenant Henry H. Arnold asked Mr.

Howard Coffin, Director of Aircraft Production, about spare parts. Mr.

Coffin replied "What do you want spare parts for?" This same disregard

for spares was practiced by the Army Air Forces (AAP) in World War II.

The Material Division, USAAAF decided spares productioa should have the

same priority as production for i-mediate installation, but that deci-

sion was rejected by Headquarters, AAF. Headquarters felt production

for installation took priority at the cost of spares production. "As a
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result of this policy, B-29s were grounded all over the Pacific for lack

of parts" (10:144-145).

To remedy this situation, the Air Technical Service Command set up

a special radio room, operating 24 hours per day, just to receive parts

requests from the field. The information was relayed to the proper

units in the Supply Division, where corrective action could be taken.

"Sometimes this involved personal trips around the country to ferret out

critical items of supply." Parts were taken from the production line

and flown to the grounded aircraft. This created chaos on production

lines already experiencing problems. The procedure cost a lot of money,

time, and aggravation, and was justified on the basis of wartime emer-

gency. As soon as the war ended this service was halted resulting in an

immediate rise in the AOCP rate (10:145).

Dealing With The AOCP Rate. In November 1947, 15 percent of the

Air Force aircraft were sitting on the ground waiting for parts. The

Air Material Command (AMC) Supply Division set up an Aircraft Status

Unit to track status of every Air Force airplane. It did this through a

series of reports from Air Force units. The daily AOCP report gave the

figures needed for computing consumption rates of spare parts. The "14-

Day Report" gave the bases a chance to say whether the parts requested

were delivered by the supply activity within a two week-period. The

last was a "30-Day Report" which the depots used to report parts which

kept more than five aircraft grounded during the calendar month. Man-

agement actions based on these reports caused the AOCP rate to decline.

By September 1948 the AOCP rate sat at a Ilo 4.8 percent, which the Air [
Force considered good (10:145-146). Once the AOCP rate started to come

under control another problen, surfaced in status reporting.
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In-Commission Razte Reporting. When an air(raft was out of commis-

sion, the reason was reported under one of four categories. The number

of hours an aircraft was out of conx-ission was due to waiting for parts,

technical order compliance, maintenance, oz other reasons. The Air

Force soon discovered the reporting for technical order compliance and

for maintenance was faulty (10:146).

Maintenance, as defined for reporting purposes, included time

spent on regular periodic maintenance, and unscheduled maintenance, and

time lost waiting for technical order compliance and periodic mainte-

nance. Thus, because the term "maintenance" was not well defined, the

same time could be counted in several categories. Headquarters, USAF

"proposed the reporting system be revised so that the hours spent on

periodic maintenan--e, malfunctions, and technical order compliance would

be separated.' The AMC agreed and in the fall of 1950 this reporting

system went into effect (10:147).

The Air Force's goal was to "develop a maintenance system that

would accomplish peacetime objectives effectively; it also wanted that

system to be adaptable for quick change to war conditions without upset-

ting operating procedures." In developing this program Headquarters,

USAF felt it must develop realistic in-commission and utilization rates

for all program aircraft (10:147). This raised the question: "What is a

good in-commission rate?

Defining The In-Cor-ilsson Rate. The Maintenance Division, USAF,

had established 70 percent as a rule-of-thunb in-coamunssion rate for

aircraft regardless of assignment, type, location, or mission. It was a

directed measure to start with, but Operational Readiness tests resulted

in varied performance ratis ranging from 35 to 70 percent. SAC stepped
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in and established standards that varied by type of aircraft. "Sixty

percent was the goal for heavy bombers, 70 percent for medium bombers,

and 80 percent for fighters. The Continental Air Command (CONAC) had a

similar objective for fighters." Yet each command had its own idea of

what was meant by in-commission (10:148).

CONAC considered a fighter to be in-commission if it could be made

flyable within six hours. The Military Air Transport Service (MATS)

agreed with CONAC and established the same six-hour tolerance for four-

engine transports. SAC settled on one hour per each installed engine

with a ceiling of four hours per aircraft (10:148).

The Maintenance Division felt there were actually two different

in-commission standards. One standard could be attained under normal

operating conditions, when economy was the key, and the other standard

was based on an all-out effort. The Division's thinking was based on

the fact that normal duty hours accounted for only 23.5 percent of

reported aircraft hours, and the limitation on the number of mechanics

who could physically work on an aircraft without getting in each other's

way. In case of emergency, where economy was thrown out as a consider-

ation, shifts could be extended to meet higher in-commission rates. In

an emergency, having aircraft combat ready would be more important than

cost conscious maintenance (10:148-149). [Note: At this point, the

author makes a subtle shift from "in-commission" to "combat ready." SAC

argued that these two were not the same. In-commission meant safe for

"normal" flight. The question was asked: "What did 'normal' mean?" SAC

said it meant "flyable," where "combat ready" meant that--depending on

the mission--certain system. were needed. SAC also emphasized the

system requirements may differ within the same type of aircraft depend-
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ing on the war-time mission of the wing they were assigned to (5). This

issue has still not been resolved in today's Air Force.]

The MaintEnance Division and Operations Analysis Division joined

forces to conduct a study of both the economic and maximum obtainable

in-commission rates for each type of aircraft. With the #ntry of the

United States into the Korean War, efforts at establishing in-commission

rate standards were postponed (10:149).

Non-Aeronautical Maintenance Workload. The p:imary job of the

combat wing Field Maintenance Squadron and Armament-Electronics Mainte-

nance Squadron was to take care of the aircraft; however, other kinds of

repair work often interfered seriously with this primary goal.

In the spring of 1950, for example, from 20 to 45 percent of the
effort of a Maintenance Squadron of one Maintenance and Supply
Group was spent on such non-aeronautical equiip7ent as office
equipment, musical instruments, railroad rolling stock, rhaplain
equipment, kitchen utensils, laundry and dry cleaning equipment,
and agricultural equipment. (10:149-150)

While all of these tasks may have had certain importance, they were

consuming an increasingly large proportion of maintenance squadron's

time. Maintenance Division, USAF felt the bulk of mainteaanci time

should be used keeping aircraft combat ready and it took steps to remedy

the situation. They suggested the name "ýlaintenance Squadron" should be

changed to "Aircraft Maintenance Squadron" to focus on the fact that

this squadron was responsible for aircraft vice other equipment. The

performance of field echelon maintenance of other non-aircraft equip-

ment, the Division suggested, should be spread between the Air Tnstalla-

tion Squadron, Comcminications Squadron, and Vehicle Squadron. "Finally,

the Maintenance Division suggested that it be desienated as the itaff

agency for placing naintenance responsibilities at all operating levels,
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other than the maintenance of buildings, structures, and installed

equipment." This suggestion entered into debate and was still not

resolved when the Air Force entered the Korean War (10:151).

Other Maintenance Issues of the Interwar Years

The aforementioned issues constitute only a few of those tackled

by the Maintenance Division, USAP during the interwar years of 1946

through 1950. Several other important issues merit mention because they

went on to shape today's maintenance environment.

Manpower Discrepancies. As previously mentioned, there was a

shortage of maintenance personnel in all areas during the post-World War

II years. "During the nine-month period preceding 13 June 1950, there

were shortages of 10 percent or more in 69 of the 112 principal occupa-

tional specialties in the maintenance field" (10:159). These shortages

were felt most severely by the tactical coammands, while the Air Training

Command (ATC) was over-strength in all maintenance fields. To correct

this situation, the Maintenan,e Division, USAF sought to move sore ATC

airmen to the tactical commands. It also advocated the use of more

civilian employees at base level and in ATC. In addition, the Division

sought the assignment of civilian technical advisors from equipiment

manufacturers (forerunners of today's technical representatives) at

supervisory levels in Maintenance and Supply Groups in the Continental

United States (10:160).

.reeq•y !,-., In the course of the Headquarters, USAF

survey, Maintenance Division, USAF mxade som intere'sting discoverien

about USAF naintenanre officers. In Jung 1950, fewer th,%n 5 peret, t of
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the maintenance officers were college graduates; fewer than 2 percent

were engineering graduates; and only 39 percent were high school

graduates (10:160).

These officers and Warrant Officers were principally World War
II veterans. They had performed effectively during the war and
nhose to remain in military' service after the war. They were in
their mid-20s to mid-30s, for the most part, and had their educa-
tion disturbed by the Great Depression and their military service
during the war. The statistics depicting education were shock-
ing but understandable given recent history. (5)

These figures Pevertheless upset the Division because it strongly

believed in the importance of the mniintenance job. The Maintenance

Division felt "a larger number of less-skilled, more poorly educated

military population culd be found in the maintenance organization than

in any other organization of comparable importance." It was believed

"the more-skilled, better educated minority were highly competent;

otherwise the maintenance job woutd not have been done as well as it

was." The Maintenance Division f-ilt this "placed a disproportionate

responsibility for the efficient performance and administration of

material maintenance function" on their shoulders (10:160-161).

The Maintenance Division, USAP advanced two theories to explain

why it was so hard to attract more woll-qunlified officers into the

maintenance field. The first wa.q bas#d on the fact there was no Career

progrennion plan established for these officers which would allc thorm

to inove into hig~hr positions. ThV second theory was based in techno-

logical advancomrnt. ?any of th;? •aintenance officers were eager to get

out of maintenance because the now •eoirn and advanc-ment in aircraft

technology and eqpipmtnt had gor, br-yond the scope of thf~ir technical

knowl'±,I',. No proviniona+ hKrid bo-fr• k oAJC to train thoqe offic:ers for tho

growing difficulties of thoir john (10:161). These difficulties
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included more than just technology. In wartime, the maintenance

officer's main job was to make technological decisions and get the work

out fast. In peacetime, the focus shifted to the maintenance officer's

ability to manage people, materiel, and facilities to pro-ride adequate

maintenance coverage within budgetary limitations (14;161).

To remedy these problems the Maintenance Division made several

suggestions. First, it Fuggested the Deputy Chief of Staff, Materiel

monitor the assignment of mainterance officers through the group level.

It also suggested a board screen the qualifications of officers assigned

to key maintenance positions to iike sure they were qualified to hold

those jobs. If they were not, they would be assigned to positions in

which they could perform effectively. Another screening board was

suggested to review the records of non-maintenance officers to locate

those whose backgrounds made them eligible for maintenance. "Finally,

the Maintenance Division, USAP recommended a Maintenance Training and

Requirement Liaison Unit be set up within the Air Material Cormand to

prescribe the requirements for training airmen within the maintenance

field." (10:162-163). The AMC concurred with all these suggestions.

However, the final one, "needed to have appropriate UZAF authorization

included in Air Force Regulation 20-43, Organization Air Material

Comvand. As for the other suggestion, 'implementing action (was)

indicated for Hq USA?'" (10:162-163),

1_ailitnance_ qiMian1. Air Force Manual 66-1, the Maintenance

Manual, was a creation of the inter-war years. The Maintenance Division,

USAF suggested the manual should consolidate "all regulations, technical

orders, and letters of general or policy nature applicable to or bearing

on the field of maintenancq." A Task Comnittee, comprised of fiild
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representatives and member of the Air Material Command embarked on this

ambitious project in late 1950 (10:186-188). The Table of Contents for

such a manual would include the following: (10:187)

I. Maintenance Policies
2. Definitions of the Categories of Maintenance
3. Supply's Responsibilities Toward Maintenance, and Mainte-

nance's Responsibilities Toward Civilian Components
4. Aircraft, Vehicle, and Equipment Reclamation and Salvage
5. Aircraft Distribution, Assignment, and Trtnsfer
6. Unsatisfactory Reports, Exhibits and Sarnples
7. Aircraft Accident Reporting and Investigation
8. Air Force Technical Publication Distribution
9. Explanation of the Technical Order System

10. Technical inspection Procedure
11. Cost Accounting Responsibilities of Maintenance
12. Air Force Forrss Utilized by Maintenance
13. Weight and Balance--Procedures and Responsibilities
14. Production Control Systerns
15. Maintenance Priority Systems
16. Tables of Organization and Equipment, Tables of Allowances,

and Tables of Equipment (sunimarized as to issue of special
and authorized niintenance equipment)

17. Technical Representativc*s
18. Aircraft Modification and Technical Order Compliance

Maintenance Fagilities. During the interwar years Maintenance

Division, USAF also took an interest in everything from hangar struc-

ture, to tools and equipment, to ramps and runways, and even to the

assignment of aircraft. The many changes in aircraft design and

technology demanded attention bo given to thete areas. With the

incrense in the size of some aircraft, bombers for example, outdoor

lighting needed to be developed and installed so work could be performed

on the aircraft after sunset (10:189).

The increase in the thicknsss of materials used to make the

aircraft caused concern about thre neeýPd fur heavy equipment to repair the

airplane and manufacture spare structural parts. A review of the

equipment on-hai~l or under devolopient assured the Mainterance Division

and AMC the problem wan well under control (10:189-190).
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Aircraft cleanliness became an issue following World War iI. The

Air Force had discouraged the cleaning and waxing of aircraft during

wartime and that attitude caused a generally lax post-war approach to

any cleaning efforts (10:190-191). Further, as aircraft construction

materials changed, corrosion became a potentially major problem. This

required the assured cleanliness of abutting and external surfaces (5).

The development of proper tools, materials, and facilities to reduce the

labor and the clock time required to clean an aircraft now became a

priority (10:190-191).

Clean aircraft were not enough. Rampe, runways, taxiways, and

runup areas also needed to be kept clean to prevent foreign object

damage (POD) to aircraft and engines. From January to April 1950, the

Maintenance Division pointed out 60 engine failures were caused by POD.

When soaked with JP-l fuel the macadam runway surfaces became very soft.

As the aircraft taxied it stuck to the tires. On takeoff, the softened

macadam was thrown into the wheel wells where it fouled up the landing

gear and added to potential corrosion problems. Several changes were

made to remedy these situations. First, and foremost, the requirement

for daily inspection of the runways, taxiways, and parking aceas was

added to the AFR 85-21, Installations-General Preventive Maintenance.

To improve the fueling situation the decision was made that all aircraft

procured after 1950 would have a single-point refueling system. This

would allow the aircraft to be fueled either from a fixed hydrant or a

mobile truck through a single point instead of having a hose moved to

various fueling points on the aircraft (10:192-195).

As11i-"eTm! of Ai _r ftt. One final issue to report here is the

assiInm5nt of aircraft. Following World War II aircraft were returned
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to the United States in a somewhat haphazard manner. For example,

"March Air Force Base had 12 aircraft types assigned to it; Biggs Air

Force Base, 16; and Hamilton, 18." The assignment of so many varied

aircraft types caused maintenance jobs to be so diverse standard

procedures could not be worked out. Maintenance Division, USAF proposed

the Chief of Staff establish a policy to reduce the number of types of

aircraft assigned to an Air Force base. It was believed this would

provide: "(1) the necessary stanidardization for production methods in

performing periodic inspection; (2) a means of reducing inactive

inventories of spares held Pt many bases just to take Ca'e of a few

aircraft; (3) a means of reduction in quantity and variety of equipment

for maintenance support; and (4) a means of reduction of the number of

skilled specialists so necessary when there was a large accumulation of

dissimilar aircraft stationed at one base" (10:196):

Many other issues were worked by Maintenance Division, USAF in

concert with Air Material Command and Headquarters, USAF. The question

which comes to mind is why had maintenance become such a top item for

Air Force consideration?

Ma enance As a Priority

The answer could ba found by observing the sharp changes that had
taken place in the techniques of warfare. The day of the "big
battalions" had passed. Machanization of military power had
reached a point where "the concept is no longer that of equipping
men, but rather of mrinning and maintaining equipment." Nearly
one-fourth of all Air Force people, both military and civilian,
were working on one phase or another of maintenance. Ineffective
maintenance was reflected in the rising rate of aircraft out of
commission, and this in turn affected the availability and
mobility of tactical units. (101200)
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Thus, the ineffectiveness of maintenance was reflected in a loss of

ability for the Air Force to meet its responsibilities.

By 1951, the organization chart for Headquarters, USAF reflected

this new awareness of maintenance. The former Directorate, Maintenance,

Supply and Services had been divided, and a new Directorate of Mainte-

nance Engineering had been created. The activities of this new organi-

zation would be many, but at least there was a "recognition of the

growing importance of maintenance" (10:201).

Aircraft Maintenance Issues In Su-nnary

The years between World War II and the Korean War were filled with

pace-setting events in aircraft maintenance. Many of the decisions made

during this period are reflected in the maintenance orginizaticn as it

stands today. The following statements provide a brief summary of the

issues covered in this chapter.

1. The adoption of the Hobson Plan, in 1947, was an important

first step toward standardization and stabilization of the maintenance

organization. This plan made the wing headquarters the highest echelon

on a base and created four subordinate groups including the combat and

maintenance and supply groups. These groups were responsible for first,

second, and third echelon maintenance within the wing.

2. Manpower shortages, brought on by an improved civilian

economy, created concern over the Air Force's ability to expand its

tombat capability in times of war. The concern then was that there was

no counterpart in industry to the military aircraft maintainer.
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3. The reliability and maintainability (RPW) of an aircraft were

not design considerations up until this tiae. Althou&h some consider-

ation was given to this area, the Air Force gave little more than lip

service to the R&M concepts.

4. Specialist maintenance v:as reborn in a slightly different

format. The new maintenance concept, developed by SAC, placed special-

ists in an off-equipment setting. This provided a situation where the

specialist could be kept busy with backlog maintenance. Although it

took some years for this concept to catch on, it served, until very

recently, as the core of the maintenance organizational concept.

"The Maintenance Di-ision, USAF concentrated on many other issues

which have had a lasting impact on maintenance. In a period of only

five years, the Division made large strides in developing maintenance

policy and procedure. Much of the worL started during this time was not

finished by the time the Air ieorce was once again called to war. Yet,

the efforts made by these maintenance pioneers set the pace for the

future.

Setting the Stare For War

On 25 June 1950, the North Koreans invaded South Korea. That same

day, the United Nations asked for troops to restore the peace. Two days

later, President Truman ordered the Air Force and Navy to Korea. On 30

June 1950, he approved ground and air strikes against the North Koreans

(9:446). Only five short years after World War IT, the United States

found itself back at war.
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U. The Korean Wnr 1950-1953

The United States In Perspectivi

America spent the short period of interwar years concentrating on

rebuilding the civilian economy and hastening a return to peacetime

production. This desire to build the nation's internal peacetime

strength was the number one priority of the government. When hostili-

ties broke out in Korea the United States was faced with two inmediate

needs. First, with the urging of the United Nations, it had to stop the

North Korean army's invasion of South Korea. Secsnd, the United States

needed to conduct a general military buildup under thi threat of increa-

sed worldwide tension spurred by the Cornnunist invasion. The "top

politicAl and military authorities decided United States policy would be

to meet these major military needs while simultaneously helping the

gross national product, and the civilian standard of living, to continue

to srow" (7:174). It was hoped, if their livas were not disrupted by

the War, the American people would be more willing to support large-

scale military spending. In the end, President Truman made the decision

to enter into an offensive campaign but not to declare wer. Behind this

decision went the belief the United States wah facing "a long period of

tension in the world and not just the immediate crisis in Korea" (7:169-

174).

This approach toward the war helpel to shape the American social,

political, and economic fabric during the three years of the war and

several years following. The balance between wartime commitment and

national stability was reflected in the events of this period. Certain-
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ly the deployment of United States troops to Korea, 27 June 1950, was an

important national event, but so was the assassination attempt or*

President Truman that same year.

On I November, two members of a Puerto Rican nationalist movement

tried to shoot their way into Blair House, the presidential guest

quarters. One of the assailants, Griselio To rresola was killed along

with a guard, Private Leslie Coffelt. Oscar Collazo was eventually

convicted of Coffelt's murder (12:547).

In 1950, America also started on a track which wiould ultimately

involve the nation in yet another war in Vietnam. On 27 June, the

United States sent 35 military advisors to South Vietnam and agreed to

provide military and economic aid to the anti-Communist government there

(12:447).

In.1951, America experienced a mixture of national, war related,

and international events of some significance. The trial of three

United States citizens-Julius Rosenberg, Ethel Rosenberg, and Morton

Sobell-ended with their conviction, 29 March, on charges of conspiracy

to conmmit wartime espionage. The Rosenbergs were sentenced to death and

were executed in 1953. Sobell was sentenced to 30 years in prison, but

was paroled in 1969. The Korean War continced despite cease-fire talks,

which began in Jualy, and the fighting continued until 27 July 1953. The

rest of the international scene was quite active. The United States

suspended all tariff concessions to the Soviet Union, Communist China,

and all communist-dominated lands on I August 1951. The next month, the 0

United States, Australia, and New Zealand signed a mutual security pact.

That pact was followed by the signing of the Japanese Peace Treaty, 8

Septe=ber, by the United States and 47 other nations (12:447).
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The next year, 1952, also sbw a mix of events. It began with

President Truman's seizure of the nation's steel oills, 8 April, to

avert a strike. The mill owners took the issue to the Supreme Court

where it was ruled illegal. This year also brought another peace

contract to the world. On 26 May, West Germany, the United States,

Great Britain, and France signed an alliance. Socially, the United

States took a large stride in the passage of the Imnigration and

Naturalization Act of 1952. By ics passage, the last racial and ethnic

barriers to naturalization were removed. Finally, as if in reflection

of the volatility of the world situation, the United States exploded the

first hydrogen device at Eniwetok Atoll in the Pacific (12:447).

In 1953, Dwight David Eisenhower was sworn iv. as America's 34th

president. He considered himself a political moderate and a strong

believer in the "free market system" (12:435). He also considered

foreign aid as an important tool in the fight against Coarsunism. He

proved that with an 8 May announcement to the nation. In that speech,

he explained that he had given France $60 million in aid for the

Indochina War. A later announceraenZ, in September, indicated even more

aid was given. Estimates, made in 1954, indicated three-fourths of

France's war costs were met by United States' financial contributions

(12:447). This was one raore step toward American entanglement in South-

east Asia.

On 27 July 1953, a compromise agreement ended active fighting in

Korea. Neutral zones were established on either side of the 38th

parallel and prisoners were exchanged by both sides. A subsequent

agreement provided for international supervision of the 3rea, "and for a
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high-level political conference to discuss the peaceful settlement of

the Korean question on the basia of reunification" (1:479-480).

The outbreak of war in Korea removed any doubt about America's

commitment to contain the spread of communism and promote democracy.

These ideals were the fundamental obligations of the world's democratic

leader. The Korean War was the first combat test of America's new

ideal. It was a challenge to the nation's leadership, both civilian and

military. The role of United States Air Force in the Korean War was

quite different than in World War II. Tactical forces emerged as the

mainstay of the Air Force in Korea. The forces met with many challenges

in the years of the war. The pages which follow outline a number of the

challenges faced by aircraft maintenance personnel during the conduct of

the Korean War.

Status of the Force

The Emergence of the Tactical Air Foot" _jMi), The five interwar

years were quiet days In American military policy. The United States

had the atomic bomb and the long-range bombers to deliver it. No other

country could compete with such military might. "This atomic umbrella,

held aloft by the Strategic Air Command, was our guarantee of peace"

(9:17). The other parts of the Air Force withered on the vine as the

massive demobilization after World War II took piace. The nation felt

safe with SAC and the A-b-mb and that left little need for fighter

planes (9:17).

The threat of the A-bomb worked well for a while That is until

Russia exploded its own nuclear bomb, 29 Augulnt 1949---three years
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earlier than the United States had anticipated. Soon after, North Korea

launched its attack across the 38th parallel into South Korea. For

whatever reason., America made no threat to use the A-bomb and North

Korea continued its attack (9:18).

Prqeident Truman had once said that "It twist be the policy of the

United States to support free peoples who are resisting attempted

subjugation by armed minorities or by outside pressure" (9:18). He so

firmly believed this he convinced the United Nations to intervene in

Korea. The United Nations called on the United States to provide forces

to restore the peace. It was a golden opp~rtuinity for the Tactical Air

Command (TAC) and the Korean War became the gostation period for this

budding organization (9:18-19).

TAC was officially conceived, 21 VArch 1946, as just one part of

the Continental Air Comsmand (COVAC). It "did not receive the same

amount of unity under CONAC as did the Air Defense Command. TAC forces

could be used for both tactical air operations, and air defense, and

these forces had to be shifted from the United StatesE to the theater of

operations to meet comraitn•ents overseas" (10:80).

Under the economy of the pre-Korean years thg USAP Continental Air
Command had found itself responsible for mana.ging the Pa. tern
end Western Defense Forces and the Tactical Air Cornnd ai well son
other duties. These -ultifarious renponsibilitien of the Conti-
nental Air Command wore resolved into rvijor cowponont parts ot 1
December 1950 when the Tactical Air Cecn.and reemer'gid as a nuajoz
command and on I January 1951 when thm Air Defense Corl-,and sgain
became a major command. (4:710)

During its peak year of the Korean War, 1951. TAC hMad 25 coabat wings.

Transfers to Europe and the Far Paat rt-lwirvd that nam.bor to 21 win4a by

1953 (4:710). The fighter aircraft of thveio three air nrm.an TAC, F-4r

East Air Forces (FEAF)--later to be calld PAcific Air Porcen (PACAP),
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and United States Air Forces in Europe (USAFE), formed the basis for

what is now called the Tactical Air Forces (TAF).

Aircraft Status. At the start of the war, PEA? Conmnder

Lieutenant General George E. Stratemeyer made a decision to shift his

existing air units from a defensive to offtnaive position. His purfose

was to bring as much of his force to bear against North Korea as he

could while still maintaining the air defenses of the Far East Cormnand.

From the end of June to early July 1950, aircraft were shifted through-

out the Par East in compliance with the PEA?'s deployment plan (4:67-

68).

During this period, General Stratemnyer sent several requests to

Washington for aircraft and personnet. Ono specified the manpower he

would need to bring his units up to combat strength (one &nd one-half

times peace strength). Another requested "164 P-60a, 21 F-82s, 22 B-

26a, 23 B-29s, 21 C-54s, 64 P-51s, and 15 C-47s" (4:68). On I July,

General Stratemeyer submitted one more request asking for air units to

serve both in Korea and as defense forces in the Par East. lie wanted

"Ho.e ±um•,. bombardrimnt wing, two M¶ustang wings (P-51), two P-82 (Twin

Mustang) all-woethor squadrons, one troop carrier wing, three P-80C

(Shootins Star) squandrons to augment the Japan-ba,%nd fighter wings, a B-

26 (Invncer) wing. two B-26 squadrons to fill out the 3rd Bombardment

Wing, art RP-51 reconnaisnanc" sq•i dron, an RB-26 night photographic

squadron, and a tactical air-control squadron" (4:69). Il was supportý,d

in his request by Gonor'ral Douglas M.icArthu:r, Comr-ander, Far East Corrmand

(4:69). [Noto: The reader ay wonder about the Mu.mtang designation

being chang.d from th. more familiar "P-51" to the "F-51." In June
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1948, the USAF changed the "P", or "pursuit," designator to the now

familiar "F" for "fighter".)

The United States Air Force (USAF) Chief of Staff, General Hoyt S.

Vandenberg, agreed with General Stratemeyer. Unfortunately, the desires

could not be met with existing Air Force inventory. "In July 1950 the

USAF had a total inventory of less than 2500 jet aircraft of all types"

(4:69). To assess the situation, General Vandenberg formed a team headed

by Lieutenant General K.B. Wolfe, the USAF Deputy Chief of Staff for

Material, and dispstcheJ it to the Far East (4:69).

One member of the team, Major General Frank P. Everest, was

charged with explaining why the number of F-80C jets requested could not

be provided. His answer was simple; they did not exist. Although 325

F-BOA and B model aircraft could be modified, the process would be very

slow--yielding only 27 aircraft per month. His answer was siusilar for

the F-32. Only 168 F-82s existed and =ost of those were assigned to

units in Alaska and the Pacific Northwest. General Everest added that

if the FEAF continued to use the P-82s it already had, supply support

would be exhausted in sixty days. Once tho limitations were explored, a

plan was drawn up to capitalize on the USA.? strengthg (4:69).

General Everest pointed out that the Air Force had a lasge supply

of P-51a--764 assignod to the Air National Gaard and 794 in storage. One

hundred forty-five of the F-51a wore recalled frcm the Guard, along with

pilots and mechanics, and were shipped to KR,.-,a aboard the carrier

"Boxer." At a conference in Tokyo, 7 July 1950, the PEAF agreed to

cunvert six of its P-80 squ:adronf to F-51, and to withdt.ý,f its P-82a

from combat. Enough RP-80a werm to be provided to keep the 8th 1,,ctical

Reconnaisnance Wing up to wArtimo strongth so the PFAF withdr-w its
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reqluest for an RF-51 squadron. Further, it was agreed that two SAC

groups would deploy to meet the B-29 requirement. Finally, the 374th

Troop Carrier Group was reformed with two squadrons of C-54 aircraft and

one squadron of C-47s. The FEAF was promised additinal troop carrier

support if Army airborne units were sent to the Ya: East (4:70).

TAP aircraft used in Korea during the war ranged from World War II

conventional aircraft, such as the F-51 Mustang. to new jet fighters,

like the Lockheed F-94 Starfire. The Lockheed F-80 Shooting Star was

the first TAF jet fighter to be used operationally in Korea and the F-94

Starfire the last (2:123,141). Although the FEAF's jet fighter wings

were up to 90 percent of peacetime equipment strength, their conversion

from th6 F-51 Mustang to the F-80C Shooting Star (1948-1950) brought

with it many problems which had not been resolved by the time the United

States entered the mar (4:59). These problems spanned every area of

logistics from lack of adequate runways to a lack of trained maintenance

personnel.

a LNubers. When the United States Air Force was called to

Korea in 1950, manning stood at 411,277, a mere 18 percent of its World

War II peak strength. By 1951 those numbers had nearly doubled to

788,381, and at the end of active fighting, in 1953, the force had grown

to 977,593 (11:40).

"During July and August 1950, the USAF drew on its regular and

reservist manpower resources to =eat PPAY's vequir,!m~nts for Air Force

personnel." By 1 September 1950 FPAF had 45,991 airmen assigned of the

46,233 it wa4 authorized. This wan a substantial incresqe of manpower

since 30 June when authorizations totaled 39,975 and asgignrd personnel

only 33,625. Muich of the increase care fro, new tactic-al units arriving
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in the FEAP, but somre was attributed to the augmentation of combat crews

and staff positions to combat strength levels (4:71-72).

In spite of these dramatic efforts, the Air Force was not able to

provide all the specialized personnel FEAP requested. "Most FEAF units

continued to be alarmingly short of specialists in aircraft accessories,

ordnance, and communications" (4:72). As mentioned in the previous

chapter, the interwar years witnessed an exodus of trained technicians

who were lured away by pri/ate industry. This lack of qualified

maintenance personnel and other maintenance problems are discussed

further in the next section.

Aircraft Maintenance In The Jet Age

During the Korean War aircraft maintenance was performed at any

one, or a combination of, four major locationo. These were K-sites in

Korea, REMCOs in Japan, depots in Japan, or depots in the United States

(3:69). Before moving on, two terms need to be defined here, "K-site"

and "REMCO."

The term "K-site" was adopted to stem the confusion over various

locations in Korea. Often either a single name was so close in struc-

ture to another it seemed to refer to more than ojie place, or more than

one name was given for an airfield. For example, an "airfield on the

southeastern coast of Kores was variously called Geijitsu Bay, Yongli-

wan, Pohang-dong, Pohang-wan, or Pohang" (4:65) depending on who was

speaking. To simplify the matter, in July 1950 all sites were given a

"K-site" number for purposes of exaet designation. This identification

system lasted throughout the war. The second term, "REMCO," is the
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acronym for "Rear Echelon Maintenance Combined Operation" (4:640). The

concept of REMCO maintenance is discussed later.

Unit Organization. "The mission of the aircraft, the local

situation (facilities and transportation routes), and the desires of the

wing commander determined the organization of the combat wing and how

these aircraft were to be repaired and maintained" (3:69). The four

main categories of wing organization included situations where the whole

wing moved as a group, the tactical group with minimum support went

f
forward, the operational portion moved Zorward leaving maintenance as a

tenant unit in the riar, or the entire wing moved forward but had a

" sub-depot" located in the rear to handle heavier maintenance. Of

course, dependent ob conditions, any number of variations of these

systems were used (3:69-70).

In any case, the Korean War presented some new and some old

challenges to aircraft maintenance. Some of the difficulties mainte-

nance faced and the solutions used to conquer the problems are explored

in the following paragraphs.

Personnel. There were many problema with aircraft maintenance

personnel in the Korean War. Manning, as reported in the previous

section, was one problem. "During December 1950, for example, the 3rd

Maintenance Squadron (5th Air Force) had a coisiderable shortage of

airmen, 109 assigned of 13R authorized. The squadron had to work 24-

hour days with three shifts working seven days a week. In many sec-

tions, personnel did not get a day off for 10 to 15 days at a time"

(3:34-35). While overall shortages were one aspect. of the pi$cture,

shortages in appcific career fields was another. "Scmetimes one career

field was fully manned while another was critically short" (3:35).
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Inadequate training was also a problem. With the conversion from

conventional aircraft to jets, a mechanic could find himself trained on

the F-51 but assigned to an F-84 squadron (3:35).

This lack of maintenance personnel created some serious problems

in the Korean War. Many of the first term airm-en were assigned either

to bases in Korea or Japan. There they found themsel"'a "working on

equipment for which they were not trained and with which they were

unfamiliar" (3:35). When assigned to Korea, these untrained and

unqualified people created a serious problem. On-the-job training had

to be carried out in a combat theater to the detriment of a unit's

combat capabilities (8). This situation was further complicated by the

12 month tour-of-duty in Korea. This meant that personnel were rotated

back to the United States every 11 months. About the time the maintain-

er got accustomed to the aircraft, or equipment, he was rotated out of

the theater. "The rotation policy prevented the development of experi-

enced maintenance organizations such as thoao in the Second World War"

(6:12). In addition, overall manpower shortages often forced highly

skilled personnel to perform the more low skill tasks. The i nediate

result was a loss of a valuable resource, and in the long run, it

further served to upset the balance of the maintenance complex (3:35).

There was no easy solution to the personnel problem. Coumanders

were faced with shortages in skilled maintenance personnel throughout

the war. The maintenance system the Air Force had been operating during

and after World War II simply was not responsive to the conditions found

in Korea. "But it =st be stated unsatisfactory personnel assignments to

combat and support units in Korea were at least equally at fault" (8).
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The Modified Crew Chief System. An example cf maintenance system

unsuitability can be found in the breakdown of this system. When the

Air Force first went to Korea, tactical units were using the Modified

Crew Chief System. "In this system, the basic crew consisted of both

aircraft general specialists and engine epecialists under a crew chief.

The crew was responsible for flight line and periodic maintenance and

had a pool of specialists within the squadron to call on for assistance

as needed. Heavy maintenance was performed by a Field Maintenance

activity" (6:2).

This was fine during the first year whern the tactical units were

assigned to reasonably equipped bases in Japan. However, a combination

of personnel rotation and frequent moves soon brought the Modified Crew

Chief System to its knees. The rotation stripped the units of skilled

crew chiefs needed to meet the demands-for all the aircraft. Added to

the loss of crew chiefs was the demand for an overall smaller front-line

maintenance force. The constant movement of the units--through the

give-and-take of battle-demanded a more mobile maintenance force. This

rendered the old manpower intensive Modified Crcw Chief System useless

(6:12). In addition to these personnel and crew chief problems,

aircraft maintainers in Korea faced other, sometimes severe, limita-

tions.

Other Maintenance Problems. The living and working conditions

for maintenance personnel in Korea left a lot to be desired. "Most of

the air fields had been built by the Japanese (during World War II) and

the majority had been abandoned for some time" (3:36). Most of these

bases had only a couple of permanent buildinga which were mainly used as

supply warehouses. Construction of runways and other base facilities
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took priority over providi.ng permanent maintenance facilities and

personnel quarters. Pre-fabWicated buildings or tents were used as

alternates to permanent construction. The lack of permanent buildings

contributed to cold weather maintenance problems (3:36-37).

"In the wintertime, some maintenance personnel worked in hangars

or tents with interior temperatures below freezing." The cold weather

forced maintainers "to only perform minimal pre-flight and post-flight

inspections, and replacement of failed parts. This inadequate mainte-

nance helped promote the deterioration of aircraft sooner than expected"

(3:36-37).

Runway and taxiway conditions also contributed to poor aircraft

condition. Jet aircraft, with their small whcels, higher tire pressure

(200 psi versus the 80 psi of conventional aircraft), and jet blasts,

tore up existing runways. "Althcugh construction efforts were constantly

underway to repair and rebuild the runways they were only marginally

successful. The use of pierced steel planking over asphalt worked the

best, but it was still inadequate for jet aircraft use. The rough

surfaces frequently caused damage to the landing Zear and tires of the

jets, which were not as sturdy as their conventional counterparts (3:37-

38).

This kind of abuse meant continuous reolacement of the struts and

tires and forced maintenance to rely very heavily on supply support.

The problem was further aggravated because supply was facing its own

difficulties. First, the "provisioning of spare parts was done on the

basis of peace-time usage. In combat, the supply of spares was either

inadequate or non-existent." The poor storage facilities, or lack

thereof, contributed to weather deterioration and pilferage of supplies.
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The arrival of a new series of aircraft in Korea.only made the situation

worse since adequate parts supplies and parts lists were seldom shipped

with the aircraft. As a result of these problems, aircraft wpre .ften

grounded for longer than expected (3:39).

To overcome the shortage of parts, maintenance resorted to canni-

balization of aircraft already out-of-commission for parts. "This

procedure doubled maintenance man-hours and increased the AOCP (aircraft

out-of-commission for parts) rate because of the additional need for

more spare parts and the long supply wait which often exceeded 90 days"

(3:40). Damage done to parts during cannibalization also contributed to

a reduction in comp3nent reliability. Fifth Air Forte, the largest of

.the FEAF subordinate commands (4:2), directed its units to exhaust all

local means of supply before resorting to cannibalization (3:40).

Shortages of tools and equipment provided anothei challenge for

maintenance. Much of the equipment used in Korca was World War II

vintage. "The items were often almost beyond repair and were a constant

maintenance problem owing to the frequent minor adjustments, quick

fixes, and repeated replacement of old, worn-out components. One

problem area was that the older, and some of the new equipment, was

not build to stand up to the ruggedness of the environment." There were

several reasons for the lack of sturdy construction. First, much of the

equipment "was made lightweight for air transportation without consider-

ation of its potential usage." Second, "low contract costs were

emphasized and the quality of the equipment was below that of the

equipment it was replacing or repairing." Third, "many items were not

designed to take the punishn-ent of the rough field usage found in

ýorea." Finally, "most items were designed for a relatively short life
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span." Equipment replacement was d4.fficult "due to the low priority it

was given and the difficulty involved in having new equipment built"

(3:80).

All of these maintenance problems were complicated by the fre-

quency of unit movements. One reason for these moves was the give-and-

take nature of the battles in the Korean theater. Units would move

forward as the enemy retreated, and then back as the enemy advanced.

The occupation of bases was contingent on ground security and in the

many turns of battle, this security often was not assured.

With the breakout from Pusan, air units followed ground forces
north, occupying or reoccupying bases liberated from the North
Koreans, Some of these were well above the 38th parallel. After
the entrance of the Chinese into the war, and in the face of their
advance south, bases newly occupied by 5th Air Force units were
again surrendered to the enemy. Air units were forced to move
south or back to Japan. Finally, as the Chinese were pressed back
to the 38th parallel, units again moved to reoccupy liberated
bases, this time with more certairi security. (5:20-21)

Other reasons existed for unit movements aside from advances and

retreats. Sometimes a unit was forced to move either because the

facilities did not match the aircraft, or the facilities were in much

worse shape than first believe('.

In one instance, it was decided that the short runway at Kimpo AB
was inadequate for the F-80s operating there although it could
easily handle lightly loaded F-86s. Suwon AB had a runway capable
of handling F-80s but was occupied by F-36s. The units conse-
quently "traded bases," a deceptively simple description of an
operation that necessarily entails much more than merely flying

aircraft from omte location to anothez. (5:21)

These unit movements added to the shoddy conditions already faced by the

maintenance troops. Bases were not just evacuated. Equipment, build-

ings, and any other facilities of potential usa to the enemy were

destroyed. Air Force attacks against the then "enemy" airfields further

added to their poor condition. These frequent moves also took a toll on
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the equipment and supplies evacuated from the bases. For example, "In

the UN withdrawal from Pyongyang, roads were so jamrned that stalled

vehicles were pushed off the side of the road and burned, load and all,

to prevent halting the overall movement" (5:22).

In addition to the problems already mentioned, aircraft mainte-

nance personnel faced other barriers such as; inadequate transportation,

the threat of enemy attack, fuel contamination, and other difficulties.

In the face of all of these problems, the tactical units soon found

themselves performing only servicing, minor inspections, component

removal and replacement, and other minor maintenance at forward operat-

ing locations. "Major inspections and major maintenance, including

modifications were accomplished in Japan and the rear areas of Korea by

units using specialized maintenance concepts" (13:17.28).

Rear Echelon Maintenance Combined Operation--REMCO. Rear echelon

maintenance was not a new concept. It had been used in World War II "to

take advantage of the equipment and facilities behind the combat zones

which had not been destroyed by bombardment" (3:95). REMCOs were used

in Korea for much the same reason.

Located a hundred or more miles to the rear of the operating
bases, the REMCOs arose out a combination of poor operating
conditions in Korea and of excellent operating conditions and
plant facilities in Japan. Japan was a friendly country not under
attack and this permitted greatly reduced stress for the mainte-
nance personnel. In addition, Japan offered an abundance of
skilled indigenoua labor and a good rail transportation system.
(3:95)

At first the RP2TCOs were created simply by "withdrawing men,

equipment, and supplies from the wings" and establishing a facility in

Japan. It was not long before wings, which flew similar aircraft,
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combined their REXCOa to take advantage of greater output capacity.

Thus the name "Rear Echelon Combined Maintenance Operation" (3:95-96).

By 1952, PEAF was taking formal actions to create a permanent

REMCO structure.

Policies, procedures, and organizational structures were developed
to accommodate the REMCO system. Some of the actions taken were:
(1) consolidate aircraft parts supply givin, the RFMCOs base
accounts and wing service stocks; (2) place all military person-
nel assigned to the RIMCOs on the same tour-of-duty; (3) raise
civilian personnel ceilings to authorize the Pnployment of large
numbers of indigenous personnel at the Ra•COs; end (4) expand
pl&nt facilities and special engine test stands to increase
maintenance plant capabilities. (3:96)

During this process two basic REMCO patterns emerged, the "parent wing"

and the "reinforced wing."

The parent wing concept called for the comuination of two or imore

standard wings in one REMCO. One of the wing conynanders assumed the

responsibility for supervising the RF'MCO aq well as his own wing. The

participating wings all gave certain rmaintenance pzesonnel and equipment

to the REMCO in exchange for specified maintenance and supply services.

In this case the REMCO became the sole source of support for the

contributing wings. Maintenance personnel and equiliment above that

required to perform flightline maintenance tasks wao kept by the RE'MCO

"These personnel, plus the personnel of the maintenan.ce sqadron of the

base-assigned maintenance and supply gzoup, constituted the periodic

m..intenancE Eection of the REMCO." Even spare parts needed in the field

were supplied by the RRMCOs "thereby reducing the quantities of supplies

at the forward biseq" (3:96-97).

In contrsist to the parent wing REMCO systea, there was the

reinforced wing concert.
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The reinforced wing consisted of a comlination of two or more.
combat groups and one REMCO under the comand of a wing con=ander.
This combination required extensive reorganization but wa3
implemented because it provided easy channels of ccmmunication and
authority up and down the chain of command, made the wing self-
sufficient, and erased the overlap and duplication of command.
(3:98)

Rear echelon maintenance during the Korean War had its share of

detractors. "The tactical commanders cited a number of disadvantages to

the REMCO scheme, but they did not succeed in changing it because its

effectiveness overcame its shortcomings" (7:196). The principle covr-

plaints were: (7:196-197)

- too much time of aircraft, and crews, was lost ferrying
aircraft to and from the R2MCO;

- weather changes caused the scheduled return of aircraft to be
missed and missions either had to be scrubbed or other already
overworked aircraft and crews had to do double duty;

- the needs for increased conmmnications capability, and in
creased coordination, were too great for a mobile unit; and

- they found their maintenance and supply personnel assigned to
the REMCO were unhappy and felt no esprit in a remote unit
with no visible contribution to combat success.

During the course of the War REM CO maintenanca officers often

found units were dumping their more undesirable or incompetent troops

on the REMCO. To counter this problem the PFAF stepped in and took

control of REMCO personnel assignments. The FZAP felt the REMCO coule

only be effective if they had capable personnel assigned so they took

responsibility for approving personnel assignments to the RFMCOs

(7:197).

In the end, RZXCO proved to be a very successful maintenance

venture.

The maintenance accomplished, and the supply support provided, wan
on the whole excnptionally good. The mobility of the tactical
wings was "mrkedly improved and the tactical commanders had fewer
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personnel problems to deal with. Further, RMICO permitted the use
of specialized maintenance concepts which were generally more
economical. The maintenance could be accorplished in permanent
and efficient facilities with overall grester logistics support
for the combat units. (7:197)

Aircraft Maintenance Issues In Su!Lrvir

The overall scale of the conflict aside, the Korean War presented

some unique challenges to aircraft maintenance. Pirst, the Korean War

was the first "j't" war ever fought. This alone contributed heavily to

the problems faced by maintenance. The Korean War was also one of give-

and-take. The lack of permanent, adequate bases of operation coupled

with the need for constant mobility took a grievous toll on manpower,

equipment, and supplies. A sun=-iry of the problems fourd in the Korean

War is provided in the following statemonts.

I. Despite dranatic ofkcrts to increase personnel numbers, the

Air Force was not able to prc-ide all tho speci3lized personnel FRAF

requested. This forced the use oZ-OJT i- the combat theater and hurt

the combat capability of the units.

2. This situation was further co-ripcated by the 12 mnonth tour-

of-duty in Korea. About the time tho maintainor got accustxmed to the

aircraft, or equipment, he was rotated ouit of the theater. This policy

prevented tho dovelomnt of qxpnriencvd mtintennnc%, organizations.

3. In addition, ninpowr shortaesw oftqn forced highly skilled

personnel to perfor-m theý low-akill tarlts. Thb impdiate result was a

loss of a valuisble re!;ource, and a further deterioration of the mainto-

nance complex.
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4. The Modified Crew Chief System did not work in Korea. The

frequent rotation of personnel stripped the units of skilled crew

chiefs.

5. The living and working conditions for maintenance personnel

were not good. Pre-fabricated buildings or tents were used as alter-

nates to permanent orstruction. This lack of permanent buildings

limited maintenance personnel to performinS rudimentary maintenance

during cold weather periods. Inadequate maintenance promoted the

deterioration of aircraft sooner than expected.

6. Runway and taxiway surfaces were destroyed by the smaller,

high prossure tires and exhaust blast from the jet aircraft. Since the

landin; gear and tires on the jets were not as sturdy as their conven-

tional counterparts the rough surfaces caused them to fail faster than

expected.

7. Equipment problems, caused by the runway conditions. forced

maintenanca to rely very heavily on supply support to keep the aircraft

flying. Unfortunately, supply faced its own share of problems and was

not xble to meet maintenance demands.

8. To overcome the shortage of parts maintenance resorted to

cannibalization. Cannibalization doubled the maintenance workload and

contributed to a reduction in component reliability.

9. Shortages of tools and equipment pruvidod another challeng

for maintenance. Much of the crquipmnnt was World War XI vintage and

required constant attention. Even new equipent could not stand up to

the rigors of the Korean environrnnt, so maintenance often went without.

10. All of thene maintenance problems were complicatpd by the

frequency of unit movemi,nts. Equiiprpnt, buildings, and any othor
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facilities of possible us6 to the enemy werG destroyed. The moves also

took a toll on the equipment and supplies that were evacuated froe the

bases.

11, Aircraft maintenance personnel faced other barriers such as

inadequate transportation, the threat of enemy attack, fuel contamina-

tion, and other difficulties.

12. In response to some of these problems the REMCO system was

formed. Commanders sometimes complained that their maintenance %nd

supply personnel at the REMCOs were tunhappy and felt they were not

contributing to coa.'t success. At times, mairtenancG personnel of less

than sterling quality were asnignAd to the REMCOs. This caused the FPAF

to intervene and approve all personnel assignm~nts tc the R&=COs. On the

whole the PIVCOs were very successful.

Af t-e M',t~lj -PL7awar-

Comm•mnist military a•eroasior in Korea in 1950 m.rked the begin-
ning if a new military policy for che United SLatms. In the ye•_rs
since 1945 the United State had ccme t,) recognize a state of cold
war with Co unirsm, but the Korean aggression was positive proof
that Russia and her satellites werewilling to riak a ;,eneral war
by "brush-fire" aggreeiiona all over the. world. The limitq.d
military strength of the United States had not been a cause for
pence but had tempted the Ccn:inists to exploit w.-r as an instru-
ment of national policy. "Thn fiý al recognition of this fact by
the Amonrican people," state.d Secretary of Defense Ccorne C,
Marshall, "made it ponv ibl to start the rebuilding of the armewd
forces to the mini•.•n strewlth reqtir(d for the aecurity of the
United States...." (4:703)

This radical departire from pr-vioun United States security policy had

far reachin? effects on the Air Forco. The build-up of the force and

its effects on aircraft iainton.nco in the TAP will be explored in the

next chnptor.
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VIT. Post-Korea Throungh the Vietnam War 1954-1973

The United States In Perstpactive

The nearly two decades presented in this chapter were turbulent

times in America. These were years marked by many firsts, by the strug-

gle for civil rightr, by the continued fight against conmutnism, by the

assassination of s, se of tr.e nation's leaders, and by a host of other

dramatic events. lo give the reader a frame of reference for under-

standing the Air Fcrce changes, during these 20 years, several are

recounted in the paragraphs that follow.

_America. Most of the "firsts" which occurred in these

years were scientific firsts. In 1956, the first transatlantic tele-

phone cable went into operation. Two years later, I January 1958, the

first United States earth satellite was lifted into earth orbit. About

a year later, 10 December 1958, the first domestic jet airliner passen-

ger ser-ice, traveling between New York tnd Miami, was opened by Nation-

al Airlines. Between 1960 and 1969, several "firsts" were linked to the

newest frontier-space. On 1 April 1960, the first weather satellite

waa launched into space. Just a little more than a year later, 5 May

1961, Consander Alan B. Shepard, Jr., took the first United States

manned sub-orbital space flight. The next year, 1962, Lieutenant

Colonel John Glenn, Jr., became the first kmerican 7o orbit the earth.

He did so three times in his spacecraft, Fri Tn hi. 7. That same year.

the United States launchod its first coraimnication sa~ellite into earth

orbit (12:447). One of the most merrorable snace events took place on 20
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July 1969. On that day astronaut Neil A. Armstrong became the first

human to set foot on the moon (12:448).

There were also some firsts which must rightfully be attributed to

then President Richard M. Nixon. On 15 May 1970, he named t.he first two

female generals in United States military history (12:448). They were

Chief of the Army Nurse Corps, Colonel Anna Mae Hayes and Chief of the

Women's Army Corps, Colonel Elizabeth P. Hoisington (7:202). Two years

later he made two diplomatic firsts. On 21 February 1972, President

Nixon arrived in Peking "for an 8-day visit to China, which he called a

'journey for peace.' The unprecedented visit ended with a joint

communique pledging both powers would work for 'a normalization of

relations'" (13:449). Several months later, President Nixon became the

first United States president visit Moscow. The week of summit talks

with Kremlin leaders culminated in a landmark strategic arms pact

(12:449).

The Strugzle for Civil Rights. It is impoasible to address the

entire spectrum of the fight for civil rights in these few lines. How-

ever, a brief account of the major events which marked this battle will

help the reader understand the scope of the civil rights movement. On

17 May 1954, the Supreme Court unanimously ruled school segregation as

unconstitutional. This ruling was challenged in 1957 by Arkansas

Gove:nor Orval Faubus when, on 4 September, he called out the National

Guard to block blacks from entering the a!l -white Central High School in

Little Rock. On 21 September, Governor Faubus complied with a federal

court order to remove the National Guard. The black students left the

school under threat of violence. This became a national issue when

President Eiaenhower called in federal troops to enforce the court
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order. Several years later, 1 October 1962, James Meredith became the

first black student at the University of Mississippi (12:447).

Protests for civil rights took place on both an individual and

large scale basis. In 1955, Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat to a

white man on a Montgomery, Alabama bus. Following a year long period of

boycotts and protests by the National Association for the Advancement of

Colored People (NAACP), a federal court ruled the local bus segregation

ordinance unconstitutional. A large scale protest followed the refusal

of service to four black students at a Woolworth lunch counter in

Greensboro, North Carolina. Between February 1960 and September 1961 an

estimated 70,000 students, both black and white, participated in sit-ins

dramatizing the national situation (12:448).

The remaining years of the 1960s were punctuated by several major

civil rights events. On 28 August 1963, 200,000 persons staged a demon-

stration in Washington, D.C. in support of black demands for equal

rights. The highlight of this event was Dr. Martin Luther King's speech

in which he said: "I have a dream that this nation will rise up and live

out the true meaning of its creed, 'We hold these truths to be self-

evident: that all men are created equal'" (12:448). Less than a year

later, 29 June 1964, Congress passed a civil rights bill banning dis-

crimination in voting, employment, and the use of public facilities. In

three years, blacks witnessed several firsts which signaled some civil

rights progress. On 8 November 1966, Edward Brooke became the first

black senator elected by Massachusetrs voters in 85 years. Less than

one year later, Thurgood Marshal] was appointed the first black Supreme

Court justice. Two major United States cities--'ary, Indiana and

Cleveland, Ohio--elected their first blick mnyors. Finally, in 1968,
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Shirley Chisholn was elected as the first black congresswoman in United

States history (12:448).

Conflict, Co=runism, and the Vietnam War. The mid to late 1950s

was a time of tentative and often challenged stability in relations

between the United States and the Soviet Union. It was also a time of

escalation in America's role in Vietnam. "In September, 1954, a few

months after the Geneva Conference had provided for the establishment of

a Communist-led provisional government in North Vietnam and at a tima

when Chinese Communists seemed to threaten an invasion of Taiwan, the

United States met at Manila with Great Britain, France, Australia, New

Zealand, the Philippines, Thailand, and Pakistan to form the Southeast

Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO)" (3:515). Members pledged to hrlp one

another, within the limits of their constitutional processes, in the

* event of Conrmunist.aggression or subversion. Laos, Cambodia, and "'the

free territory under the jurisdiction of the State of Vietnam' were

also included in the terms of SEATO (3:515). By February 1955, the

United States had agreed to train the South Vietnamese army (12:447).

This continued America's involvement in South Vietnam which had begun in

the early 1950s.

The downing of a United States U-2 spy plane over the Soviet

Union, I May 1960, was the harbinger of changing relations between these

two nations. Over the next ten plus y2ars events further aggravated the

situation. One of the most dramatic of these cvents was the Cuban

Missile Crisis. On 22 October 1962, President JDhn F. Kennedy revealed

A Soviet offensive missile buildup in Cuba when he ordered a naval and

air quarantine on the shipment of Soviec offensive military equipment to

the island. "This led to a massive preparation of United States
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military forces--an action greater than any since World War II--for

action in the event the Soviet Union did not remove its missiles from

Cuba" (9). The standoff ended on 28 October when President Kennedy and

Soviet Premier Khrushchev reached an agreement on a formula to end the

crisis. On 2 November, President Kennedy announced the Soviet missile

bases in Cuba were being dismantled (12:447-448).

For the next ten years the War in Vietnam dominated the fight

against Communist aggression "although the cold war in Europe continued

and United States support to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization

(NATO) grew in dollar cost and the application of defense resources"

(9). By 1963, some 15,000 United States troops were in South Vietnam

an--' more than $500 million in aid had been given. In May 1964 the first

United States military aircraft went to Laos. Following the August 1964

attack on two United States destroyers in the Tonkin Gulf, Congress

passed the Tonkin Gulf resolution authorizing presidential military

action in Vietnam. In February 1965, President Johnson ordered continu-

ous bombing of North Vietnam below the 20th parallel. By the end of

that year, 184,300 United States troops were in South Vietnam. On 1 May

1966 the bombing of Cambodia had begun, followed by seven months of

bombing in and around Hanoi. In 1966, 385,300 American troops were

stationed in South Vietnam, 60,000 more were off-shore, and 33,000

others were in Thailand. By 1967 there were 475,000 troops in South

Vietnam and large scale anti-war protests had started in the United

States. Peace talks begcn in 1969, but by the time United States troop

withdrawal began on 8 July 1969, troop strength in South Vietnam had

reached 543,400 men and women. On 30 April 1970 United States and South

Vietnamese trcops crossed into Cambodia. Protests against the United
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States involvement in Vietnam continued. The accidental shooting of

four Kent State students by the Ohio National Guard, 7 May 1970, further

focused national attention on the war (12:448). On 27 January 1973,

"the four major combatants--the United States and South Vietnam on the

one side and North Vietnam and the Viet Cong (the Provisional Revolu-

tionary Government of the Republic of South Vietnam) on the other--

signed the cease-fire agreement" (1:321). Two months later 590 American

prisoners oa war were released by the North Vietnamese. The last troops

were withdrawn from South Vietnam on 29 March 1973 (12:449).

Assassinations. In the 1960s the nation witnessed the sudden loss

of several of America's leaders. The first to die was President John F.

Kennedy. He was shot 22 November 1963 as he travelled by motorcade

through downtown Dallas, Texas. Lee Harvey Oswald was arrested and

charged with the murder, but was killed by nightclub owner Jack Ruby

before he could be brought to trial. Ruby later died of natural ca-Ases

in 1967 while awaiting retrial on his murder conviction (12:448). The

Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, a leading civil rights figure, was

killed on 4 April 1968 in Memphis, Tennessee, An escaped convict, James

Earl Ray, pleaded guilty to the murder charge and was senter-ed to 99

years in prison (12:448). Finally, the nation watched in hcrror as

Democratic Presidential candidate Senator Robert F. Kennedy was shot

following a celebratory speech in Los Angeles 5 June 1968. Sirhan

Bishara Sirhan, a Jordanian, was convicted of Kennedy's murder (12:448).

Other Notable Events. Several other happenings of the period are

of interest since they describe more of the social character of the

United States at that time. In 1955, the two largest unions--the
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American Federation of Labor and the Congress of Industrial Organiza-

tions--merged to become the AFL-CIO. The union became the largest in

the United States with an estimated membership of 15 million (12:447).

In 1959 the United States became larger, adding Alaska as the 49th state

in January, and Hawaii as the 50th state in August (12:447).

The 1960s saw the dawning of a'new counterculture which "rejected

bourgeois life goals and personal habits." The use of marijuana and

hallucinogens, the wear of miniskirts and long hair, the birth of rock

musicals, and other cultural changes typified the turbulence of the

years (12:448).

During the same time American troops were returning from Vietnam,

the political scene was blown apart. On 17 June 1972 five men were

arrested for breaking into the offices of the Democratic National

Committee in the Watergate office complex in Washington, D.C. Seven

defendants were tried in the Watergate break-in trial, and all were

sentenced in January 1973 (12:449). Scandal after scandal plagued the

Nixon administration throughout the early 1970s, culminating in Presi-

dent Nixon's resignation on 9 August 1974. President Gerald Ford

pardoned him on 8 September 1974 (12:449).

Status of the Force

Post-Kcrean War. At the start of the Korean War thi United States

Air Force (USAF) was struggling to maintain 48 air wings "with annual

apprGpriations which were sufficient for only 42 combat wings" (6:705).

In early 1951 the Joint Chiefs of Staff approved USAF expansion to a

total of 95 wings. By November that same year the USAF expansion plan
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had gone up to 143 wings. By the close of the Korean War "the United

States Air Force (USAF) possessed 106 active wings, of which 93 were

considered operational" (6:709).

The Department of Defense decision to expand to 143 wings marked
its departure from older policies of distributing iunds equally
aong the three services and its acceptance of the principle of
allocating military funds in accordance with the priorities
assigned to the missions of the services. (6:709)

The goal for USAF expansini fluctuated for a several years. The target

of 143 wings was downsized to 120 wings to be attained by the end of

June 1956. Then, following President Eisenhower's announcement of his

"New Look" defense plan, that goal was revised to 137 wings to be

reached by June 1957 (6:709). In his 7 January 1954 State of the Union

address the President "explained that the new military policies were

taking account of a growing stock of nuclear weapons and the more

effective means of using them against any aggressor; The new weapons

systems emphasized airpower and permitted economies in manpower"

(6:709).

In concert with President Eisenhower's policy, the Department of

Defense budget stressed the development of both Navy and Air Force

aviation and the continued modernization of land and sea forces (6:709).

In any case, the message to the Air Force was quite clear; airpower had[

been accapted as the predomiinant power among America's armed-forces.

During the expansion programs of the 1950s the USAF moved toward

establishing a more modern organization and procuring more jet aircraft.

Tactical Air Comrmand jTAC) Aircraft After Korea. Even before the I

end of the Korean War TAC had begun to retire the conventional F-51

Mustangs and F-80 Shooting Star jet fighters from the active inventory.
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In 1954 supersoni: F-1OOA fighters began to replace F-86 Sabres
and swept wing F-84Fs begai to retire straight-wing F-84Gs.
During 1955 Tactical Air Coasnand received the F-IOOC for u.e a& .a
day-fighter and fighter-bomber, and in 1956 it got the more-
advanced F-100D fighter-bomber. In the tactical bomber force the
B-57 replaced the old obsolete B-26 beginning in Juna 1954, and
new B-66 and RB-6f all-weather bombers joined the tactical fleet
in 1956. Needed to operate into unprepared airstrips where C-l19s
and C-124s could not land, C-123 Avitrucs and turbo-powered C-130
Hercules transports entered into the Tactical Air Cormmand invento-
ry in July 1955 and December 1956. (6:711)

In addition to the aircraft buildup, new nuclear bombs had been devel-

oped which allowed TAC fighter-bombers to deliver weapons of mass

destruction. In response to this new found capability, TAC began

developing a more mobile force with the capability to deploy on short

notice to anywhere in the world (6:711).

The United States had learned that a lack of military strength

rather than deterring aggression seemed to invite it. The Korean War

left the American people with a clear impression that "world peace would

come through strength not weakness. To other Americans the Korean war

emphasized the age-old lesson that the price of peace is eternal

vigilance--vigilance to detect and halt aggression wherever it appears"

(6:711). The Air Force emerged from the Korean War as "a power better

able to maintain peace through preparedness" (6:711).

TAC Aircraft Througli the Vietnarm War. Modernization of TAC con-

tinued throughout the late 1950s and into the 1960s. In May 1957, the

first McDonnell F-1OA Voodoo entered active service with the 27th Tac-

tica! Fighter Wing at Bergstrom AFB, TX. It was followed by the F-101C

and aeveral reconnaissance variants, the RF-IO1C, RF-IOIG, and RF-IOIH.

Although it was short-lived as a tactical fighter, the RF versions saw

service in Southeast Asia (5:162). That same year another century

series fighter appeared, the Republic F-105 Thunderchief. "The Thunder-
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chief was the first supersonic tactical fighter to be developed from

scratch" for the USAF. The first production aircraft was delivered to

the 355th Tactical Fighter Squadron at Eglin AFB, FL in May 1957.

Several models of the Thunderchief were also produced, most numerous of

these being the F-105D. The F-105G became the last version of the

Thunderchief to be produced in the mid-1960s (5:166).

Although the P-104 Starfighter was produced before the P-105, TAC

did not take delivery of the F-104C and P-104D until October 1958. A

total of 77 F-lO4Cs and 22 F-104Ds were assigned to the 831st Air

Division at George AFB, CA. They were later transferred to the Air

National Guard (5:165). The Convair 0-106 Delta Dart vas the last of

the century series aircraft. Some 340 P-106A and B model aircraft were

delivered to the USAF, but all were assigned to Air Defense Cormmand

t5:169).

The Northrup F-5 Freedom Fighter, McDonnell Douglas P-4 Phantom

II, and General Dynamics F-Ill and PB-Ill series aircraft were the next

generation of TAC fighter aircraft. The F-5 developed from Northrup's

1954 search for a lightweight fighter aircraft. Although it was

selected for supply to foreign forces under the Militacy Assistance

Program, TAC never accepted it as a front line fighter (5:172). It was

the F-4 Phantom II which became "one of the most succassful Western

combat aircraft ever built" (5:174). The F-4 was originally conceived

as a shipborne fighter for the Navy. However, the Air Force was so

impressed by its perfor'.rance that in 1962 it made the P--4 the standard

interceptor and reconnaissance aircraft for TAC, USAP in Europe, and

Pacific Air Force. There were several versions of the P-4 ranging fronn

the F-4A to the F-4G. The Air Force took delivory of 513 -P-4Cs, 503 RF-
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4C9, 793 F-4Ds, 949 P-4Es, and 116 P-Gs (modified F-kEs). The F-4 saw

extensive action in Southeast Asia (5:174). The last of the 1960s era

fighters, the F-ill, "grew out of the US Defence Department's TFX (Tri-

service fighter, Experimental) progranme, aimed at finding a common

multi-role fighter for all three services" (5:189). It was not consid-

ered a success *tory by anyone's account. The development and deploy-

ment of the P-Ill met with problema throughout its rocky ten-plus year

career. Several versions of the F-Ill were developed from the P-111A to

the F-I1IE. In March 1968 the Air Force deployed an F-111 squadron to

Vietnam. Following the loss of several aircraft, and a succession of

groundings production was stopped at 562 of the more than 1700 aircraft

originally scheduled (5:189).

._jnj•njp. Unlike in times post the Air Force was not forced to

drastically reduce manpower after the Korean War. Active duty Strongth

at the end of the war was 977,593, it dropped to 947,918 in 1954, but

actually rose in 1955 to 959,946. Over tho next 14 years manning

strength rose and fell slightly, with a low of 814,213 in 1960 ind a

high of 904,759 in 1968. During the waning years of the Vietnam War,

1970-1973, manning numbers slowly crept down until they botto~r~d out at

690,999 when the Paris perico pact wan signod ending United Staten mili-

tary action in Vietnam (11:40).

ajtmn •inacir•:,.t. Until TAC pixb1i.h,,hd its oAwn maintenance

manual in 1957, its aircrlift miti tit mnco rnrwinf'd under the 11obloon Plan

of t947. The Hobnoti P•an rtn;ide "the wing hrs!qu. rteri the highost
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organizational echelon on the base" (2:25-26). Of the four subordinate

groups created by this plan, two had aircraft maintenance responsibili-

ties. Combat squadrons, within the combat group, were responsible for

V~rst and second echelon maintenance on assigned aircraft. The mainte-

nance squadron, within the maintenance and supply group, handled third

echelon maintenance on assigned aircraft and all maintenance on base

flight and transient aircraft. This organization led to a concept of

specialized maintenance in which specialists were removed from the

flightline assignments and placed in the maintenance squadrons. The

goal was to smooth out fluctuations in demand by hav.ng the specialists

work on lower priority reparables when they were not needed on the

flightline (2:26-27).

AF nw~L 66-I296. The Strategic Air Command (SAC) formalized

its specialized concept of maititenance in 1949, when it published SAC

Regulation 66-12 which later became SAC Manual 66-12. Seven years later

the Air Porce published its own version of the SAC specialized mainte-

nance manual identified as AFM 66-1. "This manual emphasized central-

ized control and decentralized maintenance activities" (112:17.28). Tho

following maintenance concepts were formalized in AFM 66-1: (112:17.28-

29;10:39)

1. An orginization responrible for all actions on signed
equiprnt with a top rAnager (Chief of Mirirtennanc ) remponsi-
ble to the (wing> co•an~nder.

2. Maintenance staff functions assigned to the top mintenance
manager (Chief of maintenance).

3. All tactical equipment of the organizations assigned to, and
controlled by, the maintenance organization.

4. Decentralized rintonance functions.
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5. Centralized control of all maintenance by a staff function
known as maintenance control.

6. Mechanized maintenance d3ta collection; i.e. manhour account
ing based on the principle of exception time accounting, tech-
nical maintenance actions, and aircraft status reporting.

The Air Force did not at first make adoption of AFM 66-1 mandatory. In

fact, United States Air Forces Europe (USAFE) was the only corenand to

make AFM 66-I mandatory in 1958 (10:38).

TAG Manual 66-1: 1957. Even after APM 66-1 was published, SAC

continued using its SAC Manual 66-12 and TAC published TAC Manual 66-1

in 1957 (2:27). The TAC Manual 66-1, Maintenance Management, was

similar to SAC Manual 66-12.

It emphasized that all aircraft maintenance activities were under
the direct control of the chief of maintenance, even though some
maintenance personnel were assigned to the tactical squadrons. It
also emphasized that the crew chief would not request specialist
support or defer maintenance on his aircraft for work that was
within the capability of his crew unless time was a factor. The
crew chief was responsible for supervising all maintenance per-
form4ed on his assigned aircraft and was the individual most famil-
iar with its condition. The entire maintenance organization was
designed to assist him in fulfilling his responsibility. (1!28-29)

TAC's tain departure fros SAC Manixvl 66-12 was that the maintenance

people not assigned to the tactical squadrons were assigned to consoli-

dated aircraft maintenance squadrons vice ths SAC Filed ond Armament-

Electronics Maintenance squadrons (2:29).

A•nu~i_.•6- . In 19'9 the Air Force revised AFM 66-1 and

made it mindatory for maintenance managenment throughout the Air Force.

This new AFM 66-1 directed that specialized maintenance concepts be

adopted Air Force wide. It also moved the scheduling of all aircraft to

the Chief of Maintenance staff. 'lTere were several benefits realizod

under this version of APF 66-1. "Pirst, it provided a standardized

maintenance organizational structure for all corsinds" (10:39).
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Although the major commands published supplements to APM 66-1, which

somewhat altered the organizational structure, the basic Chief of

Maintenance Organization stayed intact. Second, the AFN 66-1 published

in 1959 brought together some 50 years of aircraft maintenance experi-

ence into one document. It did not call for a complete restructuring of

the maintenance organization, rather it formalized already existing

structures and procedures. This, in itself, had a stabilizing effect on

the maintenance organization (10:39).

"Next, the manual set USAF standards, goals, and objectives for

the maintenance structure to meet. These standards, goals, and objec-

tives included aircraft in-commission rates; component repair standards;

aircraft scheduling objectives; and many others." This gave the main-

tenance person an idea of what was expected, and the capability to

measure performance against known standards (10:40).

Finally, the 1959 version of AFM 66-1 enhanced the maintenance

data collection (MDC) system first introduced in the 1956 issue. Al-

though the information was still collected manually it was transferred

to punch cards and entered into a computer. Prior to the introduction

of automated MDC, "there was no real maintenance data flow from base

level through intermediate headquarters to the depots of HQ USAF;"

(10:40) what little information provided was in the form of manual

reports. The data was fragmented, the reports were bulky and hard to

comprehend, and they were forwarded only on a monthly basis. The new

MDC system "orovided for daily, weekly, semni-monthly and monthly reports

to base managers, intermediate headquarters, HQ USAP, and to the

depots." The data provided by the MDC system "told managers and

planners what wan done, why it was done, when the requirement was
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discovered, what sstem was involved, how long it took to do it, and

weapon system identification." Data from the MDC were primarily used

for procuring spares and equipment, tracking weapon system reliability

and maintainability, determining manpower needs, budgeting, and for many

other purposes (10:40-41).

TAG Enhancement and TAG M!anual 66-31: 1966. In 1966, TAC took

steps to reorganize its maintenance structure under a program called

"TAC Enhancement" and published TAC Manual 66-31 as guidance .or the new

structure. The goal of this program was "to provide the tactical

squadron commander self-contained maintenance capability during periods

of squadron deployments, which became commonplace in the 1960s" (10:43).

"To meet mobility requirements prior to the reorganization, the tactical

squadrons had to be augmented with support and maintenance personnel."

This meant the tactical squadron comnmander had a "new" organization for

every deployment. The results of the reorganization under TACM 66-31

were two-fold. First, the tactical squadron commander controlled his

own day-to-day maintenance, and second, that same unit was deployed as a

single entity (10:43).

What TAC did, basically, was to decentralize raintenance into the
tactical sqmadrons, which became the basic operational unit.
Flight line personnel were reassigned from the organizational
maintenance squadron into the tactical squadrons. Munitions
load crews were li1ewise moved; and phase inspection was moved
into the tactical squadron from field nmaintnnance. Also, special-
ist support was placed in the tactical squadron for limited on-
aircraft maintenance to consist mainly of removal and replace-
ment of components. There was even a supply section and mainte-
nance control unit in the tactical squadron provided in this mini-
maintenance organization. (10:42)

The base field maintenance and avionics maintenance squadrons still

existed, but their responnibilities shifted to providing only off-
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equipment (in-shop) repair, or maintenance beyond the capability of the

tactical maintenance squadron (10:42).

TAC Aircraft Maintennnce and Management In Southeast Asia. In the

initial stages of the Vietnam War "there were no provisions or planning

made for extensive maintenance support in-country" (8:259). The first

USAF maintenance personnel arrived in South Vietnam to find "little in

the way of adequate maintenance facilities" (1:245).

At several bases, lean-to or other temporary structures constitut-
ed the only roofed work area. At other bases, buildings which had
been built through the Military Assistance Program or those used
by the French Air Force were available. One of the first chal-
lenges facing the Farm Gate crews (training detachments sent to
South Vietnam as early as 1961) was to set up a flightline supply
and maintenance capability. To support them in this area, AFLC
successfully developed, equipped, and shipped to Vietnam 24 mobile
maintenance vans. (1:245)

The vans were quite similar to those used by the service squadrons in

World War II and were equipped to perform "machine-shop, sheet metal

shop, instrument shop, and other shop" work. These vans were mounted on

flat bed or semi-trailer trucks which could be moyed to a site and

quickly set up. The vans came with a generator and an initial supply of

essential materials (8:260). As the war went on, some units became so

permanently established at their bases they created shops and other

maintenance facilities just like in the United States resulting in a

gradual phase-out of the vans (8:259-261).

Heavy, non-organizational maintenance for the Air Force was done

either in the Philippines or in Japan. tIowever, the Air Force policy of

base self-sufficiency "requir.-e each unit to accomplish all the mainte-

nance it could and move to the iaxt higher echelon only that which

exceeded its capability" (8:260). This policy demanded adequate facili-

ties and a ready supply of ipare parts be made available in-country
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(8:259). In the early 1960s units deployed with 30-day Lission support

kits which were replenished from the United States. Additional parts

support came from Clark AB in the Philippines. "This (practice) was not

completely satisfactory because of the time required to fly in spare

parts from Clark to bases in South Vietnam and Thailand" (1:245). To

counter this problem, in 1962 the Air Force established Tan Son Nhut Air

Base, Sotuth Vietnam, as a main logistic base. Several months later the

Air Force ordered a return to normal supply procedures for South Vietnam

"in lieu of the special aerial resupply system being used." Supply

shortages which resulted in aircraft being grounded for parts forced a

later return to a modified aerial resupply system (1:243).

Technical Training: A Serious Challenpe To TAC. The serious

shortage of maintenance personnel during the early years of the war was

a manpower problem second only to the aircrew shortagL. As in the
/

Korean War, the tour of duty in Vietnam was limited to one year. Thus

"the Air Force found it necessary to provide for a continuous flow of

airmen (maintenance) technicians to Southeast Adia. Consequently, the

training of aircraft, engine, radar, and other specialists became a

priority matter, and, on 28 October 1965, Headquarters USAP directed TAG

and ATC (Air Training Comnand) to undertake an expanded program for this

purpose" (1:302).

In December 1965, TAG and ATG concluded that TAG should supply the

.-iajority of replacements through an expanded on-the-job training (OJT)

;?rogram on its own bases. Both contands rejected a proposal which wovuld

have transferred TAC aircraft to ATC te-hnical training centers. AT'

supported TAG in its efforts by expa-%ding field training detachments at

16 TAC bases (1:303).
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TAC was expected to provide half of the maintenance replacements
for Southeast Asia with other connands supplying the remainder.
But since many airmen in the latter group would lack current qual-
ification or would have no experience on TAC aircraft, TAC and ATC
jointly undertook another improvision. Such personnel would be
sent to TAC bases in a temporary "enroute to SEA" duty status and
receive job-oriented flight line proficiency training as well as
specialized instruction. The airmen would get 4 hours of profi-
ciency training from TAC personnel daily during the TDY period,
expected to average 30 days. (1:303)

Approximately 1800 maintenance personnel scheduled to augment TAC units

already deployed to Southeast Asia were given the highest training

priority. Those deployed units had already discovered they needed 25 to

35 percent more maintenance personnel per squadron to meet the high

combat sortie rate. The accelerated training program began in January

1966. By May more than 1800 personnel had completed the course and were

ready to perform maintenance on aircraft such as the F-100, P-105, F-4C,

RF-4C, RB-66, or C-130 aircraft (1:303).

In April 1966 Pacific Air IForces (PACAF) requested 4,813 replace-

ment maintenance personnel for the period July 1966 through May 1967.

This request, coupled with an awareness that additional units would

deploy to Southeast Asia between May 1966 and April 1967, triggered a

second phase of emergency training. The Air Force estimated "ATC and

TAC would have to train 3,237 technicians to support the additional

units." This estimate was eventually downsized because many units

received additional personnel prior to their departure (1:303).

"As the demand for replacements increaeed during 1966, TAC

suffered a steady decline of skilled personnel and had to depend more

and -aore on semi-skilled mzAintenance men" (1:303). To ease the burden

on TAC, USAF decreased TAC'3 commitment to supply replacements to 45

percent. This caused The TAC OJT rate to jump from 16,711 airmen in
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July 1966 to 32,355 by December that same year as other command trainees

came through the "enr3ute" program. These trainees "overloaded housing

and messing facilities and, at one point, some enroute personnel

undergoing TDY training lived off base and were transported to and from

the maintenance shops and flight lines" (1:303). This situation eased a

bit after PACAF agreed to take semi-skilled personnel to meet one-third

of its requirements (1:303).

The New AFM 66-I. TAC units deployed to Southeast Asia operated

under TACM 66-31 and continued to do so until 1972 when TAC reverted to

AFM 66-1b This chE.nge was motivated both by post-Vietnam War budget

cutbacks, and by a training problem created by the clash of the two

maintenance management systems--AFM 66-1 and TACM 66-31. The times

called for the standardization of management systems into a cost

effective organization (10:43).

The Air Force responded to this need by updating AFN 66-1. Since

it had been published in 1956, major command "supplements grew to such

an extent that once again it appeared each cornmand had its own mainte-

nance management system" (2:29). In a move to counter this situation

the Air Force launched project RIVET RALLY, 1 January 1972. "RIVET

RALLY was initiated by HQ USAF/Director of Maintenance with an overall

goal of improving the management of maintenance." The project "was

designed to centralize bpsa level maintenance organizaticns, standardize

functions within those organizations, and develop a comrnon maintenance

management directive for use by all cormmands" (12-17.29). The four

phases of RIVET RALLY were: (13:17.29-30)

I. Rewrite A2M 66-1.
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2. Review records, reports, and data systems. Rewrite of
selected technical orders relating to maintenance wanagement.

3. Field training.

4. Implementation of the new AFM 66-1, 1 October 1972.

The Air Force also incorporated several provisions in the new AFM 66-1

which severely limited supplementation by the major ccmxmands (2:29).

Aircraft Maintenance Issues In Sumrmry

Most of the issues facing the aircraft maintenance community, from

1954-1973, were founded in changes in maintenance policy. America's

participation in the Vietnam War resulted in few unexpected maintenance

problems. The "normal" logistics thallenges such as limited facilitiep,

inadequate supplies, and problems organizing maintenance were more or

less expected. These kind of challenges arc as old as war itself. This-

is not to spy these problems were not iDiportant but rather to point out

that they carried less weight in an Air Force which had not reduced its

numbers, nor ceased to prepare for war. This simply was not the case.

The United States had made a commitmcnt to a strong national defense and

the public had supported that pledge with tax dollars. Thus, the

challenges faced in these nearly 20 years were those inflicted on

maintenance by changes in policy and organization. The following

paragraphs sum up the ma~intenance challenges.

1. The Air Force emerged from the Korean war as the predominant

power among America's armed-forces. During the eipansion programs which

followed the war, the USAF tcok steps to modernize the force and procure

more jet ;raft. To the maintenance cna this meant there was less of

a drawdown in the force and an actual improvement in the overall outlook
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for maintenance. Unlike times past the Air Force was not forced to

drastically reduce manpower after the Korean War. Although active duty

strength declined from 977,593 in 1953 to 690,999 in 1973 it was a

gradual decline. The procurement of more jet aircraft meant the phasing

out of older aircraft. Although some of these aircraft were not the

maintenance person's dream, they certainly were a step up from the

Korean War era jet and reciprocating engine aircraft.

2. Until TAC published its own maintenance manual in i957, its

aircraft maintenance remained under the Hobson Plan of 1947. This plan

created two aircraft maintenance areas of responsibility. Combat squad-

rons were responsible for first and second echelon maintenance on

assigned aircraft, and the maintenance squadron handled third echelon

maintenance on assigned aircraft and all maintenance on base flight and

transient aircraft. This approach placed the specialists-in. the

intermediate squadrons allowing them to work on lower priority repar-

ables when they were not needed on the flightline.

3. The Air Force published its specialized maintenance manual,

AFM 66-1, in September 1956. AFM 66-1 installed the Chief of Hainte-

nance as the top maintenance manager, gave him a staff, assigned the

aircraft to maintenance, centralized control but decentralized mainte-

nance, and provided for mechanized maintpnance data collection.

4. TAC published its own Th*C Manual 66--I in 1957. TAC" 66-1

also provided for the chief of maintenance but went beyond the AFM 66-i

by providing a strong crew chief system. The crew chief was responsible

for supervising all maintenance perforned on his assigned aircraft and

the entire maintenance organization was desiyned to assist him in

fulfilling his responsibility.
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5. In 1959 the Air Force revised AFM 66-1 and mada it mandatory

for maintenance management throughout tha Air Force. This new AFM 66-I

directed that specialized maintenarce concepts be adopted Air Force

wide. It also moved the scheduling of all aircrpft to ýhe Chief of

Maintenance staff. The benefits realized under t.±s new version of AFM

66-1 included:

- the creation of a standardized maintenance -r~anizational

structure for all commands;

- the bringing together of some 50 years of aircraft maintenance

experience into one document, thereby stabilizing the maintenance

complex;

- the setting of USAF standards, goalsr and objectives for the

maintenance structure to meet;

and finally, the enhancing of the maintenance data collection

(MDC) system first introduced in the 1956. These MDC data were then

used primarily to procure spares and equipment, track weapon system

reliability and maintainability, deterrine manpower needs, set a budget,

and for many other purposes.

6. In 1966, TAC reorganized its maintenance structure under a

program called "TAC Enhancement" and published TAC Manual 66-31 as

guidance for the new structure. This program provided the tactical

squadron comiander with a self-contained maintenance capability for

squadron deployments.

7. TAC faced some maintenarce problnis in the Vietnam War.

These included:

- an initial lack of maintenance facilities was overcome by

fairly large mobile maintanance vans;
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- the performance of heavy, non-organiTational level maintenance

in the Philippines or in Japan in direct conflict with the Air Force

policy of base self-sufficiency;

- the lack of a sufficient supply sy~teci which resulted in the

use of an expensive aerial resupply system;

- a serious shortage of tranied maintenance personnel which

forced TAC to undertake a massive maintenance tzining prograr.;

-and, the use of more semni-s~killed persv!-i.el by TAC caused by

the rise in demand for replacements during 1966;

8. Post-Viptnam War budget cutbacks, and training problems

created by the clash of the two maintenance m~anagement systems--AFM 56-1

and TACM 66-31--called for the standardization of management systens

into a cost effective organization. In response to this problem USAF

launched project RIVET RALLY in January 1972. RIVET RALLY was aimed at

centralizing base level maintenance organizations, standardizing func- [
tions within those organizations, and developing a common maintenance

management dirjctive for use by all cofmmands. RIVET RALLY culrinated in

a new AFM 66-1 with provisions to limit supplementation by the major

commnds.

After-word

After the dust had settled on the Vietnam War the Air Force was again

forced to change its maintenance structure. The scarcity of roney

resulted in Air Force wide maintenance consolidations, both inter-

command and intra-ccm-,and. These were ai.ced at eliminating "needle.5

duplication of manpower, equip ent, and ýcilities" (10:44). "The Chief
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of Staff, USAF, directed the eatabliske-_nt of a Maintenanca Posture

Improvew.pnt Progr.az (PTIP), to develop new ways to mare effectively and

efficiently perform the aircraft maintenance mission" (10:44), A

further explanation of MPIP and the TAC reaction to the program will be

covered in the next chapter.
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XIII. Chn~in• Time• 1973-'1933

The Unite4 States In perse.jpty-

The remainder of the 1970s and thb early 1980s were tough times in

the United States. Mistrutt of the government, a relatively sluggish

aconofy, energy and resource ehortages, and environmnntal problems fed

America's feelings of disillusionment.

Amrican Eirrta. Apart from these generalization, the mid-1970a

through the mid-19809 were also years markcd by soveral "firsts." In

.977, Gary Gilmore waa executed in Utah. He was the first person to be

executed anywhere in the United Statts in 10 years. On 12 April 198i,

the world's first reus.ble spacecraft, space shuttle Columbia, was

launched. Several scnths later, Sandra Day O'Conner became the first

woman appointed to the Supreme Court. In 1912, Dr. Robert Jarvick

implanted the first permanent artificial heart in Dr. Baritey Clark, 61,

a retired dentist. Finally, on 18 Jurke 1983, Sally Ride, aboard the

space shuttle Challengor, became the first A."rican wvman in synacs

(6:450).

__ As noted earlimr,

financial changes and resource shortages woere also present in these

years. The United States faced first a natural gas crunch in V@75, and

then a gasollne shortage in 1979 (6:514). That same year, Congress

bailed the nation's third largest automobila mpker-the Chrysler

C<r tralor•--out of financial ruin with a $1.5 bililon loan-gnAcantee.

Tl. lI.-ý,t tax cut in United States history was passed by Coogress on

29 '•9. 11. "1bv firnt cut, in 1982, totalled $37.6 billion with
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another $750 billion to be cut over the next five years. Unfortunately,

1982 witnessed the highest unemployment rate since 1940 at 10.8 percent

with an eatiwated 11 million persons out of work.

Conflict i' the Far and tliddle East. America also experienced a

number of hostile actions over these years. Somw were actions initiated

by the United States and other3 were perpetrated againat the United

States through another nation's citizens. Two years after the close of

the Vietnam War, the North Vietnamese cotmnmnists completed a take over

of South Vietram. United States civilians were evacuated frcm Saigon on

29 April 1975 as-North Vietnamese forces cwept across the South. Two

weeks later, Cambcdian forces seized the United States merchont ship

Mayaguez and her crew in the Gulf of Siam. In rescue-operations, United

States Marines attacked Tang island, and planes bombtd the nearby air

base, until Cambodia released the ship and crew (6:449-450).

In the following years trouble shifted from the Far East to the

Middle East. On 4 November 1979, 63 Americans were taken hostage at the

American embassy in Teheran, Iran by militant student followers of the

Ayatollah Khomeini. The Ayatollah demanded the return of former Shah

Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, who was in the United States undergoing medical

treatment. Although several of tLe hostages were released over the next

two years the remaining 52 were held until freed on 20 January 1981 in

exchange for the release of over $S billion in frozen assats. In 1980,

a year after the hostages werq taken in Iran, President Carter announced

sanctions qaeinat the Soviet Union in response to its invasion of

Afghanistan. T1'ern sanctions were mositly fulfilled by em'zrgoes of

grain and high technology. The United States Olyrpic Cormittee also

voted not to participate iii the Moscow S,'.ter Olympics (6:450).
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Tragedy struck the nation when a 23 October 1983 terrorist bomb

attack in Beirut, Lebanon claimed the lives of 241 United States Marinpa

and sailors. These Americans were part of a United Nations' multina-

tional peacekeeping force housed at the Beirut International Airport.

Two days later, in an unrelated move, United States Marines and Army

Rangers, along with a force from six small Caribbean nations, invaded

the island of Grenada. The Organization of Eastern Caribbean States

requested thin support under threats of a Cuban takeover of the island

nation. After several days of fighting, the Grenodian militia and

"Cuban construction workers" were overcome and the Marxist regime

deposed. Hundreds of United States citizens, many of theri students,

were evacuated from the island to safety. Under the 1973 War Powers

Act, United States troops were required to leave Grenada no-later-than

24 December 1983 and they did (6:451).

Qrer Events. Finally, the years following the Vietnam War were

filled with a number of unrelated events which helped shape the nearly

two decades. In a hot week in July 1976, 29 A.eerican Legicn conventicn-

eers in Philadelphia were killed by the myaterious "legionnaires dis-

ease." It took nearly a year to discover the cause of the diiemse was a

bacterium found in the air conditioning system of the hotel. In 1977,

President Carter gave a blanket pardon to an estimated 10,000 Vietncx

era draft dodgers. Disaster struck the nation when, on 28 Vlarch 1979,

the nuclear reactor at Three Mile Island near Middletown, Pernnylvsnia

expnrienced a partial meltdown. A combination of equipment failure and

h-uman error was blamed for the accident. The next year President Ronald

Reagan laq elected to the firzt of two terms, bacoming the nation's 40th

president (6:450). President Rongin becami the fifth president in
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United States history to survive an assassination attempt on 30 March

1981. The President along with his press secretary James Brady, Secret

Service agent Timothy J. McCarthy, and a Washington, D.C. policeman,

Thomas Delahanty, were shot and seriously wounded by John W. Hinckley,

Jr. (6:547). In 1982, the Equal Rights Amendment drew its last breath

following a lon3, but faiied, ten year struggle for ratification

(6:450).

Status of the Force

There are two distinct periods of development in the Air Force in

the post-Vietnam War period. The first covers the period of drawdown

following the war and the second, the years following President Ronald

Reagan's election in 1981. In that first period,

the relationship between the military and American society reached
new lows as many Americans blamed the military for our involve-
ment, for the 'imnmoral' conduct of the war, and for the inability
to achieve a clear victory. For several years, the aversion to
all things military resulted in a gulf between society and mili-
tary unknown since before World War I. The replacement of the
draft by the all-volunteer army (1973), several years of reduced
military budgets, and the decline of ROTC programs across the
country reflected an antimilitary attitude that went beyond mera
neglect. (4:61)

The end of fighting in Vietnam led to a large scale drawdown of United

States military forces. Over a six year period, from 1974 through 1910,

active duty manning fell steadily. In 1974 Air Force strength stood at

643,795, but reached a low of 557,969 by 1980 (5:40). However, this

reduction ;iaq not met with at. equpl reduction in the threat of the

Soviet Union. America's attention had been "refocused on the defense of

Western Europi, promoting peace in the Middle Eazt, and insuring covern-

ments in the Third World (were) not overthrown by external forces"
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(1:75). The Air Force was striving to meet these commitmnents through a

high state of readiness. To keep an aircrew well trained meant many

hours of flying. "Aircraft maintenance, in turn, had to bear the brunt

of the incompatible factors of low manning and high sortie product:on"

(1:75). "The old, worn out cliche of 'doing more with less' was the

obvious order of the day. What was not so obvious was the means to

accomplish it" (1:75).

Changes in the structure of aircraft maintenance were motivated by

the concern over Air Force readiness. "A major question was raised

regarding the ability of the USAF to indrease sortie generation and

provide better surge capability" (1:75-76).

In the past, there had been a shortfall in aircraft sortie pro-
duction to meet the needs of operational and aircrew training
requirements. An identified cause for the inability to meet those
requirements was maintenance capability and training. (1:76)

This need to increase sortie production capability was complicated by a

small aircraft maintenznce force, In 1977 there were approximately

137,000 base level aircraft maintenance personnel. Of th9se, "approxi-

mately 16 percent were in overhead or management positions above the

flight chief of work center supervisor level" (1:76). This situation

pointed to the need to better utilize all available maintenance person-

nel. TAC's approach to the develo - nt of the aircraft maintenance

system is covered in detail in the following sections.

A second pericd of Air Force development followed President Ronald

Reagan's 1981 election. A strong supporter of national defense, Pres-

ident Reagan steadily built up United States military forces. As a

result of the build up Air Force manning rose from 570,302 in 1981 to

592,044 by 1983 (5740).
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TAC Aircraft Maintenance in the Post-Vietnam Era

The post-Vietnam era was "marked by maintenance consolidation at

every level." As dollaes became more scarce, emphasis on economy of

effort became more pronounced. "Maintenance consolidation throughout

the Air Force, both inter-cormand and intra-ccromand (was) directed to

eliminate needless duplication of manpower, equipment, and facilities"

(3:44). During this time, the Chief of Staff, USAF, created the

Maintenance Posture Improvement Program (ýTIP), "to develcp new ways to

perform required maintenance with diminishing numbers of personnel

without compromising safety standards" (1:76). MPIP's executive board,

the Major Command's diroctors of maintenance and their staffs, were

tasked to consider the following areas: (1:77)

1. Manpower and how it is utilized.

2. Training of maintenance personnal.

3. Modernization of ground equipment.

4. Aircraft shelters.

5. Hardening of maintenance facilities.

6. Dispersal of shops.

7. Organizational structure of the maintenance operation.

8. Numerous other areas which impact on how maintenance does
business.

MPIP's execuitive board believed during the first several days of a

Western European war, "aircraft will have to fly as many as 10 to 15

sorties per day, compared to the present training level of 1.5 sorties

per day" (1:77). The question first asked was "Can maintenance generace

a tvfficient number of sorties and sustain it over a period of time?"

(1:77). With the current manning, organizational structure, and equip-
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ment availability the Air Force did not feel very confident in answering

the question in the affirmative. What the Israelis did in the Yom

Kippur War in October 1973 caused the Air Force to change its mind

(1:77).

In that war the Israelis were able to produce a high sortie gener-

ation rate. In an effort to discover how they had done this the Chief

of Staff dispatched a joint Air Staff/TAC team to Israel. What they

discovered had a significant impact on the restructuring of TAC aircraft

maintenance. The Israelis assigned the people who did maintenan:e on

the aircraft directly to the flightline instead of having them dis-

patched from the shops. All maintenance personnel worked together to

launch and recover aircraft, resulting in less specialization on the

fligh.tline. (This practice was in direct contrast to the system

currently in use in the United States Air Force.) This system of

maintenance "appeared to have great possibilities in the fighter

environment" where "rapid aircraft turnaround sortie generation and

surge capability were essential" (1:78). Yet, this concept did not lend

itself well to strategic bombing and airlift operations. "Therefore,

the major commands agreed to take a new, innovative approach to aircraft

maintenance, in support of MPIP," but the commands would not force

standardization. If standardization could be achieved by weapon system

and mission, so be it, but "standardization for the sake of standardiza-

tion was no longer a valid mode of operation" (1:78).

The Prodi ction Oriented Maintenance _0 anization (POM•). Several

factors led to the development of PO4O. Not the least of these was the

tasking leveled by HQ USAF, in 1974, for TAC to develop and test a

program based on the basic concepts of Israeli aircraft maintenance.
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TAC would transition from a centralized maintenance concept under AFM

66-1 to one of its own creation under APR 66-5. Before explainins the

POMO concept it may be helpful to briefly review an outline of the

features of the centralized maintenance concept. They include the

following: (2:22-23)

1. Maintenance was centralized at wing level. Included in this
were: avionics specialists, weapons lcad personnel, periodic
maintenance, AGE, maintenance support section (bench stock,
tool boxes, etc..), flight debriefing, data analysis, control-
ling (job control), monitoring, supply interface, and planning
and scheduling.

2. Any wing pilot flew any wing aircraft.

3. Any crew chief and any specialist worked on any aircraft.

4. Crew chiefs were on the flightline, all others were behind, or
off the flightline.

5. Lots of coordination, trsnsporting, and paperwork were
required--which meant lots of clerks were needed.

6. Statistics were aggregated bywirng; strong carried the weak
(and the weak got away with it).

7. A squadron had to be "assembled" from the various parts of the
wing to go to war--essentially it was an organization where
everyone was strangers.

Control was placed at the top. The workers were considered to be

generally self-motivating and self-supervising. When they had to

troubleshoot a weapon system or component

the specialist was tr'.isported to the aircraft to isolate the
failed component, re-ove it, travel back to the shop to trouble-
shoot it, order pea-s, and repair it. Much time was lost during
this transportat-,n process. Also, during slack periods, much
time was wast-:.* oy specialists waiting for a dispatch from job
control. It (was) theorized that a good deal of this travel time
and waiting tinge could be otherwise spent re"airing aircraft or
assisting in launch, recovery, or servicing if personnel were
located closer to the aircraft and trained to perform those tasks.
(1:79)
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The theory ;as-if all the inputs were just right then the output would

take care of itself. Since all the performance statistics were aggre-

gated "it was virtually impossible to accurately judge the relative

success or failure of the various sub-elements. There was no competi-

tion--in fact, it was discouraged both by theory and by the organiza-

tional arrangement. Unit pride was not a player" (2:23). So TAC set

out to reorganize, and the first step in this reorganization effort was

POMO.

POMO took advantage of the "natural 'on' and 'off' equipment split

in maintenance" (1:80). It divided the specialists into two distinct

categories, those who were dispatched to the flightline and those who

remained in the back shop. (This action created further specialization

of some specialties, as the terms "flightline" and "back shop" were

adopted to designate what type of work the apecialist did.). Those

specialists who were normally dispatched to the flightline were taken

out of the shops and assigned to the flightline organization--the

Aircraft Ceneration Squadron, or AGS. Within the AGS, assuming a full

wing, three separate Aircraft Maintenance Units (AMUs) were established.

"Each A•U consisted of all the (maintenance) skills required for

warfighting" (2:24). The remaining specialists were divided into two

off-equipment units--the Equipment Maintenance Squadron (EMS), and

Component Repair Squadron (CPS). The key to the POMO concept was "the

cross training of the flightline specialist to perform many general type

tacks which (were) relatively simple and routine in daily mainten1ance.

However, the individual (wozild) still retain his primary specialty"

(1:80). It was hoped that by placing these people where the work was
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they would become more personally Involved in sortie production and the

sortie rates would go up (1:80).

POVO, however, did not achieve the desired results. It was true

that the AMJ concept provided a basis for comparison and competition,

but that was noc enough.

There was still a split in authority and responsibility between
AGS and joo control. The Aircraft Generation Squadron owned the
people; but control remained vested in the "job control" that had
been the centerpiece of the centralized concept. Job control
could still move specialists around the flightline--they had the

hrit , but AGS had the responsibility for producing the

sorties. (2:24)

This, and other problems, led TAC to take a second step in the reorgani-

zation of maintenance.

The Combat Oriented Maintenance Organization (COMO). When General

W.L. Creech took cownand of TAC in May 1978 he commissionad a study to

see just how well POMO was working in TAC. He took this action because

"he had noted from afar that whatever else the merit of 'the centralized

maintenance organization, it certainly wasn't doing very well across the

Air Force in producing sorties." General Creech wanted to "quantify

where TAC had been, where it was, and where it was going in terms of

sortie productivity." He felt sortie productivity was the "critical

measurement" of the product because "the flying sorties train the

aircrews who are the ones to go to war" (2:17). The 1978 study revealed

that TAG did indeed have a serious problem.

The study, which covered the perioyd from 1969 through the second

quarter of 1978, showed TAG was experiencing a steady decline in sortie

production. TAC's goal was an aircraft utilization rate (tFT rate) of

18 sorties and 25 hours per aircreft per month. The study showed not

only that TAG was not close to meeting that goal, but, in fact, was
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lising an average of 7.8 percent of its sortie production per year.

Although the study pointed out several reasons for this decline, one of

them was not a shortage of authorized flying hours. Congress had

provided ample budget authority, but TAC simply "could not produce the

hours and sorties it had programmed." The effect of TAC under-flying

-these sorties was showing up in the growth of aircrew dissatisfaction

levels and a lowered combat readiness posture (2:19-20). General Creech

knew where TAC had been, and where it was now; what he had left to do

was point the direction for TAC to go.

He believed the major problem underlying TAC's inability to meet

sortie production goals was the orcganization of aircraft maintenance.

POMO, although batter than the centralized maintenance concept under AFMI'i~

66-1, still needed attention. The new maintenance initiative, born from

the study, is COMO--Combat Oriented Maintenance Organization. COMO's

features include: (2:25)

1. Each squadron/.!N1U does its own scheduling vice the wing; and

is responsible for its own UTE rate.

2. Each squadron/A.MU has its own dedicated analyst to provide

statistical analysis.

3. Wing score-keeping functions such as MSL (Maintenance Supply

Liaison) were eliminated and supply responsibility is decen-

tralized to each squadron/,LMU.

4. Under the new Combat Oriented Supply Organization (COSO),

the squadron/AdZ4U has its own supply support section in-

stead of it being centralized.

5. COSO also provides for the squadron/AMU! supply computer to

interface with the AGS Parts Store (a flightline located

supply warehouse.)

6. The squadron/AMU does its owm maintenance debrief instead of

having it centralized at the wing.

7. The squadron/AM)U has its own dedicated AGE sub-pool.
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8. The squadron/AMU has dedicated phase docks for aircraft
inspection.

9. Maintenance has gone from three shifts to two, with in-
creased supervision on the swing, or "fix" shift.

10. Dedicated crew chiefs and assistants are assigned to each
aircraft.

11. Job control was replaced by the MOCC (Maintenance Operations
Coordination Center); power rests in the AMU not in VIOCC.

12. There is squadron integrity; red hat maintenance on red
tail aircraft flown by red scarf pilots.

The appeal is to unit pride. This is the central theme of COMO.

General Creech felt the people had to be able to identify with their

unit. The units had to not only be responsible for their actions, but

to have the author ity to go along with that responsibility (2:26).

The results of the transition to COMO have been dramatic. Sortie

production, from the third quarter of 1978 through the third quarter of

1983, rose at an annual rate of 11.2 percent. In the first full year

under COMO, 1979, TAC flew all of its programmed 6orties for the first

time in a decade. General Creech's study points out that this was done

despite a worsening supply picture and declining workforce experience

level (2:29). In 1978, TAC had 14.9 percent of its aircraft grounded

for parts, but by 1979 that number rose to 15.8 percent (2:30).

Although the percentage of "first termers" to "career" maintenance

specialists dropped from 62 percent in 1978 to 61.5 in 1979 it was not a

significant change since TAC was experiencing serious shortages in

seven- and nine-level senior NCO supervisors. From 1978 to 1979 the

shortages in assignfd versus authorized manning levels jumped 2.6 per-

cent for 7-levels, and 3.6 percent for 9-levels (2:32). The General

concluded it was not "more people, or .more experience, or more parts"
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which made the difference; it was the leadership and organization under

COMO.

COMO promotes unit coopetition and uses other techniques-such as

the dedicatke crew chief and exparded awards programs-to "foster

motivation, pride, and responcibility" (2:34). As part of COMO, TAC

implemented a system of annual and monthly goals. Since "like" aircraft

fly "like" UTZ goals, these &oals can be translated across wirgs and

allow for a method of comparison. The control over how to schedule to

meet year-2nd sortie gc.hals is placed in the unit. The unit decides how

many sorties it is going tu fly each munth to meet thjrt goal (2:34).

TAC also made: some major improvemcrts in the maintenance facilities

through progra7s like "Naw Look, Suart Look, and Bright Look." Thi Noal

here was to creata "a feeling of pride and a sense of quality in the

maintennace techiic.:tvs." As General Creech put it, "You can'.t treat

thetn shabbily, and hcus" then shabbily, and expect quality work in

r3turn" (2:34).

Prom Jantary 1978 through January 1993, tha waintenance trends

refl'~ctý.,I thp chanzes brought abo'it by CCOM. The mission capable (MC)

tate rot:e from 57.2% to 72.E" for all TAC aircrift, and actaally hit 73%

for TAC opsrationti fighter aircraft (2:41). Total non-Misiion capabl1i

for , t ~ntr.(Th•.Y) ri.-t  fell from 35.6% to 1i% foc oil rAC

aircraft, ,•e fron 38t to 15.3% for TAC oporatin:41 fi.ghter aircraft

(2'42). 0 h. m ntý.nan-' f:rre, b;ipd on all onJrationmtl TAC fighter

aircr:ift Zrori the •,.'r~d yioartor of 117? trough 1q24, rofiect a con-

tinuing trend t--ct-l i Dn t. Tho bt-ik rate, tho pevrcv:t of

a;ireriift lai74ing and rorpuiriqg r-,ýr-ir bckilorn thýý next fiht(2:A-7),

drc.,-Žd fr-an 19.0% to 17.3%. Thf 8-.vo r fix r.atm, thr pPerront of
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aircraft returned to MC status in 8 hours (2:A-7), rose from 20.1% to

74.6%, an increase of 271%. The out for maintenance rate, the percent

of those aircraft requiring repair before the next flight (2:A-7),

dropped froQ 41.5% to 12.0%. Finally, The MC rate continued to rise

from 51.7% to 83.0%, for an increase of 61% (2:A-6). (The TAC briefing

slides are presented at Appendix D.)

This chapter represents 10 years in the daveloptnt of Air Force

aircraft maintenance. New concepts were tried, modified, accepted,

ueed, and discarded. The following paragraphs surmrizu the many

maintenance issues covered in this chapter.

A. Of the nearly 137,000 base level aircraft maintenance person-

net Ln the Air Force in 1977, approximately 16% were in overhead or

=nanoment positions above the flight chief of work center supervisor

level. The need to increase sortie production forced the Air Force to

reconsider tho supe.rvisory structuro of the nnintenance organization.

2. she scarcity of defense dollars in the post-Vietnam era forced

both inter-commind and intra-corrianid mintenance consolidationn. To

develop nhw ways to perform maintAmnance with diminishing numbers cf

perionnel the C1-ief of Staff, USAF, cr atod the Maintenance Posture

Improvement Program (MPIP). MPIP's executive board considered many key

aregas such as mrapower, triining, fd rnization of equipment, mainte-

nance organization, etc. . , . The end result of TAC's participation in

MPIP was the Production Oriente!d Maintenrorce Organization (P()')).
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3. POMO took advantage of the "natural 'on' &nd 'off' equip.ment

split in maintenance" (1:80). Specialists were taken out of the shops

and assigned to the flightline organization, the AGS. Within the AGS

three separate Air,-raft Maintenance Units (AMUs) were established.

Specialists not needed for direct flightline production were divided

into two off-equipment units--EMS, and CRS. The key to the POMO concept

was to cross-train the flightline specialist to perform many aircraft

general tasks while still retaining a primary specialty. POMO did not

achieve the desired increase in sortie production rates. TAC felt this

was due to the disparity between Iaving the responsibility to produce

and having the authority to enforce production. This led TAC to enhance

POMO through the creation of the Combat Oriented Maintenance Organiza-

tion (COMO).

4. COMO promoted unit cowpetition and used othe-r techniques--such

as the dedicated crew chiaf and expanded awards programs--to "foster

motivation, pride, and responsibility" (2:34). As part of COMO, TAC

implemented a system of annual and monthly goals to act as achievement

bench- marks. Control over how to schedule to meet year-end sortie

goals was placed in the unit. TAC also improved the maintenance

facilities through programs like "New Look, Smart Look, and Bright

Look." The goal here was to create "a feeling of pride and a sen're of

quality in the mainten3nce technicians" (2:34).

Aft rwotd

The tan years covered by this chapter reflect several changes in the

structure of the TAF aircraft maintenance organization. The scarcity of
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defense dollars in the post-Vietnam War era drove the Air Force to

consider new ways to accomplish the required maintenance with fewer

people and assets. TAC met the challenge through the creation of POMO

and its successor, COMO--which continues as the standard concept of TAP

aircraft maintenance. However, additional cuts in the defense budget

coupled with rapid changes in world politics are presenting new chal-

lenges to the TAP aircraft maintenance structure. The next chapter

explores the TAP response to these challenges.
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n•e United, States Tp Persneqtiv__e

The aeagan Years. President Reagan's eight year presidency (1981-

1-8) "brought the lonest economic bocm in U.S. history via budget and

taa cuts, deregulation, 'junk bond' financing, leverge"d buyouts,

mev~ers, and takeovers" (17:516). The Reagan administration also took

"a strong anti-Comunist stance via increased defense spending, aid to

anti-comnunists in Central America, invasion of Cuba-threstened Grenada,

championing of (the) MX missile syatem and 'Star Wars' (a space based

defense system)" (17:516). ?our suMMits between President Reagan and

Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev, 1985-1988, climaxed in the Interme-

diate Nuclear Force6 (INP) treaty of 1987 (17:516). The "Reagan Years"

wera'not without their share of problsws. Financial scandals, the stock

market "cra3h" of 1987, a growth in trade imbalance (especially with

Japan), a soaring budget deficit ($3.2 trillion in 1988), a rise in the

number of homeless persons, increasing drug abase, and the Iran-Contra

scandal marred the American social landscape (17:516).

9the g.n,_s. The 1980s were filled with many significant

national events. On 7 February 1984, Navy Captain Bruce McCandlesn and

Army Lieutenant Colonel Robert Stewart became the first humans to f1y

frev of a spacecraft (17:451). Vhat eame yoar, WqIter Mondale, the 1984

Democrstic presidential ncminee, made history when he selocted a womnn--

Reprenentative Geraldine Ferraro, as his vice-presidential running mate

(17:451). Aa the federal deficit continued to climb, Congress made a

last-ditch effort to curb it by passing the Gramr--Rudman-Hollings (GTO-)
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bill on 11 December 1985 and President Reagan signed the bill into law

the next day. GRH was aimed at forcing the government to produce a

balanced budget by 1991; it did not work (17:451). To add to the

nation's financial woes, the stock market experienced a series of "mini-

crashes" culminating in a record 508 point drop in the Dow-Jones

Infdustrial average on 19 October 1987 (17:452). The space program

suffered a major setback following the 28 January 1986 explosion of the

space shuttle Challenger shortly after takeoff. All seven astronauts

were killed in the accident. Investigation revealed that "NASA had

abandoned 'good judgement and common sense' regarding safety problems

(which) caused the explosion" (17:451). On 4 February 1988 federal

grand juries in Miami and Tampa, Florida returned indictments against

General Manunel Noriega. The ruler of Panama ras charged with protecting

and assisting the. Medellin (South American) drug cartel with drug svmg-

gling operations into the United States. The cartel's operations were

thought to be responsible for up to 80 percent of the cocaine smuggled

into the United States. United States troops eventially went into

Panama, captured General Noriega, and transferred him to a Miami Jail

where in August 1991 he is still awaiting trial. That same year a

United States Immigration and Naturalization policy allowed nearly 1.4

million illegal aliens to apply for amnesty and seek American citizen-

ship. Trouble again flared up in the Middle East only this time it was

an American missile which caused the damage. On 3 July 1968, a missile

fired from the Navy warship Vincennes struck and destroyed an Iranian

airliner killing all 290 persons aboard. Thq Pentagon claimed the crew

had mistaken the airliner as an attacking Iranian P-14 fighter, but that

theory wtes later disproved and the crew was disciplined. In November
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1988, Vice-President George Bush became America's 41st president

(17:452). Five years later, 10 August 1989, President Bush nominated

Army General Colin Powell as the first black Chief of Staff (17:453).

Acquired Immine Deficiency Syndrome, or AIDS, became a rational concern

in the 1980s. By June 1986 an estimated 11,713 deaths were attributed

to AIDS and some 21,517 cases had been documented in the United States

(17:450). United States officials predicted the number of AIDS cases

would increase tenfold over the next ten years. AIDS researchers

announced in 1990 a drop in the rate of increase of the ntmber of AIDS

cases in the Unitcd States (17:53). By the close of 1989, AIDS cases

were estimated at 29,731 with 21,360 deaths attributed to the disease

(17:846).

Shifts in World PolitiLcs. The American experiences in the three

years since President Bush's election have largely been overshados,ed by

dramatic events in Europe. The decade of the 1990s will probably best

be remembered for the decline of comnism. As Soviet President Mikhail

Gorbachev promoted his policies of glasnost and perestroika the walls

literally came tiumbling down. In 0October 1939, Erich Honecker stepped

down as leader of the Socialist Unity (Communist) Party in East Germany.

His successor, Egon Krenz, was unable to stem the flow of domestic

reform. After the border with CzechosLovakia was opened, thousands of

East Germans asked to leave. On 9 November 1989, Kranz's government

agreed to issue exit visas to anyone who wished to go. This was the day

the Berlin Wall, a symbol of Cormunist oppression, came down. A

whirlwind of events swept through the two Garmnys culminating in their

official reunification on 3 October 1990 (17:37). Other Co mmuniat

countries have felt the winds of change as well. Buzzwords like "reform
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and breakaway republic" are comnonplace in world news. To many, the

Cold War has ended; only time will tell if that statement is true.

_tgtms of the Force

From 1984 through 1986 military manning continued the steady climb

initiated by President Reagan. By 1986 Air Force manning had risen to

608,199 airmen (14:40). Then, in 1987, Air Force manning numbers began

to decline. The fact is times are, again, changing. Today's Air Force

faces a break up of the Soviet east bloc coupled with an economic

downturn in the United States. "Concurrent with these changes are the

economically and politically induced DOD 'streamlining' efforts which

mandate getting the job done with a lot less" (8:2).. Force restructur-

ins efforts include force reductions, fzwer promotions, selective early

retirement, early outs,*and large atrength cuts (8:2). In 1991 Air

Force strength reached itR lowest level in 40 years--508,558--and this

level is projected to fall even further to 486,819 by 1992 (14:40). How

the TAF is coping with these rapid changes is outlined in the following

pages.

han~os in the TAF Concept of Aircraft Maintennnce

COMO has been a success story not only for TAC but for the entire

Tactical Air Force (TAC, USAFE, and PACAF) operating--pretty much in its

original tor'm--for nearly 14 years. Today, however, logistics planners

are facing two new challenges

which will dictate the future of our combat forces and their
ability to assert the national will. Tha most immediate, yet not
the most significant, is financial--obtnining defense dollars
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during a period of economic retrenchment. Conversely, the most
important, yet easiest to delay considering, is the dramatic
change inside the Soviet Union. (7:16)

These two challenges, no matter how diverse, are nearly impossible to

separate in that each is driving changes in the structure of the Air

Force. Within the TAP aircraft maintenance comrmunity the most signifi-

cant challenges have been the adoption of Rivet Workforce, a proposed

move to the concept of two-level maintenance, and the creation of two

types of new wings; the TAP Composite Wing, and the TAP Objective Wing.

The TAP Composite Wing is organized around the concept of being "a s.['-

contained, self-sufficient fighter wing" which includes "all fac-'ts of

(a) strike force package" (16:11). The TAP Objective Wing, on the other

hand, is not designed as a self-sustaining unit. However, in both

cases, the organizational structure of the wing is vary similar. Both

the TAP Composite and Objective Wings are di5cusied in greater detail in

the following pages.

Rivet Workforce. Leaders in the ascraft maintenance comsnunity

were already looking at ways of reducing their manpower numbers years

before these current reductions. in 1934, the Air Force began an inter-

nally generated study of aircraft maintenance. The result was a new

maintenance manpower initiative--Rivet Workforce. Rivet Workforce was

conceived after the study revealed basic organizational and structural

problems in the aircraft maintenance Air Yorce Specialty Codes (AFSCs)

(6:2). An APSC is a grouping of duties and taska related in skill,

knowledge, or difficulty for tile purpose of effectively intching skills

to tasks. The following paragraph details the findings of the study.

First, the study found over 100 AFSCs wete not being sufficiently

used and still others were bping over-tasked. Second, it found the
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number of people required for some APSCs was being driven by shift

coverage instead of workload need. Third, the study recognized certain

critical AFSCs were needed for deployment. However, it found those

AFSCs were often not used effectively during deployments. Examples were

the engine or hydraulic specialists. They were needed for deploym•nt,

yet if they had no work they simply sat idle waiting for the next job to

come. Finally, the study found the more technologically advanced, or

"newer," aircraft do not break as often; however, when they do, the

breaks are often more complex than breaks in older aircraft (6:2).

This last finding was of irmediate concern to the Air Force be-

cause "under the old AFSC system, maintenance personnel moved from one

weapons system to another" (6:2). The Air Force felt this practice

degraded the technician's skills, rendering them less capable to fix the

newer aircraft.

As an example, over 40% of our /-level integrated avionics tech-
nicians were working on different aircr&ft than the one they were
last assigned. Besides the loss of expertise, we had to "retrain"
theae technicians on the new aircraft and some tasks couldn't be
taught in the classroom. This moving from weapon system to weapon
system prevented our technicians from developing to their full
technical potential. (6:2-3)

In response to the deficiencies noted by the study, Rivet Work-

force was desigied "to create a more flexible, mobile, and survivable

workforce of aircraft maintainers" (6:3). To help with the construction

of Rivet Workforce, the Air Force enlisted the Human Resource Labora-

tories (HRL), Wright-Patterson AFB Ohio, and the major commands

(MAJCOMs). HRL interviewed technicians to evaluate old AFSCs and to

create new ones. The new AFSCs were aimed at linking similar technol-

ogies and evening workloads. The proposed AFSC combinations were
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thoroughly reviewed by MAJCOM and field level technicians before their

adoption (6:3-4).

Under Rivat Workforce, technicians are aligned to a specific

aircraft type or system throughout their career. Within this framework,

the Air Force outlined several benefits of Rivet Workforce. For one, it

allows individuals to become experts on their particular aircraft or

system. It allows basic technical training to be provided up front and

continuation training to be offered throughout an individual's career.

The time and wney spent on training technicians on new systems can now

be funneled into advanced workcenter training, using advanced training

systern such as the Interactive Video Disk (IVD). Rivet Workforce will

also help technicians better plan their careers. They can be more aware

of competition within their AFSC and can also better predict future

assignments (6:3-4).

The Air Force recognized the training challenges Rivet Workforce

created right from the start. Literally hundreds of individuals needed

to complete new career development courses (CDCa) and attend classes

taught by maintenance training branches/squadrons, and field training

detachments. In conjunction with the formal schooling, significant time

would be required to conduct on-the-job training (OJT) (6:3-4). Yet,

many units overcame these barriers and TAC predicts it will have 85% of

the Rivet Workforc3 trainin3 completed by mid-1992 (4).

po-Levpl Mairtenance. The next major cha!lenge to the TAP

maintenance community involves the relative location of intermediate

repair facilities. APR 66-14, USAF Equipment Maintenance Program,

defines the three levels of maintenance as follows: (1:1)
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Organizational: On-equipmnnt (on-aircraft) maintenance;
removal, repair, and replacement.

Intermediate: Off-equipment (off-aircraft) component repair,
normally done at the saimn operating location.

Depot: Overhaul or extensive repair, on- or off-equipment,
usually at a centralized facility having special skills and
major tooling.

The two-level maintenance concept removes intermediate maintenance from

the operating bsae and either centralizes it at regional locations

(based on aircraft/system type) or turns it over to the depot. General

Merrill A. McPeak, Air Force Chief of Staff, favors

a move toward two-level maintenance for all our wings, composite
or other. This would off-load elaborate intermediate level equip-
ment requirements, improving deployability. We could also down-
size the maintenance establishment at wing level, including re-
moval of considerable overhead. Retaining only organizational
maintenance in the wing permits us to contemplate returning
flightline maintenance to the flying squadrons, increasing unit
cohesion. (9:9)

The success of the two-leve•l maintenance program hinges cu reli-

ability and maintainability (RTS) engineering of new systems plus R&"

improvements in existing systems. This, in itself, is a complicated

issue. Take the F-15 aircraft for example. "The F-15 requires about

85% of the maintenance of the F-$ because of RPM improvements during

design" (3:3), and it has the best aircraft safety record in Air Force

history.

While these facts speak well of the reliability and maintainabili- a

ty of the P-1S system, we have only just begun to make improve-
ments that can bring dramatic changes to the flexibility of this
weapons system. Consider the possibilities with the aircraft's
electronics. When we lunp together electronic portions of the
engine controls, flight controls, and secondary power with the
avionics portions of an aircraft, we find electronic functions
account for some 45% to 50% of unscheduled aircraft maintenance.
With improved reliability and maintainability, we could eliminate
the avionics internediate shoo (AIS) and a whole host of support
problems. (3:3)
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This is a significant achievement for two reasons. First, "the variety

of spares needed to support.the AIS is greater than the number needed to

support the F-15 itself" (3:3). Second, to move an AIS from one theater

to another requires five C-14l transport aircraft. By eliminatinj the

AIS that airlift could be uzed to move the entire F-15 squadron (3:3).

The main goal of the R&I effort is "to create weapon systems that

perform the employment mission3 with minimal combat support once the

aetjnisition process is complete" (3:5). The reality is many of the

current weapon systenms are not R&M engineered. Today, most of the older

line replaceable units (LRUs)

run about 100 hours MTBR (mean time betweon removal). This means
any LRU has about. a 98% chance of finishing a two-hour mission
without the necessity for remov'al. This sounds pretty good from a i

performance stand-,,int until one realizes that, if an aircraft has
25 [.RUs, there in inly a 40% chance the aircraft will return from
a mission withtout some indication of failure. (3:4)

On 1 July 1991, TAC--supported by the Logistics Management Center,

ri.enter APB, AL, and the Rand Corporation--began a limited test of the

two-level maintenance, or as TAC calls it, the "Alternatives to Mainte-

nance, concept with the 388th Tactical Fighter Wing, Hill AFB, UT. The V

tPst plan covers thirty-two selected line replaceable units (LRUs) from

block 42 F-16C and D model aircraft. (This particular block was chosen

because iL was deemed the most reliable and maintainable of the F-16

aircraft fleet.) All of the selected LRUs are "automatic," which means

the LRU must be evaluated by the Avionir-s intermediace System (AIS)

during troubleshooting, versus the "manual" type of LRU which is simply

given a "go-no-go" test. As a parc of the tcst, all of the P-16 manual

LRUs have been put into the "...a.htli-n environment." All manual

testing of these LRUs will be done, facilities pemnitting, in the .Uls.
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At the start of the test, TAG established a baseline for supply

statistics on the 32 selected LRUs, along with other maintenance statis-

tics such as: mission capable rate, not-mission-capable for supply

(NMCS), not-mission-capable for maintenance (Nc4CM), and other pertinent

indicators of the maintenance health of the 388th. The status of the 32

LRUs within the entire supply 4yatcm is also being monito~ed. On 10

October 1991, the 363rd Tactical Fighter Wing, Shaw APB, 3.C., will be

added to the test. TAC feels the addition of anothor unit will expand

the strain on the supply system and create a more realistic environment.

Although the test is scheduled to run through February 1992, TAG has

been tasked to provide .ts five-year Alternztives to Maintenance Plan to

the Air Scatf by 1 October 1991 (2).

The TAP Composite Wing. Although it has operated under several

different names, the TAP Composite Wing concept is not new to the Air

Force. Since aircraft became a standard too! of war, America has

combined varying air resources at a single location und&r a single

commander. In most cases; however, the sqv.adrons and groups retained a

great deal of their individual unit identity within the wing structure.

A good example of this is found in the Composite Air Strike Force

(CASP), created in 1955 (15:3-4).

Following World War II the United States was the sole possessor

of nuclear weapons and the means to deliver those weapons. The threat

of Strategic Air Comtnand's deterrent force limited the Soviet Union in

its push for global expansion. The situation changed drastically once

the Soviet Union gained nuclear strike capability. "It was more impor-

tant than ever that SAC be kept poised to react to a Soviet nuclear •;

attack on the United States" (15:4). The Soviets
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realizing that the United States would now be more reluztant to
usa any portion of SAC for other purpoais, was then in a better
position to permit her satellites and Cornm-nist gro-aps in other
countries to initiate armed conflict at times and in areas of her
choosing and with her support. (15:4)

In reaction to thin thrert to world peace, "USA? directed Tactical Air

Command to develop a force capable eo deploying rapidly to ony area of

the world where outbreak of limited war w- i.sninent" (15:4).

In response to tho! USAF taskin:g, TAC activated Headquarters Nine-

teenth Air force and mr-de it solely reaponsible for planning "for

deployment and employment of the Composite Air Strike Force" (15:4).

The CASP did not include pcermanently assigned units, and Nineteenth Air

Force assumed "operational control of the C.AS? only during maneuvers,

exercises, and linitad-war deployments" (15:4). When the CAS? was

activated, selected combat-ready units would respond dependent cm what

";ackage" was called for.. This allowed Nineteenth Air Force a lot of

flexibility to shape the CASP dependent on the sitl.i.tion. When the

units were not under CAS? control they wemr assigned to and trained by

Ninth and Twelfth Air Forces,

The self-sustaining CAZY a.s compoenid of

tactical fighters, day, night, o and
weathsr-reconais~snrce aircraft, XB-50.; ttankers, and C-130 4rd C-
123 transports. In addition to the tactical squadrons and their
su.ort pereonel, an-! equipment, (there were) cor.inications and
aircraft control and wsrning (AC,&W) packats dejimnitd to provide
the CASP with i.;nt>rrn,.A coceonicationa ard g'ttd-otrolled
intarception end aircraft recovery ca"vability. (0:5)

Whersver posaiblo, tho deploy-nrA were pLAnned to i.4p mir refplm]ed non-

stop froym )itag;ing ba1 %a. Th'le tra;ports piuoidiA airlift with Sup )rt

fr"A the Kilitmry Air 7trat:.sort n:'r• •hn neep1. Q.uick turn-Around

at the dcstanition -,em p)arnned to provide for Jisediit- nuclomr or non-

nurleAr air stri~'!. Ihm CAS? wes tvated ir t'•,o actual 6y-4t



first to Incir!ik Air Base Turkey, July--ctober 1958, and the second to

Taiwan, Augst-Decamber 1958 (15:6,11). By all standards, both deploy-

menta were considered very succussful. Soma adjustmerts were required,

but on the whole the CAS? concept proved its worth.

_e "New'ii . ''ho two CASF deployments alerted

the services to thii neaed for bette=r join:t aad Allied services coordina-

tion lezding to the creation of m-lti-service task forces. Within th~s

wmulti-service structure the Air Force continued to work on the cotmposite

strike concept; however, each iteration still focused on the idea of a

CASP made up Irom various non-.assigned units.

For several reaaona, this ccnzept of drawing non-assigned units

together to create a single dnployý)nt force has comte under scrutiny in

1990-1991. First co;•es the arguqent that large scale conventio~al war,

particularly in Europe, han been rendered unlikely.. The fear of esca-

lation to nuclear war, added to the di.Antegration of the COiMsunist east

bloc, lend credence to this idea. This le2ds to the second argument,

that futur2 wars will be on a amnaller scale. This will require either

the use of in-theater forces or th:, rapid deployment of CO0NJS based

forces to the site of the troi±ble (16:11).

"The operations comje-;inity has voiced two main concerns about these

optiona. First, it feers pulling togvther various units to perform

under a xinqle co-mnder is likn taking "a large group of strangers to

join up and get acqminted on the way to the tirget" (9:11). Second,

the operations co -- nity fear, thf c~ov9lications the cormand, control.

and cor niTurtcationn (CJ) strActure nay face. Base, d on the rapid deploy-

tnt premise, the lead tir. needed to work out thei complicated co".'nd

and control (CI•) structure "ill sir~ply not bo there (9:7-8). Added to



this is the concern that cominunications capability, particularly in the

European theater, may be so seriously downgraded it will paralyze the

effective direction of strike force packages. 7herefore, "what is

needed is relatively self-contained, self-sufficient fighter wings that

can launch from one base all facets of the strike force package and its

support against preplanned, prefragged target 'areas of responsibility'.

to keep the war going" (16:11).

Supportors feel the best way to meet this is through the TAK

Composite Wing concept. TAC sunmmarizes the goals of the TAP Composite

Wing as follows: (5)

- Collects all assets at one base, under one commander.

- Is capable of responding to itediate request for unilateral
air action against any opponent worldwide.

- Moves frcm a garrison air force with a large overseas
presence to a rapid deployment force with a quick expedi-
tionary capability.

- Matches air force missions to euch rednced available
resources.

General McPeak, In an August 1991 interview with Ser&e-n-t". maga-

zine, defined the several forms a composite wing might take. Basically.

General McPeak broadly defines a composite wing ae one wh4re more than

one type aircraft operates in a wing. He points out that in the 2nd

Bombardrwnt Wing at Barksdale AFB LA, B-52s and tar'.ers are already

operating under the same wing. So, tha first type of com~posit. wi.-t is

one in which the units have a composite operation on the flighzline

which is simply brought topether inder ono wins. The second type of

composite wing is "built fr" the ground up to support th, expeudition.ry

role of the Air Force. For exanple, at Mountain Home APB, Idah.o, tho

366th Wing, which now has only F-ills, will become a c~osite wing with
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P-15Cs, F-15Es, AWACS, tankers, and F-16s" (10:11). Still another type

of composite wing is scheduled for Pope AFB, North Carolina. "The

mission at Pope will be to support rapid deployment and employment of

the Army's 82nd Airbcrne Division" (10:11).

The TAPQbbctive Wir,. Not all of the TAP wings will become com-

posite wings. In fact, TAC predicts there will be only four TAP Compos-

ite Wings; one in PACAF, one in USAFE, and two in the CONUS (2). The

remaining TAP wilngs will be structured as TAF Objective Wings. The TAP

Objective Wing is more representative of today's fighter wing. It is

organized under a scaled-down version of the streamlined TAF Composite

Wing management structure, since fewer operational squadrons will be

needed (2). (Since the majority of TAP wings will be Objective Wings,

this term will represent both types of wings for the remainder of this

study.)

g.ýi.ý.tnance gtct r,,- ture in theA Objective Winr. At the head of

the TAP Objective Wing is a wing co~matnder (CC). Below the CC ie the

deputy comernder for operations (DO)--head of the operations (OPS)

Group, and the deputy commander for logistics (LG)--head of the Logis-

tics (LOG) Group. The LG title results froim the combining of the deputy

cofmmnd'er for rtqintenance (DCl) and resource avrnager (RM) under one

title. The old DCM staff is dividec up, with so me functions going to

the Operatici•s (OPS) Support SquEdrcn and others going to the Logistica

(LOG) Support Squadron. The reorg.ineti•/n places all production

oriented raintonnnce activities uzvdnr the operations squadrons, ald

combines the off--equip ent =v-intenance activities from the Equipment

Maintonance Squadron (EZ) and znpo.ent epr Squadron (CRS) ,under .
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(12:6). An overall view of the basic ob.Active wing structure is

presented in Figure 1.

(cc)
STAFF

SQUAD.O... ... t

OPS LOFC. SUPPOrT MEDICALGROUP GROUP GoR 'du
(DO) (LG) (C)(C)

SýQUADRON MAINTEANCE SQUADRON SQUADRON

SQUADRON

Figure 1. TAP Objective Wing Structure (5)

As previously noted, maintenance personnel are located in several

places within the wing structure, with the majority placed under the

operations and logistics groups. Figure 2 shows a typical operations

squadron. The operations (OPS) squadron includae the mass of mainte-

nance tzoops under the ope:-ations group. Within the operations squadron

the operations officar and maintenance officer share equsl rrnking under

the squadron conandpr. The operations officer is respons'ble for the

various flights (PLT) and for th2 iupport flight (SUPP ?"T). The number

of aircraft flightu d4pends on the number, and type of aircraft assigned
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to the squadron. For example, if the squadron is assigned 24 P-15

aircraft, the squadron is broken down into four flights of six aircraft

plus the pilots for those aircraft. The support flight includes the

administrative and life-support functions. The maintenance officer is

responsible for the various maintenance flights including the aircraft

flight (ACFT FLT), the weapons flight (WP1 FLT), the specialist flight

(SPEC FLT), the support flight (SUPP FLT), and the aerospace ground

equipment flight (AGE FLT). In this case, the support flight includes

tool room and supply support.

LOPSSQUADRON(CC)

OPS MAINTENAINCE
OFFICER OFFICER

-SUPPORT

SECTION

-SCHEDULING

-DE.BRIEF

-ADMININSTRA-
TION

Figuren 2. TAP Flying Squadron (5)
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Within the logistics group, maintenance functions are found pre-

dominantly in the equipment maintenance squadron (ES3) and logistics

support squadron. EMS is charged with off-equipment maintenance and

includes several flights, such as: fabrication; propulsion; munitions;

avionics; accessories; and test, measurement, and diagnoatic equipmant.

The iogistics support squadron performs many of the old "DCM staff"

functions. A typical logistics support squadron, shown in Figure 3,

includes the logistics plans and mobility, maintenance management, and

maintenance training flights. The logistics plans and mobility flight

includes ccmbat plans; maintenance supply liaison; plans, scheduling,

and documentation; and a resource advisor. The maintenance management

flight includes the analysis, programs, and technical administration

divisions. Finally, the maintenance training flight includes a training

and administration, and development and applications division (5).

LOGISTICS
SUPPORT SQUADRON

LOGISTI MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE
PLANS/MOBILITY S LT MANAGEMENT FLT TRAINING FLT

-COMBAT PLANS -ANALYSIS -TRAINING&

--MAISTENANCE LPROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
SUPLY LIAISON

TECHNICAL L-DEVELOPMENT &
PLANS, SCH2EDULING & ADMINISTRATION APPLICATIONS
DOCUMENTATION

RESOURCE
ADVISOR

Figure 3. TAP Logistics Support Squadron (5)
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aintenance Problerms Related to the TA' Objective Wing. At first

glance, the new TAP Composite/Objective Wing appears to be at odds with

the current and projected manning and fiscal posture of the Air Force.

The Department of Defense has mandated reductions in Air Force manpower

and material, not expansions. Yet, according to the Air Force Chief of

Staff, "composite wings may be somewhat more expensive to operate and

that the added costs may not be entirely offset by savings that will

accrue through scaling back the C apparatus" (9:9). Every araument for

the new wing structure carries with it a counter-argument. The follow-

ing paragraphs present some of the major points of contention.

Colonel Wiswell, in his 1986 article, "The Composite Fighter Wing:

"-A New Force Structure and Employment Concept Needing Logistical Atten-

tion," puts these costs into four main areas: relocation, facilities,

spares, and manpower. In his opinion, the cost of relocation can easily

be handled, but the last three are "tmore fornidable and, without the

application of innovative logical approaches, could be fiscal show-

stoppers" (16:16).

The first cost is a direct result of the restructuring effort.

Aircraft, people, supplies, equipment, munitions, and a host of other

support material must be moved. Colonel Wisw-ell artues these moves

could "be phased, accmmixxated, and afforded," meaning they would have

little irnpact on perfornmance (16:14).

Next, comes the facilities construction needed "to combine two or

more types of fightar aircraft at one base. Unique aircraft, engine,

and avionics repair capabilities .gould hava to bag dispersed and decon-

centrated to compo ite installations" (16:14). The proposed for-mation

of centralized intermediata repair facilities under the two-level main-
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tenance concept may ease this requirement somewhat, but centralization

of these facilities is not keeping pace with the formation of the TAF

Composite/Objective Wings (4).

The need to increase spare parts holding1s, to compensate for the

loss of base-level intermediate repair capability under the two-level

maintenance, is another cost. General McPeak feeas this cost will be

small for systems like the P-15C and F-16C, "where (our) reliability and

maintainability efforts are beginning to show a return in the form of

sharply lower break rates" (9:9-10). It is not the purpose of this

research to debate the reliability and maintainability (R&M) issue, but

consideration must be given to the other aircraft weapon systems the Air

Force is operating. At present, the TAF has no intention of establish-

ing two-level maintenance for any F-15 model aircraft because the F-15

is considered too LRU dependent (2). Furthermore, budget cuts prevent

the replacement of older aircraft weapon systems by newer, R&M engi-

neered ones. However,

Money is already flowing toward the upgrade market. Fiscal 1992-
93 budget requests for U.S. military procurement includid at leact
19 modification programs that, together, will consume about $2.3
billion in Fiscal 1992 and anothsr $2.7 billion in Fiscal 1993.
(13:42)

Two examples of TAP upgrade programs in the include the following:

The Mid-life Update Program for General Dynamics F-16 fighters.
Approximately 530 F-16A/B aircraft operated in Belgium, Dermark,
Norway, the Fetherlands and the U.S. will be updated with a new
avionics suite under this $2-billion effort. (13:43)

The McDonnel Douglas F-15 multistaged improvenent program (mIsip).
A $1.5-billion program, MSIP is upgrading 15 line replaceable
units (LRUs) in the Hughes APG-63 radar and other key avionics
systems to extend the fighter's air superiority capability into
the next century. (13:43)
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In any case, the Air Force will be compelled to sustain spares for both

old and new aircraft weapons systems. While a problem with L.pares

stockage is already a reality for the Air Force, it is complicated by

the "higher cost of stocking, at composite bases, smaller quantities of

high value items for each aircraft type. Overall, more spares may be

required to cover more bases" (16:14). "Thus, another problem is

created--one of extended transportation needs to move spares both inter-

theater and intra-theater" (11).

The final issue is one of people. Colonel Wiswell points out

"breaking up homogeneous wings into composite outfits would probably

demand overall increases in maintenance manpower, since overhead and

intermediate repair would be duplicated at more sites" (16:14). However,

if the proposed two-level maintenance concept is adopted it may allevi-

ate this problem aince it calas for reductions in overhead and the

consolidation of intermediate repair facilities. Again, the statement

must be made that two-level maintenance concept is lagging the creation

of composite wings.

Aircraft Maintenance Issues In St'm r*ry

1. Today, logistics planners are facing two new challenges, ona

financial and the other political. Those two challenges are driving

changes in the structure of the Air Force. Within the TAP aircraft

maintenance conmnvnity, the most significant challenges have been the

adoption of Rivet Workforce, a proposed move to the concept of two-lavel

maintenance, and the creation of two types of new wings; the TA2 Cow-

posite Wing, and the TAP Objective Wing.
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2. Rijt Workforce was the result of a 1984 Air Force study of

aircraft maintenance. Under Rivet Workforce, technicians are aligned to

a specific aircraft type or system throughout their career. The Air

Force outlined several benefits of Rivet Workforce, such as: the

creation of weapon systema experts; flexibility in technical training

(like IVD continuation training); and allowing technicians to better

plan their careers. TAC believes it will meet the Air Force goal of

having completed Pivet Workforce training for 85% of its personnel by

late 1992.

3. The Air Force is moving toward the concept of two-level

maintenance. This eliminates intermediate maintenance from tbe operat-

ing base and either centralizes it at regional locations, based on

aircraft/system type, or turns it over to the depot. The success of

this concept is firmly based in system and componant R&M. Not all of

TAC's systems meet the high R&M standards demanded by the two-level

maintenance system. TAC is currently performing a limited two-level

maintenance test at Hill AFB, UT., and will present its five-year

Alternatives to Maintenance plan to Air Force by 1 October 1991.

4. Another 1990s Air Force concept is the TAP Composite/Objective

Wing. Only about four wings will become composite wings, with the re-

maining wings structured as objective wings. The only real difcerence

between these two types of wings is the mission. The TAP Objective Wing

is represei.tative of today's fighter wing, organized under a streamlined

management structure. Production oriented maintenanca activities are

located under operations, and maintenance support activities are located

under logistics. There are several proble7 •aociated with the TAP

Objective Wing including:
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- the cost of moving, aircraft, people, supplies, equipment,

munitions, and a host of other support material;

- the construction of the facilities needed to combine two or

more types of fighter aircraft at one base;

- the higher coat of stocking smaller quantities of high value

items for each aircraft type at several bases; and,

- the demand for overall increases in maintenance ranpower since

overhead and intermediate repair would be duplicated at more sit'es.

Two-level maintenance has been offered as a panacea for all of these

problems, but it is unable to keep pace with the creation of TAP

Objective Wings.

Afterword

This chapter explored the most recent changes in the TAP which have been

stimulated by changes in political and economic conditions world-wide.

The next few years will pit the TAP against some tough obstacles along

its path to maintaining its readiness goal. How successful the TAP will

be in meating its goal is yet to be known, and the same may be said

about aircraft maintenance. The TA? aircraft maintenance organization

must mirror the modifications made in operations; that is the fate of

any support organization. The final chapter draws together facts

presented i.n previous chapters to provide a basis for examining past

success of the TAP aircraft maintenance organization when faced with

such organizational changes. "
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. Su•mary. Analysis and Recoendations

Summary of the Aircraft Maintenance Issues

The following pages summarize the issues aircraft maintenance

personnel have faced over the 90 years covered by this study. The

sluary is broken into sectiona with each section representing one of

the chapters II throtugh VIII.

Beginnings 1900-1920. The military had no official interaction

with the development of aviation prior to 1907. In those years, the

pilot/owner performed all of his own aircraft maintenance. The creation

of the Aeronautical Division of the US Army Signal Corps signalled the

beginning of the military's involvement in manned, powered, and con-

trolled flight.

Pre-World War I. The beginning three-man Aeronautical

Division was chnrgcd with keeping pace with developments in aviation.

The Division-sponsored competition for the first manned, powered, and

controlled aircraft to be purchased was won by the Wright brothers. The

Wrights also introduced the firs. dedicated aircraft maintenance

mechanic--Charley Taylor, in 1908.

In 1914, the Aeronautical Division became the Aviation Sec-tion,

and boasted an authorized manning level of 320 men. The lt Aeronauti-

cal Squadron was formed within the Section. The squadron consisted of

20 pilots and 12 aircraft, divided into three coimpanies of four aircraft

each. Each ccmpany, headed by a captain, was further divided into Lour

sectiors. Each section consisted of a first lieutenant, a crew chief, a
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sergeant, three first class privates, and one private all of whom

performed the aircraft maintenance.

Since the aircraft, and mechanization in general, was so new to

Americans, the recruiting of aircraft mechanics was difficult, resulting

in a shortage of aircraft mechanics. By 1915, the Aviation Section

decided any enlisted man could become an aircraft mechanic if he could

pass a stringent hands-on airframe and engine test. These mechanics had

little available docxunentation to serve either as reference or for his-

torical reportirg. Aircraft discrepancies were reported to the mechan-

ics through oral debriefing with the pilot. Initially the pilots

trained the mechanics until a sufficient cadre was built up which could

conduct on--the-job training for new mechanics. The aircraft mechanic

did all the maintenance on the aircraft and there was no specialist

group to support him. Once the mechanics were trained it was difficult

to retain them because when trained and experienced they became valuable

to the budding civilian aviation industry.

Warid-War 1, The entry of the United States into the

European War quickly changed the shape of the Air Service. With the

advent of more advanced aircraft and aerial tactics, the pilot moved

away from aircraft maintenance, placin- more emphasis on the mechanic

and his qualifications. The addition of new aircraft systems led to the

creation of the aircraft maintenance sp,"cialiat. Recruiting of mechan-

ics again became a problem as the draft drained off many skilled

civilian mechanics.

By the end of 1918 the Army Air Servica had experienced a phenoine-

nal period of growth. This forced a change in the structure of aircraft

mainten&nce to the echelon system. First and second echelon maintenance
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was flightline, or on-equipment, maintenance. Third echelon maintenance

was base level off-equipment maintenance, and fourth echelon maintenance

was off-base, depot level maintenance. Maintenance forms were also

taking shape and the aircraft mechanics had to do paperwork as well as

"real" work.

The Interwar Years 1920-1938. America was convinced the European

War was the last war it would be involved in. This led to the immediate

reduction of the military forces. This reduction revived the system of

aircraft maintenance where the mechanic was trained to sustain the bulk

of his aircraft. The Air Corps opened a technical training school at

Chanute Field, Illinois where the crow chief went through a tough six-

month course. As the American economy began to prosper, in the late

1930s, industry was able to lure the trained aircraft mechanics away

from the Air Corps. From 1929-1937, the Air. Corps lost 15.6 percent of

its enlisted corps, and three-quarters of those were trained aircraft

mechanics.

The maintenance units initiated the use of aircraft maintenance

record keeping. Aircraft status was documented through several reports.

This use (,f aircraft forms was quite a departure from World War I. The

introduction of all metal, rjonocoque aircraft resulted in a change in

depot overhaul procedures. Aircraft now rotated into the depot on i

regularly scheduied basis. The interval for inspections was changed

from an isochronal concept to a phased concept of maintenance, based on

hours of operation. Preventive miintenance also received a great deal

of attention. The eirphasis was placed on anticipating and preventing

system failures and malfunctions.
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From Isolationism to World Power 1939-1945. American maintenance

personnel faced some pretty tough challenges in World War II. They kept

aircraft flying in regions of the world most of them had never even

heard of. They braved the elements, supply shortages, and a lack of

training and experience, and came through with flying colors. The

success of the aircraft maintenance operation in World War II, given the

sheer number of aircraft and personnel placed in diverse operating

conditions, is a testament to the leadership and dedication of the

aircraft maintenance troops.

The draft brought maniy unskilled personnel into the maintenance

units, forcing changes in organizational structure and training.

Although the four echelon maintenance system of World War I remained, it

was altered. The main difference was the inclusion of the requirement

that certain equipment be air transportable. Maintenance units below

depot level were expected to be highly mobile and capable of working in

unimproved conditions. First and second echelon ground crews were

grouped into their specialties in some theaters of operation to maximize

their use. This meant many mechanics might work on the airplane simul-

taneously under the general control of the crew chief. This was a

direct departure from the crew chief concept of maintenance practiced in

World War I.

Two branches were formed to perform squadron level maintenance in

some theaters and the CONUS Air Training Cortland. The Flying Line

Maintenance Branch, like today's VI1, perforied servicing, pre-flight,

light inspections, and other daily tasks. The Production Line Mainte-

nance Branch, or off-equiipment maintenance unit, performed the more time

consuming and technically complicated ta~sks not directly involved with
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the day's flying. The process of formalizing this concept of mainte-

nance laid the foundation of the maintenance organization that still

efists today.

The requirements for skilled maintenance personnel exceedod their

availability. Training courses were shortened and the crew chief method

of training was replaced by one of more specialized training--narrower

tasks and quicker training. The crew chief was assisted by specialists.

The mechanics were idertified to a particular type of aircraft although

they really possessed little in-depth knowledge of it.

A Short Respite: Pro'n World War II to Korea 1946-1950. The years

following the World War II brought radical changes to aircraft mainte-

nance. Many of the decisions made during this period are reflected in

the maintenance organization as it stands today.

The adoption of the Hobson Plan, in 1947, was an important first

step toward standardization and stabilization of the maintenance organ-

ization. This plan made the wing headquarters the highest echelon on a

base and created four subordinate groups including the combat, and main-

tenance and supply groups. These groups were responsible for first,

second, and third echelon maintenance within the wing.

Manpower shortagos, brought on by an improved civilian economy,

created concern over the Air Force's abilityto expand its combat

capability in times of war. The concern then wad that there was no

counterpart in industry to the military aircraft maintainer.

The reliability and maintainability (P&M) of an aircraft were not

principle design considerations at this time. Although some connider-

ation was given to this area, tha Air Force gave little more than lip

service to the ROM concepts.
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Specialist maintenance wap reborn in a slightly different format.

The new maintenance concept, developed by SAC, placed specialists in an

off-equipment setting. This provided a situation where the npecialist

could be kept busy with backlog maintenance. Although it took some

years for this concept to catch on, it served, until very recently, as

the core of the Air Vorce maintenance organizational concept.

The Kp~an War 1950-1953. The overall scale of the conflict

aside, the Korean War presented some unique challenges to aircraft

maintenance. First, the Korean War was the first "jet" war ever fought.

This Plone contributed heavily to the problems faced by maintenance.

The Korean War was also one of give-and-take. The lack of perranent,

adequate bases of operation coupled with the need for constant mobility

took a grievous toll on wanpower, equipment, and supplies.

Despite dramatic efforts to increase personnel numbers, the Air

Force was not able to provide all the specialized personnel Far East Air

Forces (PEAF) requested. This forced the use of OJT in the combat

theater and hurt the combat capability of the units. This situation was

further complicated by the 12 month tour-of-duty in Korea. About the

time the maintairer got accustomed to the aircraft, or equipment, he was

rotated out of the theater. The policy of frequent rotation prevented

the development of experienced maintena-ce organizations, and negated

the modified crew chief system becau!P) the it stripped the units of

skilled crew chiefs. In adrition, mnnpowr shortages often forced

highly skilled per;onnel to perform lo'w-slkill tasks. The irmediate

result was a loss of a valuable resource and a further deterioration of

the maintenance comolox.
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The living and working conditions for maintenance personnel were

not good. Pre-fabricated buildings or tents were used as alternates to

permanent construction. This lack of permanent buildings limited

maintenance personnel to performing rudimentary maintenance during cold

weather periods. Inadequate maintenance caused the deterioration of

aircraft sooner than expected. Runway and taxiway surfaces were des-

troyed by the smaller, high pressure tires and exhaust blast of the jet

aircraft. Since the landing gear and tires on the jets were not as

sturdy as their conventional counterparts the rough surfaces caused them

to fail faster than expected. Equipment problems, caused by the runway

conditions, forced maintenance to rely very heavily on supply support to

keep the aircraft flying. Unfortunately, supply faced its own share of

problems and was not able to always meet maintenance demands.

To overcome the shortage of parts maintenance resorted to canni-

balization. Cannibalization doubled the maintenance workload and con-

tributed to a reduction in component reliability. Shortages of tools

and equipment provided another challenge for maintenance. Much of the

equipment was of World War II vintage requiring constant attention.

Even new equipment could not stand up to the rigors of the Korean envi-

ronment, so aircraft often went without maintenance other than that

essential to combat mission flight.

All of these maintenance problems were complicated by the fre-

quency of unit movements. Equipment, buildings, and any other facili-

ties of possible use to the enemy were destroyed as units retreated.

The moves also took a toll on the equipment and supplies that were

evacuated from the bases. Later, under combat advancing conditions, the

re-captured bases had to be almost reconstructed.
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Aircraft maintenance personnel faced other barriers such as

extreme weather conditions, inadequate transportation, the threat of

enemy attack, fuel contamination, and other difficulties. In respoase

to some of these problems the rear echelon combined maintenance opera-

tion (REIMCO) system was formed. REVICOs were usually located in Japan

where they could take advantage of facilities and equipment outside the

combat zone. Commanders sometimes complained their maintenance and

supply persornel at the REMCOs were unhappy and felt they were not

contributing to combat success. At times, maintenance personnel of less

than sterling quality were assigned to the REMCOs. This caused the FEAF

to intervene and approve all personnel assignments to the REEMCOs. On

the whole the REMCOs were very successful.

Post-Korea Through the Vietnam War 1954-1973. Most of the issues

facing tie aircraft maintenance community, from 1954-1973, were founded

in changes in maintenance policy. America's participation in the Viet-

nam War resulted in few unexpected maintenance problems. TM "normal"

logistics challenges such as limited facilities, inadequate supplies,

and problems organizing maintenance were more or less expected. These

kind of challenges are as old as war itself. This is not to say these

problems were not important but rather to point out they carried less

weight in an Air Force which had not reduced its numbers, nor ceased to

prepare for war. The United States had made a commitment to a strong

national defense and the public had supported that pledge with tax

dollars. Thus, the challenges faced in these nearly 20 years were those

inflicted on maintenance by changes in policy and organization.

The Air Force emerged from the Korean war as the predoininant power

among America's armed-forces. During the expansion programs which
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followed the war, the USAF took steps to modernize the force and procure

more jet aircraft. To the maintenance man this meant there was less of

a drawdown in the force and an actual improvement in the overall outlook

for maintenance. Unlike times past the Air Force was not forced to

drastically reduce manpower after the Korean War. Although active duty

strength declined from 977,593 in 1953 to 690,999 in 1973 it was a

gradual decline. The procurement of more jet aircraft meant the phasing

out of older aircraft. Although some of these new aircraft were not the

maintenance person's dream, they certainly were a step up from the

Korean War era jet and reciprocating engine aircraft.

Until TAC published its own maintenance manual in 1957, its air-

craft maintenance organization remained under the Hobson Plan of 1947.

This plan created two aircraft maintenance areas of responsibility.

Combat squadrons were responsible for first and second echelon mainte-

nznce on assigned aircraft, and a maintenance squadron handled third

echelon maintenance on assigned aircraft and all maintenance on base

flight and transient aircraft. This approach placed the specialists in

the maintenance sqtzdrons allowing them to work on lower priority repar-

ables when they were not needed on the flightline.

The Air Force published its specialized maintenance manual, AFM

66-1, in September 1956, but did not maka its uaq mandatory. AFM 66-1

installed the Chief of Maintsnance as the top maintenance manager, gave

him a staff, assigned the aircraft to maintenance, centralized control

but decentralized maintenance, and provided for mechanized maintenance

data collection.

TAC published Its own TAC Manual 66-1 in 1957. TACMG 66-1 also

provided for the chief of maintenance but went beyond the AFM 66-1 by
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providing a strong crew chief system. The crew chief was responsible

for supervising all maintenance performed on his assigned aircraft and

the entire maintenance organization was designed to assist him in ful-

filling his responsibility.

In 1959 the Air Force revised AFM 66-1 and made it mandatory for

maintenance management throughout the Air Force. This new AFM 66-1

directed specialized maintenance concepts be adopted Air Force wide. It

also moved the scheduling of all aircraft to the Chief of Maintenance

staff. The benefits realized under this new version of AFM 66-i

included:

- the creation of a standardized maintenance organizational

structure for all commands;

- the bringing together of some 50 years of aircraft maintenance

experience into one document, thereby stabilizing the maintenance

complex:

- the setting of USAF standards, goals, and objectives for the

maintenance structure to meet;

- and finally, the enhancing of the maintenance data collection

(MDC) system first introduced in the 1956. The MDC data were then used

primarily to procure spares and equipment, track weapon system reli-

ability and maintainability, determine manpower needs, set a budget, and

for many other purposes.

In 1966, TAC reorganized its maintenance structure under a program

called 'TAC EZahancpent' and published TAC Manual 66-31 as guidancp for

the new structure. This program provided the tactical squadron commmand-

er with i self-contained maintenance capability for squadron deploy-

ments.
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TAC faced some maintenance problems in the Vietnam War, including:

- an initial lack of maintenance facilities was overcome by

fairly large mobile maintenance vans;

- the performance of heavy, non-organizational level

maintenance in the Philippines or in Japan in direct conflict with the

Air Force policy of base self-sufficiency;

- the lack of a sufficient supply system which resulted in

the use of an expensive aerial resupply system;

a- serious shortage of trained maintenance personnel which

forced TAC to undertake a massive maintenance training program;

- and, the use of more semi-skilled personnel by TAG caused

by the rise in demand for replacements during 1966.

Post-Vietnam War budget cutbacks, and training problems created by

the clash of the two maintenance management systems--AFM 66-1 and TACM

66-31--called for the standardization of management systems in a cost

effective organization. In response to this problem USAF launched

project RIVET RALLY in January 1972. RIVET RALLY was iimed at central-

izing base level maintenance organizations, standardizing functions

within those organizations. and developing a common maintenance manage-

ment directive for use by all commands. RIVET RALLY culminated in a new

A7M 66-1 with provisions to limit supplementation by the major commands.

Chang.ingTes 197 83. This chapter represents 1.0 years in the

development of Air Force aircraft maintenance. New concepts were tried,

modified, accepted, used, and discarded. Of the nearly 137,000 base

level aircraft maintenance personnel in the Air Force in 1977 approxi-

mately 16% were in overhead or marnagc•ment positions above the flight

chief of work center supervisor level. Th" need to increase s3rtie

I
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.production forced the Air Force to reconsider the supervisor:' st-ac&týr

of the maintenance organization.

The scarcity of defense dollars in the post-Vietnam et: fo£,:ee

both inter-command and intra-comnand maintenance consolidr ions ,2

develop new ways to perform maintenance with diminishing nuT.'ý-rtz .,2

personnel the Chief of Staff, USAF, created the Maintenance j

Improvement Program (MPIP). MPIP's executive board considercd nny key

areas, such as: manpower, training, modernization of equipment, mainte-

nance organization, etc. . . . The end result of TAC's participation in

MPIP was the Production Orienced Maintenance Organization (POMO).

POMO took advantage of the natural "on" and "off" equipment split

in maintenance. Specialists were taken out of the shops and assigned to

the flightline organization--Aircraft Generation Squadron (AGS). Within

the AGS three separate Aircraft Maintenance Units (AMUs) were estab-

lished. Specialists not needed for direct flightline production were

divided into two off-equipment units--Equipment Maintenance Squadron

(EMS), and Component Repair Squadron (CRS). The key to the POMO concept

was to cross-train the flightiine specialist to perform many aircraft

general typa tasks while still retaining his primary specialty. POMO

did not achieve the desired increase in sortie production rates. TAG

felt this was due to the disparity between having the responsibility to

produce and having the authority to enforce production. This led TAG to

enhance POMO through the creation of the Combat Oriented Maintenance

Organization (COMO).

COMO promoted unit competition and used other techniques--such as

the dedicated crew chief and expanded awards programs--to "fostcr

motivation, pride, and responsibility." As part of COMO, TAG implement-
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ed a system of annual and monthly goals to act as achievement bench-

marks. Control over how to schedule to meet year-end sortie goals was

placed in thq unit. TAC also improved the maintenance facilities

through programs like "New Lock, Smart Look, and Bright Look." The goal

here was to create "a feeling of pride and a sense of quality in the

maintenance technicians" (7:34). In its 14 years of operation, COMO has

been very successful.

New Challenges 1984-1991. Today, logistics planners face two new

challenges, one financial and the other political. These two challenges

drive changes in the structure of the Air Force. Within the TAF

aircraft maintenanco cormiunity, the most significant challenges have

been the adoption of Rivet Workforce, a proposed move to t.;o-level

raintenance, and the creation of two types of new wings; the TAF Com-

posite Wing, and the TAF Objective Wing.

Rivet Workforce was the result of a 1984 Air Force study of air-

craft maintenance. Under Rivet Workforce, technicians were aligned to a

specific aircraft type or system throughout their career. The Air Forie

outlined several benefits of Rivet Workforce, such as: the creation of

weapon systems experts; flexibility in technical training (like IVD

continuation training); and allowing technicians to better plan their

careers. TAC believes it will meet the Air Force goal of having

completed Rivet Wovkforce training for 85% of its personnel by late

1992.

The Air Force is moving toward two-level maintenance. This

eliminates intermedite maintenance from the operating base and central-

izes it at several regional locations, and the depots, based on air-

craft/system type. The success of this concept is firmly based in
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system R&M. Not all of TAC's systems meet the high R&M standards

demanded for the two-level maintenance system. TAC is currently

performing a limited two-level maintenance test at Hill APB, UT., and

will present its five-ytar Alternatives to Maintenance plan to Air Force

by 1 Cctober 1991.

Another 1990s Air Force concept is the TAP Composite/Objective

Wing. Only about four wings will become composite wings, with the

remaining wings structured as objective wines. The only real difference

between these two type of wings is the mission. The TAP Objective Wing

is representative of today's fighter wing, organized under a streamlined

management structure. Production oriented maintenance activities are

located under operations, and maintenance support activities are located

under logistics. There are several problems associated with the TAP

Objective Wing including:

- the cost of moving aircraft, people, supplies, equipment,

munitions, and a host of other support material;

- the construction of the facilities needed to combine two or

more types of fighter aircraft at one base;

- the higher cost of stocking smaller quantities of high value

items for each aircraft type at several bases; and,

- the demand for overall increases in maintenance manpower since

overhead and intermediate repair would be duplicated at more sites.

The conversion to a two-level maintenance system has been offered as a

panacea for all of these problems, but it has been unable to keep pace

with the creation of TAP Objective Wings.
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Analy s of Aircraft Maintenance Development

The following tables provide a stunary of the cause and effect

relationships of the variables which effect the structure and function

of the aircraft maintenance organization. Table I outlines the basic

relationships as they have occurred through time. Table 2 then draws

together the comnmon threads which run through the time periods. Figure

4 is a pictoral representation of the relationships outlined in Table 2.

Table 1

Summary of Aircraft Maintenance Development

TIME PERIOD EFFECT RESULT

Few, simple aircraft, Maintenance done by
Pre-WWI simple maintenance the pilot

Aircraft numbers in- Some enlisted aircraft
crease mechanics needed--gen-

eralized "crew chief"
system of maintenance

Increased threat--Rap- Four echelon system of
WWI id growth in size of maintenance

force and aircraft
numbers

More complicated air- Specialized system of
craft increases need Imaintenance
for trained, enlisted
aircraft mechanics

Return to isolation- Generalized "crew
Post-WWI ism--reduction in air- chief" system of main-

craft and aircraft tenance
maintenance personnel

Better economy lures
trained aircraft me-
chanics to civilian
sector aviation

Reduction in aircraft Loss of technical
maintenance personnel training facilities
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Table 1

Continued

TIME PERIOD EFFECT RESULT

Increased threat-rap- Specialized system ot
WWII id manpower expansion maintenance

increased the need for

training

More aircraft, more
complicated aircraft

Need for more mobility Added the requirement
for aircraft mainte-
nance equipment to be
air transporta!Li

Decreased "active" Shortage in trained,
Post-WWII threat---aasive man- experienced enlisted

power demobilization aircraft maintenance
technicians

Good post-war economy

Loss of interest in Hobson Plan implement-
maintaining a stan- ed making the wing the
dardizad system of highest echelon on
-aircraft maintenance base with subordinate

maintenance and supply
group plus others

Shortage of trained SAC created the spe-
enlisted aircraft me- cialized maintenance
chanics organization with OMS,

FMS, AMS, and Mainte-
nance Control with a
modified crew chief
system

Complicated aircraft
to meet "Cold War"
technology needs

Return to "peacetim.e Creation of an air-
military" craft maintenance

bureaucracy

Increased non-aeronau-

tical maintenance
workload
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Table I

Continued

TIME PERIOD EFFECT RESULT

Haphazard reassignment Consolidation of like
Post-WWII of aircraft to the aircraft at a single

CONUS required more location to minimize
specialists, spare diversity in support
parts, support equip- required
ment, and facilities
at several bases

Rising rate of air- Shift in policy from
craft out of commis- equippin3 the force to
sion affected combat manning and maintain-
capability ing the equipment

Increased threat-man- Continued need for
Korean War ning doubled by end of specialized aircraft

the war, but not in maintenance
aircraft maintenance

Jet aircraft

Shortage of qualified Forced maintenance to
aircraft maintenance work seven days per
specialists week with no time off

for 10-15 days

Some aircraft special-
ties were manned at
100%; others rare
critically short

Specialists may be
trained on a conven-
tional aircraft, but
assigned to a jet

On-the-job training
was conducted in the
combat theater which
undermined unit ccbat
capabilitye

Forced skilled per3on-
nel to perform low
skill tasks

12-month tour of duty Prevented development
rotation of experieuced air-

craft maintenance or-
ganizations
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Table 1

Continued

TIME PERIOD EFFECT RESULT

Combination of the 12- Called for a more mo-
Korean War month tour of duty bile, less manpower

rotation and frequent intensive front-line
unit movements maintenance force

which ended the man-
power intensive modi-
fied crew cnief system

Poor runway and taxi- Increased the wartima
way conditions demand for spare land-
hastened aircraft de- ing gear struts and
terioration tires

"Peacetime" supply High cannibalization
provisioning and inad- of aircraft, high out-
equate storage facili- of-commnission rates,
ties lower reliability

Shortages of adeqiate Undermined aircraft
tools and Pquipment maintenance effort
Inadequate living and

working facilities

Overall poor operating Creation of REMCOs
conditions

REMCOs Initially gave a place
for undesirable air-
craft maintenance per-
sonnel to be dumped

Left aircraft mainte-
nance and supply peo-
ple feeling left out
of the mission

Caused some aircraft
scheduling and comu-
nication problems with
mobile units

Overall very success-
f1A
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Table 1

Continued

TIME PERIOD EFFECT RESULT

Continuing threat of American people sup-
Post-Korea commnist ag~reasion ported the buildup of

military forces

Modernization of TAC
aircraft

No big reduction in
manpower

Development of TAC Initially functioned
aircraft maintenance under 1947 Hobson Plan

TAC Manual 66-1: 1957
placed maintenance
under tactical squad-
rons

AFM 65-l: 1959 cen-
tralized the mainte-
nance organization

TAP Manual 66-31: 1966
decentralized the
maintenance organiza-
tion (again)

Increased threat--sta- No rapid buildup of
Vietnam War ble manning and air- manning and aircraft

craft numbers

12-umonth tour of duty Increased need for
rotation technically trained

replacements

Dependence on semi-
'killed maintenanca

. . . technicians •

Loss of defense dol- IRIVPRT RALLY creates
Post-Vietnam War lars'cost effective, stan-

dardized maintenance
system under AFtI 66-1
used by all covtnands

Non-standardized main-
tenance system under
APM 66-1 and TAC MXanu-
al 66-31
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Table 1

Continued

TIME PERIOD EFFECT RESULT

Loss of popular sup- Large scale personnel
Changing Times port '6y the Amorican drawdown

(1973-1983) people for the mili-
tary

Loss of defense dol-
lars

Continuing threat of Shift to defense of
co=unist aggression Western Europe, Middle

East, and Third World
countries

AP drives for a high
state of readiness

Loss of defense dol- Consolidation of main-
lars tenance at every level

to reduce ntinbers of
personnel, equipment,
and supplies

Demand for high state POH1 provides quas'i-
of readineas decentralized msinte-

nance sysitem to cut
management overhead

Poor sortie production CO1O--fully decentral-
under POMO ized maintenance sys-

tem

TAC desire to reduce Rivet Workforce com-

Naw Challenges maintenance manning bines many APSCa
(1984-1991)

Loss of Soviet Move to two-level Sys-
threat--loss of de- tem of maintenance to
fense dollars cut overhead

Creation of TAP Coci-
posits/Objective Wing
combiaes forces under
single ."oamm nd e r
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Table 2

Common Threads in Aircraft Maintenance Developrent

CAUSE EFFECT RESULT

Low/decreased threat Low defense dollars Small force

Consolidat ion/restruc-
turing of the aircraft
maintenance organiza-
tions

Shortage of trained,
experienced mainte-
nance personnel

Rsturn to "peacetime" Increased non-mainte--
military nance workload

Increase in mainte-
nance bureaucracy

Low technology Lees need for special- Generalized aircraft
ized maintenance maintenance system

Less need for advanced Loss of training fa-
training cilities

Increased threat More defense dollars Large force

Large force Increaez ii training
facilities and train-

Increased technology Need for specializ-d Specialized aircraft
maintenance maintenance system

Need for mcre advanced increase in training
training facilities and train-

ers

Good civilian a'eon- Drain off of skilled Retention, training,
ony maintenance personnel and recruiting prob-

lams hasvpers missioncapab iili tyi.:

Short tour of duty Incr"ased nevyl for IncreAse in numter of
trained specialists training facilities

and trainers

Inhibits creation of Combmt capability,
experienced mq-inta- mission effectivnecs'
nance organizations undermined
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History's Lessons. Several generalizations can be drawn about the

process of aircraft maintenance development over the last 90 years. In

the early years, aircraft were simple enough to be maintained by a crew

chief and his assistants. As the aircraft became more complicated the

specialist evolved as an essential member of the maintenance team.

However, the degree to which ihe aircraft maintenance organization

supported this specialized system fluctuated based on other inputs.

For example, if there was no perceived threat to national securi-

ty, manning levels in the Air Force were low which equated to fewer

aircraft maintenance personnel. These smaller numbers usually provided

the Air Force the opportunity to provide more in-depth training for

aircraft maintenance personnel which, in turn, allowed for a more

centralized, and generalized system of aircraft maintenance with little

or no specialist involvement in on-equipment maintenance. However, when

the nation discerned an increase in the threat to national security it

supported an increase in the size of the Air Force. This expansion

affected the concept and the tasks of the aircraft maintenance organizn-

tion for several reasons.

First, expansion equated to more defense dollars which, in turn,

supported a larger aircrafc fleet. As the rumber of aircraft increased

so did the number of maintenance personnel required to support them.

Second, an escalation in the threat also led to more sophisticated

aircraft which required significant specialist support. (Recall that

reliability and maintainability (R&M) engint ring was not the priority

in earlier aircraft development as it is today.) Most often, training

could not keep pace with the rapid expansion and that resulted in more
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fragmented, specialized training. These trends are consistent with

those of today.

Recent History. Since Worli War II, and even more so since Korea,

the purpose of America's defense machine has been to combat the Commu-

nist threat. In fact, the bulk of defense is based on the support of

the Triad--long-range nuclear bombers, sea-based nuclear submarines, and

land-based nuclear intercontinental ballistic missile systems, along

with the support of a large-scale, conventional European war scenario.

In recent history, defense doctrine also began to include support for

the concept of more limited, tactical war. This led to the creation of

multi-service expeditionary forces su.ch as the Rapid Deployment Force,

now known as the U.S. Central Command (USCENTCOM). Yet, the threat of

Soviet uuclear attack remained alive in the back of the Air Force

tactician's mind. Consequently, the aircraft maintenance structure

mirrors this duality of planning.

In TAC, as in other conmmands, the maintenance organizations are

built to respond to both the large-scale, conventional and tactical

battle plans. Wings are organized around a particular mission; i.e.

pilot replacement training, air-to-air, close air support, and each unit

has its tasking for an area, of areas, of response. All of this inform-

ation is built into planned, pre-sized deployment packages called Unit

Type Codes, or UTCs. The UTCs include both the operations and mainte-

nance personnel needed to support a particular number of airzraft under

varying conditions. If more, or less, personnel are needed the LT1C can

be "tailored." This way, all, or part, of the unit may be deployed

based on need. The UTC system has been relatively successful. At least
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it gives planners a base-line for consideration when designing logistic

support plan~s.

The maintenance organization within the U'rc includes both on- and

off-equipment maintenance personnel. The goal is to provide enoagh j

personnel, in the right specialties, to perform "normal" organizational

and intermediate maintenance at the deployed location. While the advent

of the Rivet Workforce program has somewhat altered the UTMs, the basic

premise has remained the same.

Conclusions

The United States defense "market" has changed dramatically. The

biggest threat to national security, the Soviet Union, has agreed to

call a truce to t!ie Cold War. Based on the lessons of the past, the

reaction to this loss of threat is predictable. The number of dollars

the American public is willing to cormmit to defense is shrinking, and as

the defense dollars abate, so will the size of th- force. To aircraft

maintenance this downtrend indicates a move to a m'ore centralized

organization with a more generalized work force.

This is exactly what is happening in the TAP. First, Rivet

Workforce has created a more generalized maintenance population.

Specialists still, and will, continue to exist but their base of

technical responsibility has broadened. Second, the TAP is investigat-

ing a further consolidation of specialist maintenance through the

Alternatives to Maintý.nance, or two-level concept. As more R&M engi-

neered and modified systems become commonplace, more off-equipment

specialists will disappear from toe base-level maintenance orginiza-
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tions. Finally, the TAP Objective Wing proposes a radical restructuring

of the maintenance organization. This new structure may be considered

both centralized and decentralized. First, it is centralized in the

respect that the wing will become the central command structure on the

base with all operations and support functions organized in one of four

groups. Second, for maintenance, the TAP Objective Wing centralizes the

bulk of the off-equipment "support" specialists under one squadron--EMS,

and the bulk of the overhead support functions under the Logistics

Group. The TAP Objective Wing is decentralized in that it disperses the

on-equipment "production" functions under each flying squadron, thus

removing them from the control of a single maintenance squadron--AGS.

The move to a TAP Objective Wing structure is neither new, nor

unexpected. Following the massive demobilization of World War II, the

Air Force responded with a centralization of maintenance organizations

under the 1947 Hobson Plan. Though the scale of the demobilization then

was more dramatic, the basic situation of today is similar. The force4

is declining yet the need to maintain a viable Air Force organization

remains. For the TAP, the wing restructuring mirrors the philosophy

which led to the creation of the TAC unique maintenance system in 1966.

TAC undertook the TAC Enhancement program to provide the tactical squý,d-

ron comnander with a self-contained maintenance capability. The

resulting system, under TAC Manual 66-31, placed the production func-

tions within the tactical squadron. The new TAP Objective Wing simply

combines these two designs into one centralized, yet flexible system

which takes into account the constraints faced by the TA?.

Most people are resistant to change, especially major change, and

this time it is no different. However, consideration must be given to
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who this change will affect. The on-equipment aircraft maintenance

technician will experience the least negative impact from the reorgani-

zation. As Colonel Wiswell pointed out, the most annoying problem is

likely to be the expected shortage of spare parts and facilities

(49:14). Thn group most likely to be hurt is the off-equipment aircraft

avionics maintenance technicians. As the Alternatives to Maintenance

concept takes hold, these off-equipment avionics specialists will

experience changes in the structure of their career fields. However,

the move to two-level maintenance will not happen overnight so there is

time to develop an orderly plan for phasing out the off-equipment

specialist. Perhaps those who stand to lose the most are the intermcdi-

ate-level officer and enlisted aircraft maintenance managers. The TAF

Objective Wing structure calls for the elimination of much of the

overhead supervisory positions often held by these mid-level managers.

The clear path to advancement is now cluttered by this unexpected turn

of events, and it will undoubtedly take some time for the chaos to

subside. Yet if everyone focuses on doing her or his part to ensure the

success of the mission, the TAP Objective Win- can become another posi-

tive example in history.

Reconmended Future Research Topics

The world political situation, particularly in respect to the

Soviet Union and the Middle East, remains volatile. American troops

have just returned from nearly a year of military actions, as part of a

multi-national peacekeeping force, in response to Iraq's invasion of

Kuwait in August 1990. Even more recently, the world took a front row
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seat to witness the attempted overthrow of Soviet Union President

Mikhail Gorbachev's reformist government. From 19 August to 21 August

1991, hardline Communists staged a coup against Gorbachev, but were

unsuccessful in their bid to take control of the nation. These two

developments raise some concerns about the dangers and risks involved

with the new TAP structure. The assessment of some of these factors may

be done through future research of two major areas; the two-level

maintenance and TAP Composite Wing concepts.

Assessment of the impact of the loss of transportation on the

success of two-level maintenance is an area requiring research. The

success of two-level maintenance rests not only on the R&M of the

aircraft systems and components, but on adequate transportation as well.

Spare parts must be delivered to the right place at the right time. The

reduction in defense dollars is forcing cutbacks on the already ailing

logistics air (LOGAIR) system. Loss of deployment flexibility under

two-level maintenance is another concern which bears some examination.

As two-level maintenance evolves, many of the full-time zechnicians may

be civilians. The questions is, how will the TAP support its forward

operating locations with non-deployable civilian labor? One final area

of interest is the possible long-term effects of two-level maintenance

on avionics and other aircraft maintenance career fields. Is the move

to two-level maintenance signalling an even more generalized aircraft

maintenance workforce? Whiat effects will tu:o-level maintenance have on

training' Will flightline avionics maintenance personnel become mere

black-box pullers? Will internediatŽ a'ionics maintenance training

become very spicializad? Rivet Workforce has already altered the

opportunity to exchange on- and off-equipment maintenance experience,
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but at least the various AFSCs were still co-located on the same base.

What happens to flightline production when the intermediate maintenance

technicians are reassigned to regional repair facilities and the

opportunity to exchange maintenance experience ends?

Rivet Workforce is another area of concern within the TAP Objec-

tive Wing. As part of Rivet Workforce, aircraft maintenance technicians

were "married" to their weapons system. If the TAP Objective Wing has

more than one type of aircraft assigned it may be prudent to cross-flow

like technicians between the systems. Although that action violates one

of the basic premises of Rivet Workforce it may offer some economies.

The creation of TAP Objective Wings raises the issue of combat surviv-

ability. An Objective Wing--such as the one proposed for Mountain Home

AFB, Idaho-centralizes many assets at one location, thereby creating a

lucrative target. Since one goal of the TAF Objective Wing is to reduce

command, control, and comnunications it may be interesting to evaluate

the shift in tactical responsibility should one TAP Wing be immobilized,

or destroyed.

One last concern, common to both programs, is their potential

influence--either positive and negative--on the work attitudes of the

force. One area of investigation is the effect of two-level maintenance

on job satisfaction, particularly for avionics maintenance technicians.

Another area includes the potential abuse of mid-level management. As

the new concepts take hold, mid-level nmanagers--both enlisted and

officer--are likely to bear the brunt of the changes. How the TAP

handles the recruitment, training, promotion, and retirement of these

managers will have a lasting impact on the entire aircraft maintenance

organization.
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Appendix A: United States Air Force Personnel Levels (46:40)
(1907-1992)

YEAR STRENGTH YEAR STRENGTH

1907 3 1951 788,381
1908 13 1952 973,474
1909 27 1953 977,593
1910 11 1954 947,918
1911 23 1955 959,946
1912 51 1956 909,958
1913 114 1957 919,835
1014 122 1958 871,156
1915 208 1959 840,028
1916 311 1960 814,213
1917 1,218 1961 820,490
1918 195,023 1962 883,330
1919 25,603 1963 868,644
1920 9,050 1964 855,802
1921 11,649 1965 823,633
1922 9,642 1966 886,350
1923 9,441 1967 897,426
1924 10,547 1968 904,759
1925 9,670 1969 862,062
1926 9,674 1970 791,078
1927 10,078 1971 755,107
1928 10,549 1972 725,635
1929 12,131 1973 6V0,999
1930 13,531 1974 643,795
1931 14,780 1975 $12,551
1932 15,028 1976 585,207
1933 15,099 1977 570,479
1934 15,861 1978 569,491
1935 16,247 1979 559,450
1936 17,233 1980 557,969
1937 19,147 1981 570,302
1938 21,089 1982 582,845
1939 23,455 1983 592,044
1940 51,165 1984 597,125
1941 152,125 1985 601,515
1942 764,415 1986 608,199
1943 2,197,114 1987 607,035
1944 2,372,292 1988 576,446
1945 2,282,259 1989 570,880
1946 455,515 1990 535,233
1947 305,827 1991 508,558
1948 387,730 1992 486,819
1949 419,347
1950 411,277

* Projected
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A pendix B: History of Army/Air Force Aviation (36)

1 August 1907 Aeronautical Division--United States Army
Signal Corps

18 July 1914 Aviation Section--United States Army Signal
Corps

20 May 1918 Air Service-United States Army

2 July 1926 United States Army Air Corps

20 June 1941 United States Army Air Forces

18 September 1947 United States Air Force
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Appendix C: Rivet Workforce Conversion Table (18:28-29)

OLD APSC NEW APSC T

321X2 '455X3 694 WCS

325XO-••• 
691 GMGD/CONT/(A-10

325XI- -455X1 692 assigned WCS)
C-TAP

328X4 693

COMM/NAy
328X0---• • 55X2 695 C-TAP

328X1----- 696

328X2 455X4 AWACS

328X3 456X1 EWS

423X0 -. 70052X5 70TAP ECS/ELEC
423X-2 701 ON/OFF EQUIP

423X2 5 54X2 EGRESS

423X3 454X3 FUELS

423X4 699
TAP APG

426X2 '52X4 698 A-F-15/B-P-16
C-F-Il1/M-OTHERS

431X1 697

427XO 702
458XO MACH/WELDERS

427X4 704

427X1 703
.•58X2 CORR/SHEET METAL

427X5 705

326X6 681

326X7 52XI 682 F-15 F/L AVIONICS

326X3 683

326X'kl 681

326X74-- 4:2X2 ?682 P-16 F/L AVIONICS

327X8 683
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OLD AFSC NEW AFSC SEI __LE

326X6 681

326X7 452X3 682 P-ill P/L AVION-
ICS

327X8M 683

326X3 686

326X4 45tX4 685 P-15 IN SIEOP AVI-
a, ONICS

326X5 687

326X3- 686

326X4 -451X6 685 F-Ill IN SHOP
AVIONICS

326x 687
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Appendix D: TAC Briefing Slides (7:A-1-A-8)

, PEHICENT CHANGE 1N UTILIZATION RATES

32 ALL FIGHTERS -- FY 69 TIHRU FY 84

+30-BASELINE: 25 HOURS 18 SORTIES
23 - HOURS

+20- 29 29 29 ....... SORTIES SORTIE RATE INCREASE: 28.6
28 11.4% AVG PER YEAR 28.1

+10" 1 MID 1978 THRU FY 84 27 ..1 20.7

14. 24 24

""M, "*• A,,• •
'24.

-10 -
17 * '",,. 23 22 ,- 66 -

16 .a 1

-20 .. 1 9 ,.
SORTIE RATE DECREASE: 14 1 14 18 80%

-30 7.8% AVG PER YEAR

1969 THRU MID '978 12 12 '115•

FY 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 2/784'78 79 80 81 82 83 84
ASO 1.38 1.51 1.5.3 1658 1.83 1.71 1.57 1.50 1.60 1.41 1.43 1.45 1.41 1.45 1.41 1.38

PERCENT DEVIATION FROM
PROGRAMMED FLYING HOURS

ALL TAC FIGHTERS

1969 THRU 1973 1974 THRU 1978
AVEIAGE UNDERFLY AVERAGE UNC]ERFLY

.4 ", .80-

.5%-

• 0% 1979 THROUGH 1984

FLEW ALL OF

EVER INCREASING

PROGOIAM

69 .0 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84

FISCAL YEAR
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THE IMPACT OF NEWI WEAPONS SYSTEMS
ON TAC SORTIE PRODUCTIVITY

- SORTIE LITE RATE, ALL FIGHTERS PERCENT
-1 SORTIE UITE RATE OF FIGHTERS CHANGE

RETAlINED FROM MIO-FY78 FLEET 200+ 80%
20 A

*80%/ ~70%
19 - SORTIE
IS IJTE 1? 19.0 63/

1 -RATE 1*61 '5 5O%

16 + 40%
15 -. 30%

14 -69%/
+ 20%

13 -
12 -1% DIFFEREN~CE ArTRI8UITABLE TO 10%
12 1. '

1  CHANGED MIX OF WEAPONS - 9
11 -SYSTEMS SINCE MIO-1978

10%

FY 2/78 4/78 79 80 81 82 83 84

TAC FIGHTERS GROUNDED FOR PARTS

P ERCE NT

BAD 20

15.8 16 10AV
14.9 r",2 142

787.4

5 -.

GOD FY 77 78 7 80 81 82 83 84
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.-,, TAC MAINTENANICE FORCE EXPERIENCE
"FIRST TERM VERSUS CAREER

PERCEN'T
FIRST rERM

70
BAD

65 - 62.0 61.5 62.5
r-F--- 5963AV

6 0 57 .5 j56 .3~AV

S• ;1, ....

.496
50

45.5
45

40 H __

FY 76 77 78 79 S6 a1 82 83 84

' V; TAC MAINTENANCE FORCE EXPFRIENCE
PERCENT SHORTAGES -- ASSIGNED vs AUTHORIZED

PERCENT

20 7-LEVEL 9.LEVEL
BAD

15
12.0 12.2 12.9

11.37
10 AVG AVG

10 -. 4 7.9 8.8 .,
.... ... ... ......... 8.

5Y 78 7v3 8 2 8 4 7 9 3 1 8 3 8
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MC IRENDS: TAC, SAC, PACAF AND USAFE

(%) TAC - TAC OPNI.
80" USAFE " (77.1) FTAS

_.,.. TAC
PACAF - (76.6)

SAC - --"' A7A2

70 - . USAFESAC I"m.. ..... ....

USAFE .......
(64.3):

(60.6)
C.3 TAC (56.4)- - SAC

S (54.9 (55.9)

TAC OPHI. FTRS50

JAN 78 JAN 79 JAN 80 JAN 81 JAN 82 JAN 83 JAN 84

SOURCE: AVISURS, INCLUDES ALL AIRCRAFT

TAC MAJOR MISHAP RATE
LAST SIX YEARS

8.0
8.0 5 CMMAM AIRCRAFT. 7.'50

PER 5.0
100,000HOURS 4.0 -RATE DWNN

197 1 91
3179 1980 1 A981 192 1983 1

NOTE. T9WI~NO REAL:SIA WAS INCRE7SEO SUBSTANTIALLY OUSIREG TWIS SAVE
PERIOD • US DSCTEASING S4 AI• 1

21,5
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ALL OPERATWlAL FIiGHTER AIRCRAFT
MAINTENANCE IMMfCATORS

BREAK RATE FRX RATE
80 74.6

30 
-21

60 A,

20-
S40

19.0 17.3

20.110 20

2/78 79 80 81 82 83 84 2/78 79 80 81 82 83 R4
(AT EIGHT HOURS)

OUT FOR MAINTENANCE MISSION CAPABLE RATE
5080'8.41.5 ' 71 %A --0', 461%J

40 %
% 70-

30

2010 601 6%10 ' ,I
2/78 79 80 81 82 83 84 2/78 79 80 81 82 83 84

MONTHLY UTILIZATION RATE

90 8 OA/o

60

30 1

I115
2178 79 80 81 82 83 84

(NOTE: SEE FOLLOWIN% PAGE FOR EXPLANAT;MN OF THE VARIOUS RATES)
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BREAK RATE Percent of sorties landing with the aircraft requiring
maintenance before next flight ("broken")

FIX RATE - Percent of-broken"aircraft repaired ard returned to mission
capable status within a given time period (In this :ase a: 'he 8 hour point after
!;nding)

OUT FOR MAINTENANCE - Aircraft not mission capable because
maintenance is required before next flight

MISSION CAPABLE RATE - Percentofaircraftcap2bleofflightandof
performing the assigned unit mission

MONTHLY UTILIZATION RATE Sorti~es/hours per possessed air-
craft per month (Sorties broken line; hours sWlid line)

2

2171

2 z 7



TAC HANGAR QUEEN STATUS
AVERAGE BY FY'S

180 "\ 164 COMMAND AIRCRAFT: 2,150

160

140

NUMBER 120 108.3
OF

ACR.88.3
80 0

60

AO - 49.5

29 ,
FY 80 81 82 83 84

HANGAR QUEEN - An aircraft not mission capableý for parts or maintlefnnce for 3
weeks or more

t~
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